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Abstract: My dissertation finds that Afro-Latinx writers have repurposed the genre 

of life writing in response to their marginalization in US Black and Latinx communities. 

Through journalistic sketches, collaborative autobiographies, and other forms of life 

writing, Afro-Latinxs have constructed and deployed a variety of Afro-Latinidades—the 

negotiation of ascribed characteristics and lived experiences that shape the confluence of 

migrant, Black, and Latinx identities—that take form in their writing, which critiques 

existing hegemonies of race, gender, politics, and religion in US, Caribbean, and Latin 

American institutions. The writers and organizers who are the subjects of this study recover 

Black contributions to politics and the arts globally, articulate a distinct strand of socialist 

politics, fight the stigma against Afro-diasporic religions, and reclaim the legitimacy of 

street practices. My dissertation ties together literary close reading with extensive archival 

research. Because of a certain unease about where to place Afro-Latinx writers (Black 

Studies or Latinx Studies) and the overtly political and pedantic structure of some Afro-

Latinx memoirs, these works have been underexamined in literary studies. As the first 

book-length analysis focused entirely on Afro-Latinx life writing, my dissertation builds 

on the recovery work of the last 20 years to take seriously the literary and political 

contributions of Afro-Latinxs. My project contests the common articulation of Afro-
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Latinidad as a “bridge” between US Black and (white) Latinx communities, and in doing 

so, provides a literary history of Afro-Latinx communities. I draw from bell hooks’ 

conception of “writing from the margin” and woman of color feminist analyses to 

demonstrate that Afro-Latinx life writing has shaped our discussions on immigration, 

colonialism, socialism, and spirituality for a century. Each chapter illustrates how different 

Afro-Latinidades—political, cultural, spiritual, and gendered—structure the life writing 

used by activists, socialist organizers, santeras (priests of Afro-diasporic orisha worship), 

former prisoners, and 23andMe genealogists.  
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Introduction 

 

After winning a seat in the House of Representatives in the 2016 election, 

Dominican American politician Adriano Espaillat (NY) became the first formerly 

undocumented person and first Dominican to serve in the United States Congress. 

Espaillat represents Harlem, famous for its contributions to and construction of US Black 

culture, but also an area with a growing Latinx and Afro-Latinx population.1 

Accordingly, he also considered becoming the first member of both the Congressional 

Black Caucus (CBC) and Congressional Hispanic Caucus (CHC). Espaillat was readily 

accepted by the CHC, but he faced a surprising amount of resistance from the CBC. In a 

Politico article, Rep. G.K. Butterfield (D-NC), a former chairman of the CBC said, “See 

that complicates matters. Even though our agendas are typically parallel, occasionally 

they are not. So it may be problematic if someone wants to belong to two ethnic 

caucuses” (Caygle). This viewpoint reflects the fear that Black and Latinx communities 

have goals that are ultimately at odds. Perspectives like Butterfield’s police blackness and 

Latinidad, and subtly perpetuate common assumptions that Latinidad is inherently anti-

Black and that Blackness is inherently anti-immigrant.2  

                                                 
1 When talking generally about people of Latin American and Hispanophone Caribbean descent, I use the 

term Latinx. The -x ending rather than the -a/o ending, attempts to be inclusive of all gender and sexual 

identities. However, when I believe that a writer is talking specifically in a gendered way, I indicate that by 

using the -o or -a endings. For more on the history and politics of the -x and -a/o endings, see Caminero-

Santangelo, deOnís, and the 2017 special issue of Cultural Dynamics on LatinX, especially Rodríguez.  

2 For a book that perpetuates this idea of Black/Latinx conflict, see Vaca. For work on Black/Latinx 

coalitions, see Lee and Opie. 
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In his interview, Butterfield concludes, “If he’s considered an African-American 

then he’s certainly welcome in the caucus. But I can’t speak for the caucus” (Caygle). 

Butterfield’s use of the term “African-American,” despite the CBC’s own use of the word 

“Black” rather than “African-American” in their title, points to the flexibility of the term 

while also highlighting an unspoken rigidity. That is, Butterfield admits that Blackness is 

an act of interpretation, while also foreclosing certain types of Blackness that exist 

outside of or in relationship with other parts of the Americas. American is used, as it 

often is in U.S.-based discourse, to mean the “United States,” erasing the more capacious 

conception of the Americas, encompassing North, Central, and South America and the 

Caribbean. Of course, Espaillat would not have been the first Afro-Latino in the CBC. 

There had been others in the past—including Espaillat’s predecessor and the man who 

named the CBC, Black Puerto Rican Charlie Rangel. Ultimately, Espaillat’s request for 

admission to both caucuses exposes the fear that the goals and policies of these ethno-

racial caucuses do not overlap. The situation described above asks one to consider a few 

questions: What makes someone Afro-Latinx? What are Afro-Latinx concerns? And if 

Espaillat were to create an Afro-Latino caucus where would be the points of convergence 

and divergence alongside the agendas of the CBC and CHC?  

In a time where one of the most well-known and accomplished authors in the 

literary world, Junot Díaz (winner of a 2012 McArthur “Genius” Grant and the 2008 

Pulitzer Prize), identifies as Afro-Latino, some might argue that Afro-Latinidad has 

become part of mainstream discourse (Garcia). It is now common to see articles in Latina 

magazine or in Huffington Post’s “Black Voices” section with titles such as, “On Being 
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Afro-Latino in Hollywood” or “Afro-Latinos and Black History Month Both Espaillat 

and the authors of these recent features suggest that the intersection of blackness and 

Latinidad only recently became a significant social, cultural, and political issue. 

However, Afro-Latinidades have had political, cultural, and social meaning in the United 

States at least since the early 20th century, and in Latin America and the Caribbean for 

much longer. Alongside this influence, Afro-Latinx communities and people who 

embrace their multi-faceted identity have also historically suffered distrust and 

discomfort from other communities of color.3 

Afro-Latinx Literary History: Identities and Politics Across the Ethno-Racial 

Divide focuses on the paradox of Afro-Latinx invisibility and influence, concentrating 

particularly on life writing capaciously understood. As a literary studies project 

concerned with the intersection of Latinx and African Diaspora studies, my dissertation 

probes the following questions: how do Afro-Latinxs navigate their Blackness and 

Latinidad in different spaces, such as the home, places of worship, or activist 

organizations? How have their ethnic (Latinx) and racial (Black) identities impacted the 

ways in which they write about their own lives? How have these writers theorized their 

own writing and the genre of life writing itself? How do erroneous beliefs like Rep. 

Butterfield’s—namely that Afro-Latinxs are only now becoming visible in important 

arenas of power—impact the ways we analyze US, Caribbean, and Latin American 

                                                 
3 I define Afro-Latinx as a person of African and Latin American/Hispanophone Caribbean descent. Their 

migrant identity comes from their Afro-diasporic background as well as more recent migrations. For other 

definitions, see Jiménez Román and Flores, “Introduction”  
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literature and culture? This dissertation also works to incorporate this community’s 

writing into US literary history. While some of the subjects of this project have been 

studied in the past for their political, archival, or cultural impact, their writing has not 

been rigorously studied through a literary lens. I contend that Afro-Latinx life writing as 

a genre has had an enormous impact in the social, cultural, and political realms of US 

history, shaping our discussions on immigration, colonialism, socialism, and spirituality 

for at least a century. 

Through their life writing, these writers represent a variety of Afro-Latinidades, 

which I define as the negotiation of ascribed characteristics and lived experiences that 

shape the confluence of migrant, Black, and Latinx identities. In writing biographies, 

autobiographies, and other forms of life writing that would fully represent these Afro-

Latinidades, these writers expand the conventions of the genre through creative 

structuring elements. In addition, these auto/biographies and the understudied archival 

record of their production reveal these writers’ theories on life writing. That is, I argue 

that these Afro-Latinx writers theorize how the genre is particularly suited to their 

explorations of violence, spirituality, history, and more. In this dissertation, I trace the life 

writing of Afro-Latinx figures over the last century to re-frame the involvement and 

contributions of Afro-Latinxs in literature, politics, and culture. 

This project focuses on life writing because it provides an intimate view of the 

writer’s process of self-definition and has been understudied in Afro-Latinx literary 

studies. My dissertation is the first book-length treatment entirely focused on Afro-Latinx 

life writing. Until this point, Afro-Latinx literary studies has focused primarily on poetry, 
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particularly performance poetry,4 and novels.5 There has been no systematic attention to 

how Afro-Latinx writers use and view life writing. Second, life writing provides the best 

avenue for thinking about the negotiation of Afro-Latinx identities in different socio-

historical contexts. It allows us to know what the Afro-Latinx life writer thinks was 

important in developing their sense of identity.6 My project also draws from the 

flexibility of life writing as a genre. According to life writing theorist James Olney, “a 

lifework […] will express and reflect its maker and will do so at every stage of his 

development in articulating the whole work” (Metaphors 3). In tracing the life writing of 

these authors, I see not only their individual growth and change, but also the changing 

impact of political, social, and cultural issues. Lastly, and what I most value about life 

writing, is that it allows Afro-Latinx people to theorize their own lives and in some 

instances, to theorize life writing itself. This methodology is similar to that of queer 

Chicana feminist Gloria Anzaldúa’s autohistoria and autohistoria-teoría, “a relational 

form of autobiographical writing that includes both life story and self-reflection on this 

storytelling process” (Keating 330).7 Tying together literary close reading with extensive 

archival research, my dissertation builds on the recovery work of the last 20 years.  

I recognize that African diasporic writing has a long history of using narrative to 

illuminate larger questions of identity and politics. Works such as Frederick Douglass’s 

                                                 
4 See Noel 

5 See Toliver Richardson, Sánchez González, and McGill 
6 In fact, one may argue that the confessional nature of life writing makes the genre an even better method 

through which to explore identity and the individual experiences of navigating its systemic nature. 

7 Keating emphasizes that this genre, epitomized in Borderlands/La Frontera (1987), is a woman-of-color 

intervention (9). For more on auto-historia, see Anzaldúa, Luz. 
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Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave (1845), W.E.B. DuBois’s 

Dusk of Dawn: An Essay toward an Autobiography of a Race Concept (1940) and Juan 

Francisco Manzano’s Autobiografía de un esclavo (1840/1937/1996) all push against the 

autobiography as a mere recollection of facts. Instead, these texts fit best into the genre of 

memoir because they find the interpretation of the facts of their lives, and especially their 

own interpretations (rather than those of say, the Garrisonian abolition movement or 

academics outside of their communities), as the major offering of their writing. That is, 

their narratives argue that how one makes sense of one’s life can speak to larger truths.  

The writers I examine—Arturo Schomburg, Jesús Colón, the Young Lords Party, 

Piri Thomas, and Marta Moreno Vega—recovered Afro-Latinx and Afro-Hispanic 

contributions to politics and the arts worldwide, articulated a strand of socialist politics, 

reclaimed the personal and political legitimacy of street practices of survival, and fought 

the stigma against Afro-diasporic Caribbean religions. Because of uncertainty about 

where to place Afro-Latinx writers (Black Studies or Latinx Studies) and the overtly 

political and pedantic structure of some Afro-Latinx memoirs, some of these works have 

been underexamined in literary studies. Through the conception of Afro-Latinidades, I do 

not offer a single definition or experience as representative of Afro-Latinx communities. 

Instead, I focus on how the socio-historical contexts in which these authors lived and 

wrote led them to imagine different definitions of their subjectivity, weaving those 

conceptions into the content and form of their writing.8 I generate, therefore, a working 

                                                 
8 One might consider this “afrolatinization” in relation to Laó-Montes’s definition provided in Mambo 

Montage: “Latinidad (noun) signifies the historical archives and discursive categories, and latinization, 
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definition of a dynamic Afro-Latinx identity, one that emphasizes experience, context, 

and change. 

Following the guidance of the writers I examine in this dissertation, I take a 

transnational approach to Afro-Latinidades, which allows me to capture the same 

nuanced, historically-informed approach to Latin American and Caribbean notions of 

race and ethnicity as those developed in the US and trace how these conceptions 

influence each other. As Juliet Hooker notes in her 2014 article, “Hybrid Subjectivities, 

Latin American Mestizaje, and Latino Political Thought on Race,” US Latino writers 

often misuse or oversimplify the works of Latin American thinkers and writers: “Latino 

Studies scholars, who for the most part have developed sophisticated and nuanced 

critiques of US racial politics and Latinos’ positioning within it, fail to bring the same 

care and attention to their analysis of questions of race in Latin America” (2). The US-

based Afro-Latinidades that I study in this dissertation are impossible to disentangle from 

Hispanophone Caribbean-based conceptions of race, ethnicity, gender, and spirituality.9 

In defining Afro-Latinidades as the confluence of migrant, Black, and Latinx identities, I 

am aware that these terms translate across borders, that these writers are not negotiating 

three identities but rather at least six since “migrant,” “Black,” and “Latinx” have US and 

Caribbean inflections.  

                                                 
derived from latinize (verb), signifies the multiple processes by which discourses of Latinidad are coined 

and enacted in time and space” (5). 

9 While my project focuses on US-based Afro-Latinidades, it’s important to note that the term “Afro-

Latinidad” has different valences across the Americas and Caribbean. See Jiménez Román and Flores, 

Hooker, Rivera-Rideau et al, editors, and Godreau. 
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Current scholarship on Afro-Latinx literature and politics often argues that, 

practically, Afro-Latinx identity responds to anti-blackness in the Latinx community, 

particularly the conception of mestizaje, race-mixing, and encouragement to “adelantar la 

raza” [advance the race] through whitening, or marrying light-skinned Latinxs or white 

Americans [blanqueamiento]. Afrodescendientes [Afro-descendents / people of African 

descent] in Latin America have often had to compete with nationalist narratives of 

mestizaje, or race-mixing. José Vasconcelos, who was the first Minister of Education 

after the Mexican Revolution, identified “four racial trunks” (white, black, indigenous, 

and Asian), with mestizaje encompassing primarily a combination of white and 

indigenous identities, focusing on the biological inheritance of mestizo cultural identity 

(9). Vasconcelos’s conception of the “cosmic race” has been used by Chicanx thinkers in 

the US to encourage pride in the racial mixture of Latinx identity. Gloria Anzaldúa notes 

(though in the context of US Latinxs), for example, that claiming the word mestizo 

“affirm[s] both our Indian and Spanish (but we hardly ever own our Black ancestry)” 

(Borderlands 85). However, the cosmic race can more appropriately be seen as “the race 

in which all other races disappear,” meaning that mestizaje narratives erase difference 

and homogenize ethno-racial identities (Jaén xvi). Similarly, Cuban revolutionary José 

Martí’s essays, such as Our América, simultaneously celebrate the racial mixture of Latin 

Americans while also discouraging Afro-Cuban movements. He asserted, “There is no 

racial hatred, because there are no races” (295). In “My Race,” Martí argues that, “The 

Negro who isolates himself drives the white to isolate himself.” Furthermore, he argues 

that when a Black man “trumpets his race… [he] authorizes and provokes the white 
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racist” (319). In these sentiments, Martí equivocates racial pride by Afro-Caribbean 

people with white supremacist ideology, ignoring the very different aims for which each 

belief fights. Advocacy of mestizaje often situates itself as anti-imperialist, celebrating 

racialized ancestors, and partially rejecting white supremacist arguments. Nevertheless, 

this discourse wishes to leave discussions of race in the past, hoping to create a 

homogenous, national culture that often denies Afro-Latinx (or Indigenous) cultural 

pride. Thus, Afro-Latinx projects have often worked against the anti-blackness inherent 

in narratives of mestizaje. However, Afro-Latinidad is more than an anti-“anti-black” 

project.10  

My project also contests the common articulation of Afro-Latinidad as a “bridge” 

between US Black and (white) Latinx communities. In addition to the argument that 

Afro-Latinidad is a political statement against anti-black racism, scholars suggest that 

Afro-Latinidad should be seen as an identity that bridges the ethno-racial—meaning 

white Latinx and Black—divide.11 For Agustin Láo-Montes and Mirangela Buggs as well 

as Juan Flores and Miriam Jiménez Román, Afro-Latinx identity is a means of solving or 

knitting together cultural, political, or other divides between and across Black and Latinx 

communities.12 Jiménez Román and Flores say that “Afro-Latin@s as individuals and as 

a group constitute a potential bridge across the ominous ethno-racial divide” (4). Lao-

Montes and Buggs view the “Afro-Latin@ diasporas as a translocal borderland and a 

                                                 
10 See Luis 

11 In a 2012 Q&A on losafrolatinos.com, the interviewer and Miriam Jiménez Román both suggest that 

there is no doubt that “Afro-Latinos serve as bridges.” 

12 See Flores and Jiménez Román, Lao-Montes and Buggs, Tolliver Richardson. 
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bridging identification located in between and against hegemonic and androcentric 

narratives of blackness and Latinidad” (383). In the writing of Arturo Schomburg, Lisa 

Sánchez González views this bridge as intellectual: “Schomburg’s ideas bridge the 

narratives of African American and Puerto Rican racial politics” (“Arturo” 139). I argue 

that neither model is accurate, since they both present Afro-Latinidad as a static identity 

of accommodation. In fact, across the last century writers of Afro-Latinx descent have 

constructed different Afro-Latinidades to meet both personal and communal goals and to 

alter and challenge discourses of Blackness and Latinidad, particularly in the US, but also 

in dialogue with Latin America and the Caribbean. By thinking about Afro-Latinidades 

as literary and not purely political identities, I illuminate and define an Afro-Latinx 

literary history. 

CHAPTER DESCRIPTIONS AND METHODOLOGY 

My dissertation draws from woman of color feminist methods, such as Kimberlé 

Crenshaw’s concept of intersectionality, bell hooks’ model of “writing from the margin,” 

and Gloria Anzaldúa’s autohistoria.13 Woman of color feminist methods are particularly 

suitable to my task because they do not subscribe to bridge metaphors that make racial, 

gendered, and sexual identities rigid. Rather, their theories constantly think of identity as 

relational, as the whole being more than the sum of its parts. Anzaldua’s conception of 

                                                 
13 Intersectional methods of understanding oppression and marginalized people’s experiences have a long 

history in African diasporic women’s writing, spanning the work of Sojourner Truth (“Ain’t I a Woman?” 

[1851]), Anna Julia Cooper (A Voice from the South, by a Black Woman of the South [1892]), Audre Lorde 

(Sister Outsider [1984]), bell hooks, and Kimberlé Crenshaw’s landmark 1989 article which coined the 

term, “intersectionality.” 
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auto-historia in particular views life writing and theory as rarely separate in the work of 

women of color. I believe that this view of life writing and theory also applies to multiply 

marginalized communities like Afro-Latinxs. These authors’ own theorizing of life 

writing, as revealed through their archives, demonstrate that Afro-Latinx life writing has 

shaped our discussions on immigration, colonialism, socialism, and spirituality for a 

century. Each chapter illustrates how different Afro-Latinidades—political, cultural, 

spiritual, and gendered—structure the life writing used by activists, socialist organizers, 

santeras (priests of Afro-diasporic orisha worship), and former prisoners. These varied 

perspectives speak to urgent, contemporary problems such as resurgent xenophobia, 

growing wealth inequality, and the influence of white supremacist ideals on Afro-Latinx 

communities. 

Chapter One, “Arturo Schomburg and the Auto/Biography of ‘Racial Integrity,’” 

examines the life writing of Arturo (Arthur) Schomburg, the Afro-Puerto Rican, Harlem 

Renaissance bibliophile. While Arturo Schomburg wrote very few first-person personal 

narratives, he was an influential archivist, historian, and writer of biographical essays 

about Afro-diasporic peoples. He wrote some of the first works published in the US about 

historically significant Afro-Latinos and recovered the voices of colonial American Black 

writers, such as Phillis Wheatley. These essays, written between 1909 and the 1930s, 

often foreground his presence as a researcher, weaving together his subjective experience 

of archival discovery with the biographies of praiseworthy Afro-Latino and Afro-

Hispanic figures. In this chapter I illustrate the ways in which Schomburg negotiated the 

boundary between history and biography to reject white supremacy and reclaim Afro-
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Latinx “racial integrity.” For Schomburg, the auto/biography of “racial integrity” 

recognizes 1) that Africanity is constitutive of Americanity, predating Toni Morrison’s 

similar claim in Playing in the Dark (1992), and 2) the place of Afro-Latino and Afro-

Hispanic excellence in the “Great Man” narrative of history. 

The second chapter, “Creative Destruction: Theorizing Violence in Piri Thomas’s 

Life Writing,” contends that Piri Thomas, writing about Spanish Harlem in the 1940s and 

50s, imagines Afro-Latinidad as an identity of creative destruction resisting static notions 

of race, ethnicity, and masculinity. In examining his archives, I argue that Thomas’s three 

memoirs process the prevalence and impact of violence on Thomas and other Afro-Latino 

boys growing up in the Barrio. Thomas’s life writing embraces and critiques the strictures 

of street masculinity in order to reconceptualize the practices of “heart” and cara palo, so 

that he can continue to honor his street values while working to uplift Afro-Latinos.  

In Chapter Three, “‘Observe and participate’: Jesús Colón, the New York Young 

Lords, and Afro-Puerto Rican Socialist Life Writing,” I situate Colón’s self-described 

“sketches” (1920s to 1950s) and the Young Lords Party’s (1969-71) collaborative life 

writing, which used multiple genres (film, photography, poetry, essay), into a history of 

Afro-Puerto Rican socialism.  This Afro-Puerto Rican socialism structured the life 

writing of these writer-organizers into what I term the “observe and participate” model. 

Based on “observation and participation,” the driving recruitment tactic advocated by the 

Chicago Young Lords’ leader, Cha-Cha Jiménez, and taken up by the original, majority 

Afro-Latino leadership of the New York chapter, this model of life writing works at the 

level of plot and outside of the text through reader engagement. The writers convey 
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themselves as participants-turned-observers in their own lives and encourage the reader 

to become a participant in movements for racial justice and Puerto Rican sovereignty. In 

addition, Afro-Puerto Rican “observe and participate” life writing destabilizes the myth 

of racial harmony—embodied in the mixed-race, peasant jíbaro figure—common in 

political and literary representations of Puerto Rico and the diaspora, by centering Afro-

Boricua experiences. This category of life writing images Afro-Latinidad as a decidedly 

political identity that restores Afro-Puerto Rican influence in movements for economic 

and social justice. 

In the final chapter, “Afro-Latina Spirituality and Woman-centric Afro-Latinidad 

in the Life Writing of Marta Moreno Vega,” I argue that Moreno Vega uses her life 

writing to advocate a culturally- and spiritually-based Afro-Latinidad. Moreno Vega, a 

writer, activist, and Afro-Latinx studies scholar, writes about her childhood in 1950s New 

York and her adoption of Afro-Caribbean orisha worship, Lukumí/santería in 1981. Her 

memoirs, The Altar of My Soul and When the Spirits Dance Mambo, are structured by 

these rituals of orisha worship and act as a medium for espiritista engagement with the 

ancestors and orishas. Moreno Vega’s life writing counters the masculinist gender and 

sexual politics of Afro-Latino writers, such as Thomas, who have dominated Afro-Latinx 

writing and politics. Ultimately, I argue that rather than seeing her identities as in 

contention or contradiction, Moreno Vega defines Afro-Latinidad as a call-and-response 

identity which playfully engages with multiple conceptions of Blackness and Latinidad. 

I end with a conclusion that looks towards more contemporary Afro-Latinidades 

and the future concerns of Afro-Latinx literary studies, particularly the growing influence 
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of genetic ancestry tests in explorations of identity and community and the role of the 

archive in creating a more holistic view of Afro-Latinidades. For this, I look to the life 

writing of Raquel Cepeda, a Dominican-American journalist and film-maker, and the 

unpublished writing of Piri Thomas on Puerto Rico, found in his archive.  
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Chapter 1: Arturo Schomburg and the “Racial Integrity” of 

Auto/Biography 

INTRODUCTION 

Unlike the other authors I examine in this project, Arturo Alfonso Schomburg 

(1874-1938) wrote very little that could be considered “life writing,” in the sense of 

autobiography or memoir. However, Schomburg had a tremendous impact on the fields 

of Black history and biography. He blurred the lines between the abstract and concrete, 

the individual and the community, and challenged definitions of Americanity and 

Blackness without dismissing the importance of identity and belonging. Specifically, 

Schomburg combatted the Eurocentric genre of biography, particularly the dominant 

narrative convention of the “great (white) man,” in three ways. First, he found “great 

men” (and occasionally women) of African descent and recovered the African ancestry of 

great men assumed to be European, such as Bishop of Panamá, Francisco Xavier Luna y 

Victoria. Second, he imagined Blackness as a global identity, contesting the US-centered 

blackness of historical scholars and Black biographers, such as Carter G. Woodson and 

Alexander Crummel, who he believed marginalized Afro-Latino, Afro-Hispanic, and 

other African-descended people. Finally, Schomburg interevened in the ostensibly 

objective forms of Afro-diasporic history and biography by allowing his own 

subjectivity, rather than white subjectivity, to influence his writing. He inserted his own 

experiences and feelings and refused to allow the lack of archival materials to silence his 

trumpeting of Black achievement.14 He chose to write about global Black personalities 

                                                 
14 Lisa Sánchez González uses the term, “paperlessness” to talk about Schomburg’s wrestling with the 

holes in the archive. 
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that reflected the same marginalization he felt within US Black, white, and Puerto Rican 

spaces.  

Born a year after the 1873 abolition of slavery in Puerto Rico,15 Schomburg came 

to New York City at the age of seventeen, in 1891.16 Schomburg was an active part of the 

Antillean independence movement,17 collaborating with other Puerto Ricans and Cubans 

against Spanish colonialism and co-founding the Las Dos Antillas [The Two Antilles] 

political club. However, this revolutionary movement fell away in 1898, when the United 

States took control of Puerto Rico and Cuba.18 In 1901, the Insular Cases were decided 

by the US Supreme Court, making Puerto Rico into an “unincorporated territory,” or, to 

borrow from Marcelo Svirsky and Simone Bignall, a “colonial state of exception” (7).19 

Schomburg was a stalwart supporter of Puerto Rican independence, though he also wrote 

articles that supported American intervention in Panamá and Cuba.20 Sixteen years later, 

in 1917, the US granted Puerto Ricans a liminal US citizenship with the freedom to 

                                                 
15 Howard Dodson claims that he was born in Cangrejos (Santurce) (8), but both Sinnette, Victoria Ortíz 

and Valdés assert that he was born in San Juan but grew up in Cangrejos/Santurce (Sinnette 7; Ortíz 19; 

Valdés 3) 
16 For more comprehensive biographies of Schomburg, refer to The Legacy of Arturo Alfonso Schomburg 

(1987), Sinnette and Valdés.  
17 Valdés notes that Schomburg was particularly influenced by Ramón Emeterio Betances. She writes, 

“with Betances […], an Afro-Latino who was deeply invested in the liberation and union of black peoples 

throughout the Caribbean, Schomburg found an exemplar of African diasporic thought” (37). Ortíz claims 

that Schomburg “probably met” Betances since he was in exile in the Virgin Islands at a time that likely 

overlapped with Schomburg’s stay in St. Thomas (25). However, Valdés and Sánchez González are 

skeptical of the evidence produced by Sinnette and Ortíz that Schomburg was ever in St. Thomas (Valdés 

33; “Arturo” 142).  
18 For more on the Antillean Independence movement in New York, see Nancy Raquel Mirabal’s chapter 

in Mambo Montage (2001) and her recent book, Suspect Freedoms: The Racial and Sexual Politics of 

Cubanidad in New York, 1823-1957 (2017). 
19 Refer to their book, Agamben and Colonialism (2012). 
20 Ortíz points to a 1903 letter to the editor Schomburg wrote to the New York Times (35, 115fn18-20).  
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migrate between the island and the mainland and, if they were on the mainland, to vote. 

Schomburg lived in New York City (Harlem and Brooklyn) after his migration, 

becoming an integral part of the culture and community for US Black and Afro-

Caribbean people. 

Schomburg devoted his life to studying, collecting, and writing African diasporic 

history. He was a member of two major historical associations, the American Negro 

Academy (ANA) and the Negro Society for Historical Research (NSHR), and he was the 

president of the former and co-founder of the latter. In both societies, Schomburg’s focus 

on Afro-Latino and Afro-Hispanic history made him an anomaly. According to Elinor 

Des Verney Sinnette, who wrote his most comprehensive biography, “Schomburg was 

the only presenter before the American Negro Academy who consistently reminded the 

membership of the role of blacks in Spain, Central America, and the West Indies” (55). 

The NSHR focused on building a collection of Afro-diasporic materials, and unlike other 

Black history organizations, was open to lay historians and community intellectuals 

(Sinnette 41-42). As Adalaine Holton argues, Schomburg believed “an archive of black 

history [was] vital to Afrodiasporic subjectivity and the future of Afrodiasporic peoples” 

(219).21 In 1926, Schomburg sold his impressive collection of over 10,000 books, 

manuscripts, images, art, newspapers, and other materials to the New York Public 

Library (NYPL). This material was housed in the 135th Street Branch of the NYPL as the 

                                                 
21 According to Sinnette, Schomburg was working with Du Bois on an Encyclopedia Africana (34, 

207fn46). Schomburg is also credited as a member of the Advisory Board for the Du Bois and Johnson’s 

Encyclopedia of the Negro (216). 
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Schomburg Collection.22 Schomburg remained in association with and, for a time, 

employed by the NYPL, continuing to build the collection until his death in 1938. The 

building was renamed the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture in 1972 and 

designated as one of four NYPL research libraries.  

Historically, Schomburg has been known primarily for this Harlem Renaissance 

bibliophile role and, inaccurately, for having interests aligned primarily with US Black 

people. But Schomburg’s Afro-Puerto Rican identity was never a secret, even if friends 

and scholars have continually questioned his blackness and puertorriqueñidad. As 

reported in Sinnette’s biography of Schomburg, his friend and fellow historian Bruce Grit 

asserted that Schomburg was not as Black as other Black Americans, calling him a 

“‘half-breed’” with “‘dual minds’” who did not “think as black” as important Black 

historians, such as Alexander Crummell (Sinnette 68). Afro-Puerto Rican feminist, 

Angela Jorge, in a footnote to her important tract on the place of Afro-Puerto Ricans in 

the feminist movement, offers Schomburg as an example of a Black Puerto Rican “lost to 

the Puerto Rican community.” The note, like most writing on Schomburg, contradicts 

itself, suggesting that he joined the black community but also “continued to identify with 

the Puerto Rican community.” Ultimately, she blames Schomburg’s invisibility on Puerto 

Ricans who have not historically “claimed” him (187). Fortunately, recent work in Afro-

Latinx studies has begun to provide us a richer picture of Schomburg’s life and his 

                                                 
22 In addition to curating the 135th Street collection for several years, he was also the curator specializing in 

African diasporic materials at Fisk University for a year (1931-32). Ortíz records that Fisk’s collection 

increased “by at least 4,000 volumes” during his brief tenure (93, 97). 
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political, cultural, and intellectual investments.23 Rather than arguing that Schomburg 

was more Black than Puerto Rican or vice versa, this chapter focuses on how 

Schomburg’s conception of Afro-Latinidad—his negotiation of his migrant, Black, and 

Latino identities—impacted his theorization of life writing and the ways in which he 

wrote his biographical and historical essays.  

This chapter, in following my life writing studies approach to this project, first 

examines Schomburg’s theorizations of Black history and biography, focusing 

specifically on his iconic speech to teachers on the need for Black history,  specifically an 

endowed chair for Black history, and his essay in Survey Graphic, later reprinted in Alain 

Locke’s The New Negro (1925). I read his speech as a revision of, rather than revolution 

against, the genres of history and biography as they had been defined by white scholars at 

the time. In the final section, I look at the ways in which Arturo Schomburg developed, 

what I term, “auto/biographies of racial integrity.” Through these auto/biographies 

Schomburg revised late British colonial and early American history to put African 

subjects at their center. He establishes Phillis Wheatley as the first American poet and 

restores agency and influence to Crispus Attucks and the Black men who testified against 

the soldiers who committed the Boston Massacre, making Afro-diasporic blackness 

central to the American revolutionary spirit. Furthermore, his narratives reclaim Afro-

Latino and Afro-Hispanic excellence by inserting Afro-Latino men into the Great Man 

narrative of history and integrating race pride with archival research.  

                                                 
23 Refer to Vanessa K. Valdés (2017), Jossianna Arroyo (2013), Lisa Sánchez González (2001), and Jesse 

Hoffnung-Garskof (2001). 
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SCHOMBURG THEORIZING BLACK HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY 

In his day and in the scholarly debate about his life that followed, Schomburg’s 

identity and his community commitments have been continually dissected.24 As Valdés 

notes, this dissection usually tries to “make sense of his interest in black history” (6). 

Much of Schomburg’s thinking about his connection to Black history was reflected in his 

biographical essays,25 but these were often not about US Black history. In fact, in several 

auto/biographies, Schomburg places himself and his joy of discovery at the center of the 

narrative. As Barbara Caine notes, the term “auto/biography” uses the slash to visually 

indicate the blurred lines between the life being written about and the connections and 

investments of the biographer (71). As Sánchez González posits, “[Schomburg’s] essays 

always negotiate the historical “we,” the metacritical third person, and his own personal 

involvement with the issues, figures, and histories he discusses” (“Arturo” 148). Thus, I 

use the terminology of “auto/biography” to reflect Schomburg’s proud insertion of his 

own subjective experience into his essays about objective historical figures and events.26  

                                                 
24 For example, see Ortíz (41) and Sinnette (23) in which she quotes a 1973 interview with Jesús Colón 

saying, “something happened whereby Arturo shifted his interest away from the Puerto Rican liberation 

movement and put all his energy into the [black] movement.”   
25 Though Schomburg wrote much more than these essays. Indeed, one might say that his Freemason work 

was his most prolific writing. See Arroyo and Hoffnung-Garskof. 
26 While Valdés makes a strong case for labeling these narratives as crónicas—journalistic pieces that 

explore the travels of a writer which are part of Latin American literary tradition—Schomburg’s 

auto/biographical writing, published and unpublished, was almost entirely in English. His essays were 

published in US Black venues like The Crisis (official publication of the NAACP) and Opportunity 

(official journal of the National Urban League) and not in the Caribbean or Latin America. One important 

exception to this is his writing in Spanish for José Martí’s Patria, though these writings were about the 

Puerto Rican independence movement, and not history or biographies. Despite writing in primarily English 

and for primarily US-based audiences, Schomburg was an avid supporter of Afro-Caribbean artists, such as 

Nicolas Guillén, and historians, such as the Club Atenas in Cuba. See Ortiz.  
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Schomburg sets out his theory of biography and history most clearly in his 

celebrated July 1913 lecture to “the Teachers’ Summer class at Cheney Institute,” entitled 

“Racial Integrity: A Plea for the Establishment of a Chair of Negro History in Our 

Schools and Colleges,” which was published soon after by the NSHR. Regarding the 

purpose of his paper in the field of history and biography, he states, “The object of this 

paper is not to revolutionize existing standards, but simply to improve them by amending 

them.” Rather than revolutionizing, he wants “the practical history of the Negro Race, 

from the dawn of civilization to the present time” to be incorporated into history (5). In 

situating his plea for Black history, Schomburg takes a conservative approach, suggesting 

that Black history can be added alongside the history written by white scholars as it 

stands. A more radical claim would suggest that the foundation of the field of history is 

white supremacist and would need to be re-imagined. Schomburg makes a similar 

argument to begin, “The Negro Digs Up His Past,” stating, “The American Negro must 

remake his past in order to make his future” (231). To do so, he—Schomburg’s vision is 

decidedly masculine—must revise the genre of biography, with certain underlying 

ideologies.27 Indeed, he suggests that the current “histories” only really work when telling 

the stories of white people but “bear no analogy to our [African-descended people’s] 

own,” and thus it is imperative to build “a course of study in Negro History and 

achievements” that speaks to students of African descent (“Racial Integrity” 6). 

Schomburg advocates for a Black history curriculum and the institutional support of 

                                                 
27 I agree with Valdés that, “Schomburg historiography, which for this writer includes Schomburg’s own 

publications, is decidedly male-centered (that is, there is a notable absence of women, seemingly in his 

professional life and work)” (36). 
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Black scholars and scholarship, particularly because he believed that the current history 

of Afro-diasporic people was woefully understudied and misrepresented due to its 

domination by white scholars and white supremacist ideology.  

Schomburg describes this conception of history and biography as one that “will 

inspire to us [African-descended people] racial integrity” (“Racial Integrity” 6). In this 

speech, he defines “racial integrity” in the context of the achievement and historical 

struggle of Jewish people. He writes, “We need it [racial integrity] more than the Jews 

who though not a practical nation, live in theory a nation of most powerful intellects. 

They live on the very groups of nations who destroyed them; and this concentration of 

force, energy, power and vitality has made them a combination of forces to be relied on.” 

In following their example, Schomburg argues that Afro-descendants must “cling to their 

customs and traditions, no matter where they live” whether it be in “Timbuctoo” (Mali in 

West Africa) or South America (“the Andean mountains”) (6). He advocates a history of 

Afro-diasporic people by Afro-diasporic people, “written by our men and women” (7). 

He asks, “Where is our historian to give us, our side view and our chair of Negro History 

to teach our people our own history. We are at the mercy of the ‘flotsam and jetsam’ of 

the white writers” (18). However, he also emphasizes that these new historians must 

come from all classes and backgrounds, and that one must not depend solely on the elite 

to revise and create this expansive Black history (19). The content is more important than 

the style because he hopes there will be a future generation of Black historians and 

biographers. For Schomburg, restoring the “racial integrity” of the genre of biography 

meant putting his Afro-Latino identity front and center.  
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Schomburg saw the act of recovery work, particularly in the field of biography, as 

a natural and healthy urge for those in the marginalized and misrepresented field of Black 

history. In an unpublished biography on Cyrille Charles Auguste Bissette,28 Schomburg 

writes, “It is natural that an enthusiast about a relatively unknown writer should come to 

feel that the influence of the man about whom he is concerned has been unduly 

minimised. It is equally natural that he should set about to rectify the historical injustice 

by demonstrating the influence of his subject upon the future development of ideas.”29 By 

establishing his anger as natural, rather than an impediment to objectivity, Schomburg 

establishes the auto/biography of racial integrity as a natural response to marginalization 

and oppression—a corrective to history produced through the lens of white supremacy. In 

doing so, I believe he hoped to provide the intellectual basis to address the erasure of 

Black achievement and imagine Black history that did not revolve around whiteness. 

While Schomburg’s auto/biographical essays often focused on men in war, 

religion, or fine arts (e.g. painting), he also recognized that African diasporic biography 

had to extend beyond those realms. For example, in a proposal for an unpublished 

cookbook of the African diaspora, Schomburg includes not only the recipes but the 

people who made, and made famous, those recipes. The book is equal parts cookbook 

and biography of Afro-diasporic cooks in history. He states as its purpose “To include 

                                                 
28 When I indicate that a text was unpublished, I mean to say that this text was found in the Arturo Alfonso 

Schomburg Papers at the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (SCRBC) and is not indicated 

as published in any venue in the bibliographies of Schomburg’s work compiled by the SCRBC (1986) and 

Sinnette (1989), which were based on Nine Decades of Scholarship: A Bibliography of the Writings 1892-

1983 of the Staff of the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, compiled by Betty Kaplan Gubert 

and Richard Newman (1986), pp. 64-71.  
29 Arturo Alfonso Schomburg Papers, Reel 10, Box 12, Folder 8 – Articles, Essays (C), SCRBC 
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personality sketches of many other famous Negro cooks—past and present—[…] To 

show that the well-known colored cooks are exceptional partly because their names are 

known whereas the true creative impulse as in all folk arts, is vested in anonymous 

thousands” (3).30 For example, he offers the example of “Black Sam, proprietor of 

Frances Tavern, who might well be called the culinary father of American 

independence,” one of many examples of Black excellence which Schomburg uses to 

revise colonial American and post-US revolution history (2). To reappropriate Flor 

Piñeiro de Rivera’s assertion about the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, 

Schomburg’s auto/biographical writing and his contribution to the fields of history and 

biography are “a monument to Africanness, to Americanness in its hemispheric sense, to 

Caribbeanness, and to Puerto Ricanness” (11). In his auto/biographies, Schomburg brings 

an Afro-Latino aesthetic and lens to the genre, even when not writing specifically about 

Afro-Latino and Afro-Hispanic subjects. 

THE AUTO/BIOGRAPHY OF “RACIAL INTEGRITY” 

The auto/biography of racial integrity is a set of practices and structures that unite 

Schomburg’s writing. These practices argue that Africanity is constitutive of 

Americanity, predating Toni Morrison’s similar claim in Playing in the Dark (1992), and 

highlight Afro-Latino and Afro-Hispanic excellence, tying subjectivity (“racial 

patriotism” [“Racial Integrity” 5]) with objectivity (facts), using the “Great Man” 

narrative of history. Schomburg’s conception of Afro-Latinidad, I contend, was not tied 

                                                 
30 Arturo Alfonso Schomburg Papers, Reel 10, Box 12, Folder 8 – Articles, Essays (C), SCRBC 
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entirely to his Afro-Puerto Rican identity but to a larger sense of connectedness among 

people of African descent in the Hispanophone Caribbean and the Americas.  

Revising America’s Beginnings 

Schomburg intricately weaves his subject-position as an Afro-Puerto Rican man 

into his mission to restore global Black narratives. His work critiques the nineteenth- and 

early twentieth-century practices of biography and history by white Americans, and some 

Black biographers and historians, which centered whiteness and subscribed to white 

supremacist notions of savagery and civilization. In his own auto/biographical essays, 

Schomburg repurposes the genre to blur the line between history, biography, and 

conceptions of freedom, pride, and dignity, making space for Afro-Latino conceptions of 

these concepts. Schomburg embraced a certain degree of subjectivity in his work and the 

life writing of other Afro-diasporic writers. For example, in praising the genre of slave 

narrative, he defines it as a mixture of facts and feelings. He describes slave narratives 

like Frederick Douglass’s as “a collection of facts mingled with pain” (“Racial Integrity” 

12). Schomburg’s writing on colonial North America leading up to the American 

Revolution, for instance, often depends on primary sources and expert testimony, but also 

rethinks America’s beginnings for the purpose of advancing Black civil rights. Through 

his writing on Phillis Wheatley and Crispus Attucks, Schomburg highlights the 

foundational Africanity of American literature and the American spirit. 

In his introduction to a reprinting of Wheatley’s Poems and Letters (1915), 

Schomburg conjectures that Wheatley is the progenitor of American poetry, and thus 

implies that the experience of enslaved black people in the Americas is foundational to 
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American literature. Schomburg has often been credited for recovering Phillis Wheatley’s 

poetry and he worked hard to track down copies of her published work and to collect 

pieces that Wheatley had owned (Sinnette 89). In his “An Appreciation,” Schomburg 

makes an argument similar to that presented by Toni Morrison in her seminal work of 

literary criticism, Playing in the Dark (1992). Morrison argues that “a real or fabricated 

Africanist presence was crucial to [white American authors’] sense of Americanness” (6). 

Africanism is, for Morrison, a constructed black presence used as a means for white 

writers to explore “the terror of freedom” (6-7, 80-81).31 For citizens of the young US 

nation the black population was a “surrogate” for exploring issues of human freedom 

while not itself legally having full humanity or citizenship (37, 51). Schomburg, on the 

other hand, looks at an African woman’s use of poetry, particularly poetry patronized and 

support by British colonizers, in order to point towards the African beginnings of the 

American literary tradition rather than offer insight into white exploration of American 

identity. Schomburg pretends to offer no opinion of his own (strange for what is 

explicitly named “an appreciation”), saying that he “offer[s] no defense as to the merits 

of Phillis Wheatley’s poems” and instead offers the reader the opinions of several 

commentators including such canonical figures as Thomas Jefferson (“An Appreciation” 

96). Despite his claims to the contrary, he uses these experts to craft the argument that 

Phillis Wheatley shaped an American literary identity at a time when “American 

literature was in its swaddling clothes” and under attack as a pale imitation of British 

                                                 
31 Morrison also comments that immigrant literature contextualizes their own Americanness in relation to 

Black Americans, which is something to consider for Black immigrant subjects like Schomburg (47). 
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literature (97). Schomburg does not go so far as to explicitly claim Wheatley’s supreme 

status as the first great American poet, due partly to the fact that she published her first 

works before the official establishment of the United States, through a British press. 

However, Schomburg strongly asserts that “[her] poetry was as good as the best 

American poetry of her age” (98). Schomburg counts Wheatley as one of the major 

voices of American poetry. 

Similarly, in “Crispus Attucks—Free Patriot,” published in The New York 

Amsterdam News in 1935,32 Schomburg restores Black voices to a key story of the 

American Revolution – the Boston Massacre. Schomburg uses historical documents to 

establish Attucks’s status as a “mulatto” seaman from the West Indies, and he includes 

Black men’s testimony in court as his central evidence, rather than the work of white 

historians. In doing so, Schomburg makes apparent the Afro-Caribbean foundations of 

the American revolutionary spirit and shows that Black men crafted the legal narrative of 

what occurred at the Boston Massacre. First, he deduces Crispus Attucks’s origins in 

Nassau, Bahamas, arguing against claims by white historians that Attucks was a fugitive 

slave and instead portrays him as a world traveler building capital for the British empire 

(6A). Halfway through the article, Schomburg includes the testimonies of “Newton 

                                                 
32 An earlier draft of this article, entitled only “Crispus Attucks,” was found in the Arturo Alfonso 

Schomburg Papers, Reel 10, Box 12, Folder 8 – Articles, Essays (C). How much earlier it was created is 

unclear, though the fact that he signed his name as “Arturo A Schomburg” rather than “Arthur A. 

Schomburg,” suggests it was one of his later writings, since he returned to using “Arturo” later in life 

(Valdés 5). I found out that this piece had been published in Mitch Kachun’s First Martyr of Liberty: 

Crispus Attucks in the American Memory (2017): “In May 1935 the Chicago Defender published a full-

page essay telling the story of Crispus Attucks and his heroism at the Boston Massacre. Arthur A. 

Schomburg published a similar lengthy piece on Attucks a few months later for the New York Amsterdam 

News” (107). My reading considers both the earlier draft and published version. 
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Prince a free Negro,” “Andrew,” and “Cato” (the latter two were servants) against the 

British soldiers in their trial for murdering Attucks. Indeed, Schomburg uses the 

respected testimony of these three Black men to counter the judgement of Chief Supreme 

Court Justice Roger B. Taney, who infamously wrote in the Scott v. Sanford decision that 

“the African race” “had no rights which the white man was bound to respect” (407). 

Schomburg makes this explicit when he praises that the English judges, “unlike Chief 

Justice Taney, did not rule they [the Black witnesses] had no right anybody was bound to 

respect” (6A).  He provides the word-for-word testimony of these Black men—the actual 

interrogation by the lawyer to the witness. For example, “Andrew, Mr. Oliver Wendell’s 

servant” is asked, “Q. ‘Do you know who this stout man was that fell in and struck the 

Grenadier?’ A. ‘I thought, and still think it was the mulatto who was shot’” (6A).  

Andrew’s testimony is provided as evidence by Schomburg that Attucks was an active 

agent in the struggle, contesting white historians’ attempts to diminish Afro-diasporic 

people’s historical influence in early America. By disproving claims that Attucks was a 

fugitive slave or a hapless victim of the Boston Massacre, Schomburg centers African 

participation in the physical and legal story of the American Revolution. These men’s 

stories were solicited and heard by a court-of-law, and they should play a significant role 

in the narrative of the Boston Massacre. For Schomburg, Attucks and the Black men who 

shared his story were foundational to the American independence movement. 

Schomburg uses the Taney decision to make similar claims about the essential 

role of Black people in colonial and early America in the unpublished work, “Free 
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Negroes in the Formation of the American Republic.”33 In section III of this document, 

Schomburg takes on the argument that the US Constitution was never intended to apply 

to Black people. Like Jesús Colón would later do in A Puerto Rican in New York, 

Schomburg argues, using primarily the dissenters in Scott v. Sanford, that the 

Constitution is not an inherently white supremacist document. He quotes Justice John 

McLean, who indicates that “‘the Government was not made especially for the colored 

race, yet many of them were citizens of the New England States and exercised the right 

of suffrage when the Constitution was adopted’” (3). He also quotes, at length, Justice 

Benjamin Robbins Curtis, who pointedly argues that “‘it is not true in point of fact that 

the Constitution was made exclusively for the white race’” (3). He points to the fact that 

in five of the first thirteen states, free Black men “‘possessed the franchise of electors’” 

(3). It follows then, for Justice Curtis, that, if these Black men were citizens, then the 

Preamble of the Constitution must have been “‘ordained and established by the people of 

the United States’”—Black and white. Again, through the use of experts and legal 

definitions of citizenship, Schomburg makes African diasporic peoples political actors 

who were meant to be participants in the rights and responsibilities of white citizens as 

imagined through the US Consitution. 

Beyond the content of “Crispus Attucks—Free Patriot,” Schomburg’s language 

subverts the way in which colonial and Early American history usually characterizes 

white and Black people, namely by using objectification to refer to white people and the 

                                                 
33 Arturo Alfonso Schomburg Papers, Reel 10, Box 12, Folder 8 – Articles, Essays (F-I), SCRBC. I could 

not determine when the piece was written. 
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language of partnership to talk about Black people. The article, despite its name, actually 

begins far before the Boston Massacre, offering an overview of the British empire and its 

attempts to colonize North America. In Schomburg’s framing, America cannot be so 

easily separated from its British imperial roots. In describing Britain’s Caribbean 

colonies, he starts by describing the migration of white British subjects to the islands. 

However, Schomburg’s word choice makes these white British people passive objects. 

For example, he recounts that ships came to colonies such as Jamaica, Barbados, and St. 

Lucia, “and landed their precious human cargo of whites,” describing white people in the 

objectifying and property-focused manner more common to white historians’ descriptions 

of enslaved Africans (6A). In the published version, Schomburg describes the Black 

people as “African contingents” there “to help develop the newly acquired colonial 

possessions” (6A). While Schomburg moves to talk in more detail about the widespread 

practice of slavery in British colonial possessions throughout the Caribbean and Central 

America, this introduction to African people as “contingents” characterizes them as team 

members or soldiers, people who were intricately part of the development of colonized 

territory. In doing so, Schomburg reclaims African agency and underlines their 

importance to the history of economic development in the Caribbean, an argument that 

Schomburg makes in other venues, namely “The Economic Contribution by the Negro to 

America.”34 However, in the earlier draft, Schomburg goes further than arguing that 

Africans helped to develop the colonies—he argues that the “African contingents” were 

                                                 
34  Presented at the 1915 convention of the American Negro Academy. 
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also part of “the enjoyment of a national providence” (1).35 In addition to its religious 

sense of divine intervention, the Oxford English Dictionary has just as many 

economically-focused definitions for providence—for example, definition one includes 

“Foresight; anticipation of and preparation for the future; prudent management, 

government, or guidance” and “Regard for future needs in the management of resources; 

thrift, frugality.” African people not only were meant to labor but to shape the colonial 

future. Schomburg asserts that “Long before the year 1770, a large number of blacks 

were employed in her Majesty’s dominion” and “were considered subjects amenable to 

English discipline and protection” (6A). In laying out the history of the British empire 

leading up to Attucks’s patriotic death, Schomburg provides context for understanding 

Attucks’s Caribbean background and the active, if problematic, role that people of 

African descent played in developing that empire.  

In the final section leading up to the actual Boston Massacre, Schomburg cements 

the idea that early America is inseparable from Africa and the Caribbean. In discussing 

the iconic beginnings of New England, he refers to the “white Pilgrims” and the “black 

Pilgrims” brought over by the Mayflower,36 revising the mythic history of this vessel and 

                                                 
35 Arturo Alfonso Schomburg Papers, Reel 10, Box 12, Folder 8 – Articles, Essays (C), SCRBC. 
36 Schomburg could also be referencing the Elizabeth, nicknamed “the Mayflower of Liberia” that carried 

the first African American people to the Sierra Leone region in 1820 through the American Colonization 

Society (ACS), a white philanthropic organization. Their goals have been characterized in both positive and 

nefarious terms. ACS members like Francis Scott Key thought that colonization would allow free black 

Americans and eventually all African Americans (once slavery ended) to escape a racist society that would 

never accept them. According to public historian, James Ciment, the ACS wished to free the US of Black 

people and convert them to Christianity. Refer to Ciment’s Another America: The Story of Liberia and the 

Former Slaves Who Ruled It (2013). While Schomburg celebrates Paul Cuffee, “the Negro colonization 

pioneer” (“The Negro Digs” 234), scholars generally agree that Schomburg did not support the “Back to 

Africa” movements, though whether or not he supportive of nationalist movements is more debated. Ortíz 

writes that, “Schomburg was a strong supporter of Marcus Garvey, though he did not agree with the ‘back 
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asserting that it played a role in the forced migration and enslavement of African people 

(6A).37 While there is currently no evidence that the Mayflower was a slave ship,38 

Schomburg makes this assertion and lays claims to the Pilgrim mantle for Black enslaved 

people to highlight the ways in which the Mayflower passengers who colonized New 

England were crucial in developing the slave-based economy of the Caribbean and the 

American colonies.39  

Afro-Latino Excellence and the “Great (Black) Man” Narrative 

Schomburg’s pride in his Afro-diasporic roots radiates from his writing. In an 

unpublished essay for a prospective “magazine devoted to the racial groups of the 

Antilles” (1), Schomburg states, “It seems appropriate for me to mention that men of 

African descent have filled most every position of trust with dignity and propriety that 

                                                 
to Africa’ component of his program” (71). Winston James characterizes Schomburg as “a fervent Pan-

Africanist” and “Puerto Rican black nationalist” who “was a strong supporter of Marcus Garvey, but he 

never believed in in the idea of a return to Africa” (200, 201, 211). Similarly, when discussing 

Schomburg’s writing through the Negro Society for Historical Research, Theodore G. Vincent argues that 

Schomburg was a “Black Nationalist intellectual” “based in the Garvey movement” (337, 336). On the 

other hand, Sánchez González argues that his essays went against his contemporaries and their “strict 

constructs of class constituency and state nationalism” (“Arturo” 148). 
37 In the earlier draft, he writes “Black Pilgrims,” capitalizing the “B” indicating people of the African 

Diaspora, rather than just people with dark skin color. This is a choice to identify a culture, rather than a 

color. However, using a lowercase “b” was common in newspaper publications and thus the lower-case “b” 

is likely a style change made by the publisher.  
38 However, what the Mayflower did after it left New England is unclear, since there were many ships 

named the Mayflower. J. Rendell Harris’s The Last of the “Mayflower” (1920) attempts to trace the ship’s 

history, debunking certain claims, and ultimately arguing that it most likely acted as a whaling ship (46). 

The argument is traced out in Chapter Four, “The ‘Mayflower’ as Whaling Ship.” I could not find any other 

sources that attempted to trace the Mayflower in the years after the Pilgrims’ arrival to New England. 
39 For a detailed history of the connection between the enslavement of Indigenous and African peoples to 

the development of New England and the Caribbean, see Wendy Warren’s New England Bound: Slavery 

and Colonization in Early America (2016). She states that, “The first documented shipment of enslaved 

Africans arrived [to New England] in 1638, eighteen years after the Mayflower’s journey” (7). 
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can be mentioned by any person” (2).40 The rest of the manuscript lists the 

accomplishments of Afro-Caribbean people in the realms of journalism, government, 

publishing, and a host of other fields. This never-published article, while less polished 

than other, more well-known articles he wrote, reflects Schomburg’s investments. For 

Schomburg, “a group tradition must supply compensation for persecution, and pride of 

race the antidote for prejudice” (“The Negro Digs” 231). By using the term, “antidote,” 

Schomburg suggests that history based in race pride can act as a solution. But the term 

also has medical valence, implying healing. For Schomburg, the auto/biography of racial 

integrity was one step in the process of healing from white supremacist policies and 

attitudes. 

Auto/biographies of racial integrity integrate race pride with archival research and 

focus on inserting Black men into a Great Man narrative of history with the goal of 

providing a capacious and hemispheric American history. This biographically-focused 

version of history had been championed by foundational US writers and thinkers. For 

example, Ralph Waldo Emerson in the introduction to his influential work, 

Representative Men (1850), writes, “The search after the great man is the dream of youth 

and the most serious occupation of manhood” (3).41 In response to this claim, many US 

Black and Afro-Caribbean men had taken up this “serious occupation” and the 

                                                 
40 The essay was tentatively titled, “Some Notable Colored Men from the West Indies.” Found in Arturo 

Alfonso Schomburg Papers, Reel 10, Box 12, Folder 8 - Articles, essays—S (Typescripts), SCRBC. 
41 In addition to Emerson, one could look to the work of Nathaniel Hawthorne and Henry David Thoreau. 

Noticeably, the 1850s also featured many influential slave narratives, including those of Sojourner Truth, 

Frederick Douglass, and Solomon Northup.  
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masculinist slant of this claim.42 Emerson’s introduction, entitled “Uses of Great Men,” 

ties the greatness of a race to individual excellence: “The race goes with us on their 

credit. The knowledge that in the city is a man who invented the railroad, raises the credit 

of all the citizens. But enormous populations, if they be beggars, are disgusting” (4). 

While Emerson may be using “race” to indicate humanity in general, his comment 

certainly fits with the common belief that racial integrity comes from how many 

influential people it breeds. Similarly, in “The Negro Digs Up His Past,” Schomburg 

decries the fact that “Negroes of attainment and genius have been unfairly disassociated 

from the group” and uses his biographical work rather to attain “group credit” and the 

recognition of African diasporic excellence (232). One person’s success belongs to a 

group, so knowing the history of successful people like you contributes to your own 

sense of self-worth. Like Emerson, Schomburg suggests that important Black historical 

figures must not be seen as exceptions but rather as people who “raise the credit” of all 

Afro-diasporic people (Emerson 4). Afro-diasporic people must be able to point to Great 

Men to avoid being seen as an ambiguous mass, dehumanized so as to be considered too 

unintelligent and unartistic to add to the fonts of human knowledge and achievement. For 

Emerson, and Schomburg, individual excellence is indistinguishable from group 

excellence.43 If you stand out, it is great for us all. If you do not, you hurt the race. 

                                                 
42 See Woodson and Du Bois, who both wrote extensive books about the contributions and history of 

African-diasporic men. 
43 In describing Great Men, Emerson uses the words “other” and “otherest” to show that we seek the most 

excellent—the people who stand out as at the extreme of humanity (4). The “Other” terminology is not 

usually used in such a positive way. However, it shows the double meaning of the word. The extreme or the 

“otherest” can be the person at the margins both for goodness and for cruelty, for invisibility and 

hypervisibility. 
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Schomburg’s travels to the Dominican Republic, Cuba, Panamá, and Spain 

provide him an entryway for revising the history of the Americas and restoring Afro-

Latino history.44 According to Emerson, “Other men are lenses through which we read 

our own minds” (4). Similarly, Schomburg’s auto/biographical essays provide insight 

into his mind: the way he imagines his own existence and his conception of Afro-

Latinidad. These narratives often come out of concrete symbols—such as seeing a 

monument, plaque, or finding a painting of an important man of African descent in the 

Caribbean, South and Central America. In “General Antonio Maceo,” published in The 

Crisis, an obscured monument in a newspaper picture begins Schomburg’s investigation 

into the life of Antonio Maceo. He writes, “Only the base of the monument was visible as 

printed in the American illustrated papers. This fact has caused me to write of the figure 

left out of the picture” (175). Here, the statue of Afro-Cuban General Maceo stands in for 

the marginalized Afro-Caribbean man. Schomburg positions himself as the man who will 

move the statue, and the man it represents, out of the margins into the forefront of 

hemispheric American military history. Despite his claims to want to avoid hagiography, 

as he professes in “The Negro Digs Up His Past,” Schomburg describes General Maceo 

as “glorious” and one of the “greatest captains of antiquity” and adds “no man of military 

standing in the whole of America [...] can excel the exploits of Antonio Maceo” (175). In 

his writing, Schomburg makes Maceo into a legend and a man beyond reproach—

                                                 
44 Schomburg also wrote several essays on Haiti and Haitian contributions to hemispheric American and 

global developments, such as “Military Services Rendered by the Haitians in the North and South 

American Wars for Independence” (A.M.E. Church Review) and “Henri Christophe, King of Haiti” (May 

1935 and June 1935, Looking Forward). Clearly Schomburg saw Haitian history as an integral part of 

Afro-Latino history. 
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“always above suspicion” (180)—whose excellence is not limited to Cuba but moves 

beyond the island. As a military man, Maceo was “the ablest and noblest of American 

born Cavalry leaders, unsurpassed by any which the New World has produced” (180). 

The repeated emphasis on Maceo as a historical figure of the Americas works to tie his 

achievements to Afro-diasporic people in Cuba, the Caribbean, and all of North and 

South America. In a magazine like The Crisis, which caters towards a US Black 

audience, Schomburg creates a transnational connection, offering Maceo as an example 

of global Black excellence, while also emphasizing his achievements in their Afro-

Caribbean context. 

Maceo’s marginalized monument resembles the unassuming plaque dedicated to 

José Campeche, whose image bookends Schomburg’s auto/biographical essay on the 

accomplished Afro-Puerto Rican painter. In “José Campeche 1752-1809,”45 Schomburg 

begins by sharing his own story of growing up and walking by Campeche’s plaque each 

day without knowing the man’s significance.46 He observes, “Imagine a boy living in the 

city of his birth and not knowing who was the most noted native painter! It is true the fact 

was recorded on a marble tablet duly inscribed and placed on the wall of a building where 

it could easily be read” (201). Schomburg begins with a nationalist connection, imagining 

a Puerto Rican boy in San Juan being unaware of a “native painter” of accomplishment. 

                                                 
45 Published in Mission Fields at Home, a Catholic publication of the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament for 

Indians and Colored People in Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania. This probably explains the amount of time 

spent discussing Campeche’s devoutness. Schomburg quotes at length a Bishop’s eulogy given upon 

Campeche’s death (207). 
46 See Valdés (1-3) for her reading of the Campeche sketch as emblematic of Schomburg’s recovery 

project. 
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In this sense, “native” means “Puerto Rican,” eliding discussion of Indigenous erasure 

while also stressing Puerto Rico’s status as a nation, despite its technical status as 

Spanish colony at the time. Schomburg wants to astonish the reader that a hometown 

hero could remain unknown to a local resident. However, it becomes clear that the 

“conspiracy of silence” enabled by Spanish white supremacy has robbed the Afro-Puerto 

Rican painter “full recognition and […] the fame his genius merited” (201). However, 

like he does in his appreciation of Phillis Wheatley, Schomburg allows Spanish colonial 

experts to sing the painter’s praises: “Rafael María de Labra y Cabrada, the most notable 

representative of the Spanish-American colonial possessions […] asserted that the 

greatest painter of the island, one worthy of note, was the mulatto José Campeche of San 

Juan” (206). In ending the auto/biographical essay, Schomburg notes that the Catholic 

Church saved his home on Cruz Street, including the small marker honoring Campeche. 

Quite literally, the building and the plaque are “a gift,” an economic outlaying to 

maintain the space. However, Schomburg’s characterization of “the building with the 

marble table” as “a gift” also reflects his own appreciation of having a space dedicated to 

Afro-Puerto Rican achievement (208). This auto/biographical essay is the only one that 

Schomburg wrote focusing on an Afro-Puerto Rican figure, despite the fact that his 

writing was supposedly driven by claims that Black Puerto Ricans had no history.  

Beyond monuments and memorials as inspiration for his writing, Schomburg was 

also driven to provide visual records of Afro-Latinidad in his published essays. For 

instance, the essay on Maceo includes a portrait of the General in military uniform as 
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well as a clear picture of his imposing monument in Cuba.47 In his work on Campeche, 

Schomburg included both a painting of the artist and a painting that Campeche created. In 

doing so, he documented the Afro-Latinidad of his subjects and underscored their 

contributions to military history, the fine arts, and other fields. Finding paintings or 

archival documents that verified his own claims to a historical figure’s blackness, 

especially if these claims were contested, are often highly emotional moments in 

Schomburg’s essays. For example, “In Quest of Juan de Pareja,” published in The Crisis, 

is as much about Schomburg’s experience of the Africanity of Spanish history as it is 

about Juan de Pareja. Schomburg leads the reader on a tour of Spain, mapping out the 

pervasive presence of people of African descent: “I walked up the hill to the Alhambra 

and saw in the sunshine the legacies of that civilization, which grew luxuriantly like an 

exotic plant native, yet foreign, to Spain” (140). Again, we see Schomburg uses “native” 

in a way that subverts the depiction of blackness as perpetually foreign. While 

recognizing Afro-Hispanics as migrants to Spain, Schomburg underscores the long 

history of African influence in Spain—a legacy that is “native, yet foreign.” Schomburg 

tells us that while he enjoyed viewing a “copy of the Mona Lisa by Da Vinci” that was 

more stunning than the one kept in the Louvre, that he had really come to “the Prado,” 

Spain’s primary art museum based in Madrid, to view a painting by the enslaved Afro-

Spanish painter, Juan de Pareja (140). Schomburg’s claim that a work by Pareja would 

trump one by the Renaissance great  elevates the Afro-Spanish painter’s work. In 

                                                 
47 There are other examples as well, such as his 1909 essay on Plácido, the Afro-Cuban poet (Piñiero de 

Rivera 61).   
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addition, while Schomburg can easily view Da Vinci’s work, he must overcome 

obstacles, such as the closure of a section of the museum due to repairs, to see Pareja’s 

“The Calling of Matthew.” As reward for his persistence, Schomburg gets to view the 

image and, it appears, a portrait of Pareja done by Diego Velazquez, Pareja’s slaveholder 

who taught him to paint. According to the Pardo’s Director, this one-of-a-kind canvas 

“‘is the only picture of Pareja that we have and we prize it as among the rarest of the 

collection’” (143). In experiencing Pareja’s painting, Schomburg “sat in reverent silence 

[…] and was glad of the opportunity thus given [him] to see this work and to tell [his] 

people in America of this further claim back in the 17th century to a place in the republic 

of arts and letters” (142). Schomburg’s experience is one of awe, of a silence that was not 

conspiratorial, as it had been in his writing on Campeche. To be “reverent” means to 

show deep respect and solemnity, so this art was not exotic or niche, but a masterpiece. 

Schomburg’s silence is respectful and reflective. He celebrates the ability to claim “a 

place in the republic of arts and letters” for an Afro-Spanish man, restoring the racial 

integrity to generations of Afro-diasporic people. 

As he does in his essays on early America, Schomburg also places men of African 

descent at the beginning of Spanish America, focusing particularly on their pre-slavery 

history. In doing so, Schomburg offers the reader a history of Afro-Latinidad not entirely 

subsumed by slavery. For example, in “Notes on Panamá and the Negro,” published in 

Opportunity, he starts stating that when the first Spaniards landed in Panama, they found 

a colony of people of African descent “who had lived in the vicinity for a period of time 

unknown to the oldest of the clan. […] How these sons of Africa came to this place will 
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perhaps never be known” (161). Though the history of how these Black Panamanians 

arrived on the isthmus has been lost, or at least had not been shared with historians, 

Schomburg reminds the reader that slavery was not the natural condition of Afro-

diasporic people but was imposed on them later.48 In fact, Schomburg crafts the 

migratory history of blackness in Panama. Schomburg points to the first enslaved people 

brought by Balboa to Panama to develop roadways and transportation along the Pacific 

coast as “the precursors of the present day gigantic undertaking of the Panama Canal,” in 

which Black West Indians provided most of the labor, finishing the Canal in 1914 (161). 

After establishing these beginnings, Schomburg’s retells the history of enslaved Black 

Panamanians to emphasize a history of Afro-Panamanian resistance and 

Maroon/Palenque (fugitive slave) communities (162). In fact, he points toward Maroon 

communities that succeeded in gaining recognition as political leaders, such as the town 

of Palenque led by “Luis of Mozambique” (162). In an essay ostensibly about the first 

American-born bishop of the Catholic Church, Schomburg recasts early Afro-Latino 

history as more than enslavement. These people of African descent were foundational to 

the development of the isthmus and resisted Spanish oppression, even governing 

themselves. This revisionist history rejects the white supremacist histories of the 

Americas that Schomburg reviled. 

Schomburg also ties Afro-Latino and Afro-Hispanic history to United States 

history, creating a hemispheric American history with a prominent Afro-Latino presence. 

                                                 
48 Schomburg cites “Historia de Panamá. J .E. Sosa and E. J. Aver. Panama p. 164” as his source for this 

claim. He is likely referring to Juan B. Sosa and Enrique J. Arce’s Compendio de historia de Panamá 

(1911). 
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Sometimes Schomburg’s writing points out the Afro-Latino influence for ironic purposes, 

used to undermine white supremacy. One particular example occurs in Schomburg’s 

essays on the Negro Brotherhood of Sevilla. In two articles published in Opportunity, 

Schomburg comments that the robes of the Negro Brotherhood look just like the Ku Klux 

Klan’s robe and suggests that the KKK must have based their costume off of this group. 

He argues, “To all appearances the American organization copied the dress of those 

believers in Christ. Not even in garments, it seems, is the American order original. They 

are evidently copied faithfully from a very sacred brotherhood” (“The Negro 

Brotherhood” 150) and “to all intents and purposes the KKK are splendid imitators of the 

Negroes dresses” (“Negroes” 154). By emphasizing this comparison, he portrays the 

KKK as unoriginal imitators of Black excellence. He denigrates the white supremacist 

organization at the same time that he points to the foundational influence of Afro-

Hispanic people globally and in the US.  

Just as Schomburg makes a connection between African Spain and the US, he 

translates the Dred Scott decision in the US across the Caribbean to Cuba, comparing the 

impact of Chief Justice Taney’s majority opinion to that of Amendment 17 in Cuba, 

which disallowed the creation of race-based parties.49 In his article in The Crisis, 

“General Evaristo Estenoz,” Schomburg focuses on the Afro-Cuban founder of the 

Independent Colored Party (Partido Independiente de Color, or PIC) in Cuba, a political 

party founded in 1908 comprised primarily of Afro-Cuban veterans of the Cuban War of 

                                                 
49 See my earlier section “Revising America’s Beginnings” for more on Schomburg’s invocation of the 

Taney opinion in Scott v. Sanford  
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Independence to advance the interests of Afro-Cubans. Like General Maceo, Schomburg 

characterizes Estenoz as a military great, deserving of praise and imitation. However, 

Schomburg talks about more than his military career, pointing to his success in growing a 

political party “capable of thwarting the prearranged plans of the whites” and his success 

printing a related newsletter (74). Schomburg shifts his shining description of Estenoz to 

the obstacle that faces him: Amendment 17. By comparing the law, which was meant to 

curb the influence of Afro-Cubans in the political system after the 1912 uprising led by 

the PIC, to the Dred Scott decision, Schomburg establishes anti-black political attitudes 

and practices that travel across borders. He writes that Amendment 17 is “an 

unconstitutional law, as infamous and despicable as the American Dred Scott Decision” 

which “deprives the Negroes of Cuba of political character and independence” (74-5). 

Beyond showing the transnational nature of anti-blackness, Schomburg also suggests that 

the anti-black racism of the US and specifically the nation’s use of the Dred Scott 

decision (along with the Platt Amendment) to exercise that anti-blackness is being 

translated into Cuban politics. Schombur’s reference to Dred Scott reflects a common 

assertion by Puerto Ricans that racism is an import from the US, though his critique is 

more thoughtful. He does not argue that this racism did not before exist in Cuba. Rather, 

he argues that the white Cubans were adopting the methods of US white supremacists.  

While ostensibly about General Estenoz, this essay is just as much about another 

Afro-Cuban, President of the Senate M. Morrúa Delgado, one of the only Black men 

Schomburg presents in a less than praiseworthy light. He portrays Morrúa Delgado as 

both responsible for the passing of Amendment 17/Morrúa’s Law but also as a figure 
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manipulated into betraying Afro-Cuban interests. Schomburg writes that Morrúa Delgado 

became “a Judas to his race” (74). In a literary flourish that moves the essay away from 

historical fact to sentiment, Schomburg asserts that Morrúa Delgado “died, it is said, of a 

broken heart” (74). In this commentary, Schomburg shows clearly his investment in 

auto/biography as an exercise in race pride. While the rest of Schomburg’s subjects are 

portrayed as unequivocally good, both in their accomplishments and their moral 

character, Morrúa Delgado presents a conundrum for Schomburg’s formula. In many 

ways, Schomburg sees himself in his subjects—their commitment to community uplift, 

their self-education, their influence against all odds—which helps him to make 

connections between these figures and the early twentieth century in which he lived.  

In fact, he ends “General Evaristo Estenoz” with a provocative commentary on 

the status of Black Cubans before and after the revolution against Spain:  

During the colonial days of Spain the Negroes were better treated, enjoyed a 

greater measure of freedom and happiness than they do to-day. Negroes were 

esteemed for their talents and respected for the industry and integrity. Many 

Cuban Negroes curse the dawn of the Republic. Negroes were welcomed in the 

time of oppression, in the time of hardship, during the days of revolution, but in 

the days of peace and of white immigration they are deprived of positions, 

ostracized and made political outcasts. The Negro has done much for Cuba; Cuba 

has done nothing for the Negro. (75) 

Schomburg’s analysis of the colonial conditions of Afro-Cubans is uncomfortably similar 

to common arguments, made by white Southerners in particular, that Black people had it 
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better during the period of enslavement. This nostalgia for a time where the “industry and 

integrity” of Black Cubans were “respected” and appreciated is surprising, given his 

previous adulation of Estenoz and the Afro-Latino men who fought for a free Cuba. The 

second half of this passage, however, better reflects the feeling of betrayal that 

Schomburg tries to represent. Schomburg scolds those who were happy to use Afro-

Cuban bodies to win freedom from Spain but who then worked to erase Cuba’s blackness 

through “white immigration” and political marginalization.50 Ultimately, he argues that 

Afro-Cubans are not fully recognized as agents of the nation of Cuba due to the pointed 

attempts to dilute Afro-Cuban solidarity through Amendment 17 in particular. 

To counter these attempts at erasing Afro-Cuban unity, Schomburg uses his 

auto/biographical writing to trace a lineage of Afro-Hispanic and Afro-Latino men, 

particularly those who are the first to accomplish particular milestones in the Americas. 

Through historical figures like Estevanico, the Negro Brotherhood of Sevilla, and Bishop 

Victoria y Luna, Schomburg lauds Afro-Latinos for being the first Americans, of any 

color, to accomplish these landmarks. As José M. Irizarry Rodriguez writes, “Through 

storytelling testimonios of success, [Schomburg and other early Puerto Rican writers] 

hoped to guide their compatriots through perilous new circumstances and to strengthen 

community” (32). In “The Negro Brotherhood of Sevilla,” Schomburg begins his 

discussion of the unique Spanish brotherhood by mapping out the traveling of Africanity 

beginning in the fourteenth century (145). Standing in the chapel that was home to the 

                                                 
50 Policies that encouraged white immigration were used throughout the Americas for decades, reflecting 

the internalized racism of many Latin American countries, who believed they needed European innovation 

to conquer their own supposed backwardness. See Sánchez Alonso and Bailey and Míguez, editors. 
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Brotherhood of Negroes, he reflects on his place in the larger history of the African 

diaspora: “I looked down on the marble flooring and read the inscribed marble slab and 

pictured mentally the early coming to America of the Negro race, their great unrewarded 

services in the opening of the virgin forests, scaling the heights and making pleasant the 

avenues for others to follow” (148). He stresses the role of “the Negro race” in making 

the Americas a place that could be developed and enhanced. Again, he sees Afro-

diasporic people as essential to the beginnings of the Americas, “unrewarded” for their 

work through monetary compensation or historical recognition.  

He thinks back to the beginnings of the Americas, which for Schomburg, is not 

Columbus, but rather Estevanico, the African man enslaved by the Portuguese that sailed 

to America along with Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca, their story partially told in Cabeza 

de Vaca’s La relación y comentarios [The Account and Commentaries].51 Schomburg  

contemplat[es] the services of Estevanico in the discovery of the Seven Cities of 

Cibola in Arizona; these who were with Diego Colon at Hispaniola and rebelled 

against injustices during the year 1515, in fact all those who followed the Spanish 

Conquistadores in their voyages of discoveries over the Andes, many to be frozen 

to death, or with Hernan Cortes few to be pierced by Indian arrows viewing the 

expansive waters of the Pacific Ocean. (“The Negro Brotherhood” 148-49) 

In this reflection, Schomburg recounts the story of Estevanico, placing him at the center 

of several important historical events. He was one of the first men of African descent in 

                                                 
51 Schomburg also begins with the story of Estevanico in “My Trip to Cuba in Quest of Negro Books,” 

establishing him alongside the first white Spaniards (181). 
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North America. And in his second expedition to the Americas, he is said to have 

discovered the city of Cíbola, though he also died during the journey. Beyond this named 

individual, Schomburg also recognizes the many unnamed Africans who traveled, 

rebelled, and died in the Americas alongside well-known Spaniards like Cortes, restoring, 

in a small way, their place in the history of the Americas. 

 Schomburg’s essay on the achievements of Francisco Xavier Luna y Victoria also 

stands out for its treatment of its subject alongside Schomburg’s joy of archival 

discovery. The setting in modern-day Panamá demonstrates, alongside Estevanico and 

the Brotherhood of Negroes, the widespread influence of Afro-Latino and Afro-Hispanic 

men, spanning North, Central, and South America in addition to Spain. As the first 

person born in the Americas to attain the rank of Bishop in the Catholic Church, Luna y 

Victoria is a particularly special Afro-Latino. Schomburg, based on his research in the 

Archive of the Indies in Sevilla, Spain, declares that “Francisco Xavier Luna y Victoria, 

native of the country [the Americas], a man of color, […] had ascended in the 

hierarchical scale of the church by his meritorious virtues” (164). His essay is based on 

reading and holding “the very documents belonging to Francisco Xavier Luna y 

Victoria!” including the diploma which certified his status (165).52 Schomburg’s 

excitement, reflected by a rarely used exclamation point, comes from the ability to point 

to documentation that white supremacy was not yet fully embedded in the Americas at 

the beginning of European contact with Indigenous peoples. Schomburg reiterates his 

                                                 
52 Schomburg says that it was “A very rare and precious privilege, indeed, to hold these documents” (165).  
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characterization of Luna y Victoria as “American-born,” celebrating a rare moment in 

which a man of African descent is the first man of any ethnic or racial identity to be a 

“first.” That is, Schomburg avoids writing about Luna y Victoria’s accomplishment as 

that confined only to Afro-diasporic people, often using passive voice to note the 

“[hemispheric] American-born” part, then the man of color distinction: “Thus it happens 

that the person to enjoy the great distinction of being the first American-born made a 

Bishop in America and the great honor of being the founder of a University, is the Negro 

noted herein” (164). Beyond his influence in the Catholic Church, Luna y Victoria was 

also the founder of “the University of Saint Xavier, which flourished for many years in its 

benevolent services for humanity and ranked as one of the few that existed in those early 

days in America” (166). His influence on one of the first bodies of higher learning in the 

Americas again points to the influential standing of Afro-Latino people in the Americas. 

It also comes full-circle to Schomburg’s own life and mission: to educate Afro-Latino 

and other Afro-diasporic men of the foundational nature of Africanity in the Americas 

and in so doing help cultivate a sense of pride in Afro-Latino history and themselves for 

sharing in it.   

CONCLUSION 

 For Arturo Alfonso Schomburg, Afro-Latinidad was embedded into the history of 

the Americas, and his auto/biographical writing was driven by a pride in his Afro-Latino 

identity. He set out to prove that almost every important historical event was driven or 

influenced by Afro-diasporic people. His Afro-Latino lens impacted all of his writing, 

even his essays on US Black or African subjects. Schomburg felt that objective truth 
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could not be ascertained with subjective passion and believed that race pride and the 

drive to build the archive were a natural response by Black and Afro-diasporic historians 

and biographers to combat white supremacy. He was also never afraid to imagine what 

lay in the gaps and silences of the historical record. Most of his essays were uncritically 

praiseworthy, though this was understandable in the Jim Crow era in which Black 

humanity was still being questioned in the popular media and academia. Schomburg 

chose to write about global Black (male) personalities that reflected the same 

marginalization he felt within US Black, white, and Puerto Rican spaces. Though his lens 

was often limited by his focus on Great Men, Schomburg worked hard to revise US 

history into a hemispheric American history that centered Afro-Latino resistance, 

innovation, and achievement.  
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Chapter 2: “Observe and participate”: Jesús Colón, the New York 

Young Lords, and Afro-Puerto Rican Socialist Life Writing 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter, I examined Arturo Schomburg’s theorization of 

auto/biography and his work incorporating a hemispheric American biography in which 

Afro-Latino and Afro-Hispanic writers were central to history. In this chapter, I look 

toward a revolutionary and intellectual tradition of Afro-Latinidad based in radical 

politics and circulated by communal writing and reflection. Unlike Schomburg, these 

writers looked less to revise biography and history to include Great Black Men, but 

rather, moved away from purely individual narratives of accomplishment. This writing 

was primarily personal, first-person narratives, with political goals. I also detail the ways 

in which Afro-Puerto Rican journalist and Communist, Jesús Colón (1901-1974), and the 

Afro-Latino led Young Lords Party created and refined an Afro-Puerto Rican strain of 

socialist thought which represented itself through a form of life writing that I term the 

“observe and participate” model. I show how Colón’s “complex first-person personal 

narrative portrayals prefigure the growing militancy within Puerto Rican communities in 

the US,” as exemplified by the Young Lords Party, building on David J. Vázquez’s work 

on Colón in Triangulations (59). Colón certainly was a political and literary influence for 

the YLP.53 Iris Morales talks about how Colón’s A Puerto Rican in New York reflected 

                                                 
53 There are news clippings in the Jesús Colón papers at the Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and 

Archive that also show Colón was keeping up with the YLP. 
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her life and influenced her activism: “Born and raised in the United States, I hungered to 

learn Puerto Rican history. I found one book in the school library, A Puerto Rican in New 

York and Other Sketches, a collection of stories by Jesús Colón published in 1961 that I 

read and reread. I related to his account of Puerto Rican working people making their 

way in the city” (Through xiv).54 Richie Pérez uses the sketch, “Because He Spoke 

Spanish,” from A Puerto Rican in New York as a historical source for a timeline of Puerto 

Rican political history.55 At least some key members had read and were aware of Colón 

and his work—after all, he was also a prolific journalist whose work originally appeared 

in publications in the Communist and Puerto Rican press.56 The YLP responded to 

Colón’s pro-Puerto Rican and socialist politics, as well as his politics and forms of 

representation.  

In this chapter, I examine the autobiographical “sketches” of Jesús Colón  and the 

collaborative life writing of the New York Young Lords Party (1969-72), epitomized 

through their 1971 autobiography; the biographical and autobiographical pieces 

published in their newspaper, Palante; and the Newsreel documentary, El pueblo se 

levanta [The People Are Rising] (1971).57 First, I present the biographies of Colón and 

                                                 
54 In addition, the women Young Lords read the work of Clara Colón, an active Communist and Jesús 

Colón’s second wife, specifically her book, Entering Fighting: Today’s Woman, A Marxist-Leninist View 

(1970). 
55 “Because He Spoke Spanish” details the race-motivated murder of Bernabe Nuñez and makes a sober 

call to action. The timeline, “1960’s: Influences on Puerto Rican Consciousness” was created for an 

unpublished collection on the Young Lords and their historical and political significance in celebration and 

reflection of the twentieth anniversary of the YLP’s establishment. See the Richie Perez Papers, Box 34, 

Folder 5, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive. 
56 Colón advertises his wife’s book in his unpublished sketch, “The Fanguito Is Still There” (compiled 

later in The Way It Was and Other Writings [1993]) (Morales, Through 26). 
57 During the production of both works, the Young Lords allowed a person or group to embed themselves 

within the organization for an extended period of time—Michael Abramson (a photographer) and the TWN 
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the Young Lords within a history of Afro-Puerto Rican socialism starting from the U.S. 

annexation of Puerto Rico in 1898, moving to the Communist and socialist politics of 

Colón and other important figures in the Puerto Rican colonia in the United States, and 

ending with the accomplishments of the Young Lords Party. I examine Afro-Puerto 

Rican socialism as a negotiation of Puerto Rican nationalism, anti-racism, and Marxism. 

To a lesser extent, anti-sexism and, for the Young Lords, Third World feminism/woman 

of color feminism also informed this strand of socialist thought.  

Second, I show that this Afro-Puerto Rican socialism manifested itself in life 

writing through an “observe and participate” model of life writing. The phrase 

“observation and participation” comes from Cha-Cha Jiménez, the founder of the Young 

Lords Organization in Chicago, to which the Young Lords Party originally belonged. 

Pablo “Yoruba” Guzmán has, in several forums, testified to the lasting power of this 

phrase, which was used as a model of community recruitment.58 However, I argue that 

the “observe and participate” model is the guiding structure of both Jesús Colón and the 

New York Young Lords’ life writing, a model that centers Afro-Latino and Afro-Latina 

identity and politics. In the Young Lords’ Palante: Young Lords Party (1971/2011),59 

                                                 
film crew—to create counternarratives to the portrayal of the Young Lords as terrorists and murderers in 

mainstream media on the mainland (US) and the island (Puerto Rico). Guzmán recounts that Luis Ferrer, 

the then-governor of Puerto Rico, went “on national television in Puerto Rico” and blamed student-led 

demonstrations and the killing of a student protestor on “those outside agitators from New York” before the 

YLP had even expanded to the island (“Pablo” 8) 
58 Refer to Guzmán, The Young Lords Legacy (14-15), YLP (70), and Richie Perez Papers, Box 41, Item 

1B (cassette of interview with Guzmán) at the Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive 
59 Pagination follows the 2011 Haymarket Books reprint of Palante unless otherwise indicated. 
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with photographs by Michael Abramson,60 the organization incorporates several genres 

(poetry, essay, photography) to promote the multiple identities of its members: Afro-

Latinos/as, anti-racist feminists, and decolonial activists. Similarly, Colón’s sketches 

focus on his own experiences and those of his community. The title of the only collection 

of sketches published during his lifetime, A Puerto Rican in New York (1961), speaks to 

the book not as a biography of Colón’s life in New York but rather as a multi-faceted 

collective portrait of the Puerto Rican community. These sketches and the Young Lords’ 

collaborative autobiography oppose the practice of offering a representative person of 

color to stand in for all who struggle for freedom, allowing space for dissent and 

argument within social and political movements. This innovative form of life writing 

privileges the community over the individual to represent a variety of Afro-Latinidades. 

Multi-vocal works like these fight against the violence inherent in what Chimamanda 

Adichie has called “the danger of a single story.” In that talk, Adichie argues that the 

image of the African child, eyes filled with sorrow and hunger, cannot be the only image 

of African people (2009 TED Talk). Similarly, Colón fights against the stereotype of the 

Puerto Rican criminal, and the Young Lords work to replace the image of the “docile 

Puerto Rican.”61 In addition, I highlight a strand of socialist thought in which race, 

nationalism, and gender were central, not marginal. I contend that, through their 

                                                 
60 For more on Michael Abramson’s involvement with the project and how he attempted to subvert the 

usual power dynamics of documentary photographers, see this article: 

http://www.nearbycafe.com/artandphoto/photocritic/2015/11/09/michael-abramson-palante-1971/ 
61 René Marqués, whose play La Carreta [The Oxcart] is a classic of Puerto Rican drama which details a 

family’s struggle in Puerto Rico and later the United States, wrote a book of essays by the same name, El 

puertorriqueño dócil [The Docile Puerto Rican] (1953-1971) about how the commonwealth status of 

Puerto Rico produces docile Puerto Ricans who are in danger of losing their culture. 

http://www.nearbycafe.com/artandphoto/photocritic/2015/11/09/michael-abramson-palante-1971/
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innovative writing and revolutionary acts, Colón and the Young Lords contribute to 

literary studies as well as the history of radical Puerto Rican political and social 

movements.62  

A GENEALOGY OF AFRO-PUERTO RICAN SOCIALISM, FROM 1898 TO 1976 

The history of Puerto Rican nationalism, Afro-Latino leadership, and Communist 

and Marxist movements in the US and Puerto Rico shapes the biographies of the 

organizers whose life writing I examine in this chapter. In this section, I offer a brief 

history of the alliances and conflicts between nationalism, Communism, and anti-racist 

movements in Afro-Puerto Rican socialist thought and history. This history provides a 

launching point for my analysis of “observation and participation” as the central 

structuring point of Afro-Latino socialist life writing. 

The life of Jesús Colón, born in Cayey, Puerto Rico, intersects with several key 

moments of early U.S.-Puerto Rican history. He was born only three years after the U.S. 

acquisition of the island, during a time where Puerto Ricans were struggling to come to 

terms with the sudden loss of hard-fought-for governmental autonomy, which had been 

achieved in 1897 through the Autonomist Charter (Acosta-Belén and Santiago 23). This 

                                                 
62 For example, while scholars of the Young Lords, such as Wanzer-Serrano,Láo-Montes, and Fernández, 

clearly state that the Black Panther Party for Self-Determination (BPP) was the primary influence on the 

politics and structure of the YLP, I have not found any reference to the possible literary influences of the 

BPP as well. Palante: Young Lords Party is published in the same year as the Black Panther 21’s 

“collective autobiography,” Look for Me in the Whirlwind (1971). Like that work, Palante does not offer a 

singular lens through which to view the Puerto Rican movement and its history. In addition, the Young 

Lords in particular have been understudied in all fields. Darrel Wanzer-Serrano draws attention to the lack 

of academic scholarship published on the Young Lords prior to the publication of his influential collection 

of primary texts, The Young Lords: A Reader (2010) (20-21).  While Wanzer-Serrano’s book, The New 

York Young Lords and the Struggle for Liberation (2015) and former Young Lord Iris Morales’s Through 

the Eyes of Rebel Women: The Young Lords, 1969-1976 (2016) have added substantially to the literature, 

the Young Lords (much like Colón) are understudied. 
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increased level of self-government came thirty years after the 1868 El Grito de Lares 

(Cry of Lares), considered the first act of nationalist resistance, led by Ramón Emeterio 

Betances, who, the Young Lords would later emphasize, was Afro-Puerto Rican. Puerto 

Rico’s autonomy, however, was short-lived; Spain gave up the island to the United States 

in 1898 at the end of the U.S.-Spanish War.63 Nevertheless, nationalist resistance 

continued, in partnership with the Antillean independence movement as I discussed in my 

first chapter, and the United States was increasingly pressured to clarify the status of 

Puerto Rico. In 1917, the Jones-Shaforth Act led to Puerto Rico’s incorporation as a 

territory and U.S. citizenship, of a limited kind, “was imposed on Puerto Ricans” (Young 

Lords Party 55). In 1952, Puerto Rico gained limited autonomy as a commonwealth, what 

Juan Flores calls “lite-colonialism,” or a more indirect form of colonial control with 

perfunctory forms of autonomy. Indeed, while Puerto Ricans are technically U.S. 

citizens, they cannot practice any of the fundamental democratic practices of the United 

States while remaining residents of the island. That is, they have no meaningful voice in 

the U.S. government and limited influence within the colony, usually related only to 

cultural and linguistic issues, such as the administration of education (Flores 36-37). 

Thus, Puerto Ricans were incentivized, knowingly or not, to relocate to the states.  

                                                 
63 Kal Wagenheim’s Puerto Rico: A Profile (1970) is considered a landmark history of Puerto Rico, which 

continues to be an excellent starting point for people unfamiliar with Puerto Rican history. For more recent 

works on Puerto Rican history on the island and in the US, see Duany, Grosfoguel, and Acosta-Belén and 

Santiago 
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The year after he and every other Puerto Rican became U.S. citizens, Jesús Colón 

claims that he came to the U.S. as a stowaway.64 Trained as a tabaquero [cigar worker], 

Colón had grown up in a culture of radical education informed by Marxism, provided to 

mostly illiterate workers through the lector, who would read Les Miserables, Balzac, and 

other authors to the workers. According to Araceli Tinajero, this culture followed in the 

monastic tradition of reading aloud. The quiet design of the cigar-rolling workshop 

provided perfect conditions for the lector as well as the opportunity to have long and 

thoughtful conversations (9, 19). This reading led to deep intellectual and political 

discussions among the workers (Mohr 7).65 In 1923, Colón began writing columns in 

Spanish for Justicia, a Puerto Rico-based, socialist newspaper. Besides some poems 

published under pseudonyms, he produced journalism rather than fiction. Unlike 

Schomburg, who began publishing regularly in English in the 1920s, Colón wrote for 

Spanish-language outlets until he joined The Daily Worker, the New York City-based 

organ of the Communist Party USA (CPUSA), in the 1950s. From that point, he 

published his journalism primarily in English. As Edna Acosta-Belén and Virginia 

Sánchez Korrol note, “The bulk of his writing is constituted by his journalistic essays 

which, because of their intensily [sic] human interest and anecdotal style, often read more 

                                                 
64 See Colón’s sketch, “Stowaway” in A Puerto Rican in New York. Though Colón leveraged this claim in 

several letters and attempts to sell A Puerto Rican in New York to schools and libraries, it is doubtful that 

this is true. Colón’s identification card, held by the Center for Puerto Rican Studies, suggests he came to 

the country legitimately, under less exciting and safer, circumstances. See Acosta Belén and Sánchez 

Korrol, “The World of Jesús Colón,” and Flores, “Foreword” for more of his biography. 
65 For more first-hand accounts of tabaquero culture, see Bernardo Vega’s Memoirs of Bernardo Vega 

(1984), Grillo’s Black Cuban, Black American (2000), and Colón’s sketch, “A Voice Through the 

Window” in A Puerto Rican in New York. 
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like short stories than mere pieces of social criticism or informative reporting” (21). 

Colón was also an active member of the CPUSA until his death. Vázquez argues that the 

“critical inattention” to Colón’s work comes from his refusal to break with the CPUSA 

(52). Colón was president of the Cervantes Fraternal Society, which was the Latino arm 

of the Internationals Workers Organization (IWO) (Denning 75), and unsuccessfully ran 

for political office in New York three times.66 Colón was an important member of the 

CPUSA at a national level, as evidenced by his invitation to high-level CPUSA events. 

Troublingly, we have no record that Colón ever denounced the Stalin regime; rather, he 

makes his support for Stalin clear in several sketches in A Puerto Rican in New York (for 

example, “Carmencita”) and through his use of Stalin’s writings to teach about 

nationalism while a lecturer at the Jefferson School of Social Science, run by the 

CPUSA.67 While this adherence to the CPUSA’s Stalinist line could lead one to argue 

that Colón’s work may be of questionable value, I believe that his life writing provides 

one of only a few opportunities to see the experiences of Afro-Puerto Ricans in the first 

half of the twentieth century. 

While the CPUSA was only lukewarmly supportive of Puerto Rican 

independence, Colón’s own commitment to the CPUSA did not interfere with his support 

for Puerto Rican sovereignty.68 While the Puerto Rican Communist Party (PCP) had 

existed since 1934, Latin American studies scholar Kirwin R. Shaffer argues that the 

                                                 
66 See James for more on his socialist and communist involvement. He ran on the Communist Party ticket 

for Comptroller near the end of his life. 
67 Jesús Colón Papers, Reel 7, Box 10, Folder 4, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive 
68 Looking at Colón’s materials in the Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive, I found many 

materials supporting the Movimiento Pro Independencia (MPI). 
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Party was minimally influential in island politics. The Communist Party, and those who 

focused on class struggle, often butted heads with the Nationalist Party, founded in 1922 

(in Colón’s hometown), and other pro-independence parties in Puerto Rico. The 1930 

election of Pedro Albizu Campos, a Harvard-educated attorney and war veteran, changed 

the profile and tactics of the Nationalist Party, which began to confront the U.S. colonial 

government more aggressively. When describing Albizu Campos’s background, most 

historians point to his mother’s Spanish, African, and Taíno descent, emblematic of the 

tri-part Puerto Rican ethno-racial identity, jíbaro, an archetype valorized in Puerto Rico, 

and particularly by Puerto Rican socialists. Like Afro-Cuban civil rights leader Evelio 

Grillo, Albizu Campos experienced segregation and anti-black racism in the U.S. army.69 

His pro-independence activism, and symbolic import, led to multiple imprisonments. 

Vega writes that Nationalist Party members viewed Puerto Rican Communist organizing 

derisively, claiming that “involvement in social struggles was deflecting Puerto Ricans 

from their primordial patriotic duty” (218-19). That is, criollo nationalism had to come 

before anti-capitalism. This same division continued with the MPI “missions” (the name 

for chapters of the MPI based in the United States),70 the CPUSA, and the Young Lords 

in the 1960s and 1970s.  

                                                 
69 However, there is debate on how his experience as a racialized subject effected his political pursuits. In 

the Oxford Encyclopedia of Latinos and Latinas in the United States, Vilma Santiago-Irizarry asserts, 

“However racialized he may have been as a Puerto Rican in the United States, assuming a direct 

relationship between this and his subsequent political development misrepresents Albizu Campos's capacity 

to theorize Puerto Rico's colonial situation and to strategize against it. His engagement with political justice 

and nationalism was based on a solid ideological foundation and historical knowledge rather than on 

psychologized injury” (54). 
70 The use of the word “missions” reveals the secondary status of U.S.-born Puerto Ricans born in the 

struggle for Puerto Rican independence.  
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However, Colón thought that anti-colonial internationalism and opposition to 

white supremacy should go hand-in-hand. For example, in an IWO document from 1943, 

Colón criticizes a misguided understanding of internationalism which ignores the 

practical uses of nationalism and the successful mobilization of nationalism by fascists. 

He writes:  

Nosotros, en un mal entendido concepto de internacionalidad y de hermandad 

universal, nos olvidamos de este hecho. […] 

c) Esto se debía al temor de la crítica de los llamados “internacionalistas” que 

“bending backwards,” creían un crimen contra el concepto de la internacionalidad 

es hecho concreto de que somos parte y pertenecemos a una nación, cualesquieta 

[sic] que esta sea. 

a.- Demás esta decir que este es un concepto erróneo y extremista de la 

internacionalidad. 

d) Hoy reconocemos, no tan solo teórica sino práticamente [sic], que para ser 

buenos internacionales y poder aportar algo de valor a esa internacionalidad, 

tenemos que ser antes que todos buenos rusos, buenos cubanos, buenos 

mejicanos, buenos puertorriqueños o buenos nacionales de cualesquiera sea el 

país de donde procedamos. 

[We, in a poor understanding of internationalism and universal brotherhood, 

forget this fact. […]  

c) Due to the fear of criticism from the so-called “internationalists” that are 

“bending backwards,” the concrete fact that we are part of and belong to a nation, 
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whatever that may be, is believed to be a crime against the concept of 

internationalism. 

a.- It goes without saying that this is an erroneous and extremist concept of 

internationalism. 

d) Today we recognize, theoretically but also practically, that to be good 

internationalists, and to bring something of value to that internationalism, we 

must be before anything else, good Russians, good Cubans, good Mexicans, good 

Puerto Ricans or good members of whatever nation one comes from.]71 

In short, Colón argues that internationalism which rejects the importance of nation and 

culture is “erroneous and extremist.” He argues that, “in order to be good internationalists 

[…] we have to be, before anything else, […] good members of whatever nation one 

comes from.” While, as Wanzer-Serrano notes, later radical groups like the Young Lords 

would see the activism of earlier Puerto Rican organizations, particularly lodges, clubs, 

and fraternal societies, as reformist (43), it is clear that the U.S. government feared 

Colón’s urgent call for the Communist Party to be more informed by what would later be 

called “cultural nationalism.” During the 1950s and 1960s, anti-communist actions by the 

U.S. federal government went hand-in-hand with U.S. interventions against Puerto Rican 

nationalist rhetoric and movement-building. As seen in an FBI memorandum obtained by 

former Young Lord Richie Pérez, dated November 15, 1960, Puerto Rican nationalist 

groups were already being actively monitored and sabotaged in the wake of the attempted 

                                                 
71 Jesús Colón Papers, Reel 16, Box 20, Folder 6, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive. 

The section from which these excerpts come is entitled “La IWO y el problema nacional.” Translations are 

my own. 
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assassination of President Truman in 1950 and the 1954 shootings in the US Congress led 

by Lolita Lebron.72 Notably, however, the memo’s author cautions that “nationalists 

influenced by international communism can be an even greater threat,” than activists 

dedicated solely nationalism. Younger Puerto Ricans and the grassroots movements they 

were beginning saw the CPUSA as too far removed from the concerns of brown and 

black people, particularly youth. For example, Harold Cruse argued, that “the failure of 

American Marxists to understand the bond between the Negro and the colonial peoples of 

the world has led to their failure to develop theories that would be of value to Negroes in 

the United States” (74-5). These youthful, community-focused groups were influenced 

by, but not beholden to, Marxist-Leninist-Maoist thought.73  

In 1968, just a year after Thomas’s Down These Means Streets was published, the 

Young Lords Organization (YLO), which began as a Puerto Rican street gang in 

Chicago, was founded as a radical, socialist group strongly influenced by the Black 

Panther Party (BPP).74 In 1969, a New York City branch of the YLO was founded in 

Spanish Harlem (Young Lords 10-11). Influenced by the BPP’s Rainbow Coalition,75 the 

New York Young Lords were comprised of three groups working to improve the lives of 

people in Harlem, one of which was named La Sociedad de Albizu Campos, after the 

                                                 
72 Richie Pérez Papers, Box 34, Folder 1, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive 
73 For Afro-Puerto Rican socialists, this strand of Marxism mattered most because of its attention to 

capitalist-driven colonialism. 
74 See Darrel Wanzer-Serrano’s introduction to The Young Lords: A Reader (2010, as Enck-Wanzer), his 

chapter, “Origins and Optics: Remembering Colonialism, Nationalism, and Radicalism with the Young 

Lords” in The New York Young Lords (2015), and Part 1 of Iris Morales’s Through the Eyes of Rebel 

Women (2016) for a more detailed biography of the New York Young Lords Party. 
75 This was a coalition made up of the YLO, the BPP and the Young Patriots, a radical, socialist 

Appalachian organization.   
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Afro-Puerto Rican Nationalist Party president. The New York Young Lords went through 

three names between 1969 and 1976, the year the organization disintegrated. The core 

members, who held key leaderships positions at some point during the Young Lords’ 

time, included: Pablo “Yoruba” Guzmán, Felipe Luciano, Miguel “Mickey” Melendez, 

Iris Morales, Richie Pérez, Juan “Fi” Ortiz, David Pérez, Denise Oliver, Juan González, 

and Gloria González. The Lords, claims Guzmán, wanted no ties with the CPUSA, as “its 

view of the Communist Party-USA was on a level with the Republican Party” (“Puerto 

Rican Barrio” 125). In short, the CPUSA was too conservative and out-of-touch to speak 

to young people of color. Their opposition to the CPUSA, in addition to their mainland 

rather than island roots, differentiated them from the other pro-independence movement 

with a presence on the mainland, the Movimiento Pro Independencia (MPI).  

In its beginnings, the core leadership of the group was primarily Afro-Latino, and 

many of the members had originally considered joining the BPP. However, members of 

the BPP encouraged them to found an organization that could speak more clearly to the 

issues facing Puerto Ricans in the US. Their first major action in the Summer of 1969 

was known as “the Garbage Offensive,” which tackled the city sanitation department’s 

neglect of Spanish Harlem. They released the “Young Lords Party 13-Point Program and 

Platform” in October 1969, the first point of which demanded Puerto Rican 

independence. Their second act of protest was “the People’s Church Offensive” where, 

after failed attempts to convince a Methodist church in the Barrio to donate space for a 

free breakfast program, the organization took over the church, held it for 11 days, and 
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offered numerous “serve the people” programs through the occupation (12).76 Both 

offensives highlight the organization’s early commitment to community control over their 

own neighborhoods.77 

Since the New York Young Lords adopted the YLO’s Rules of Discipline, which 

were themselves based on the BPP’s, the organization maintained a paramilitary structure 

and chain-of-command. However, in 1970, the New York Young Lords decided to 

separate from the Chicago leadership; different reasons have been provided for the split, 

including the perception that the Chicago headquarters had never fully relinquished its 

gang roots and the New York chapter basically taking control of the publication of the 

YLO newsletter.78 Although they maintained a paramilitary hierarchy, they renamed 

themselves the Young Lords Party (YLP) to better reflect their assertion that they were 

building a political party that could eventually lead an armed struggle, learning from the 

failures of Pedro Albizu Campos and the Nationalist Party.79 As Felipe Luciano writes in 

a July 1970 Palante editorial, “The first phase of any revolution is political struggle. It is 

                                                 
76 This was inspired by the Chicago Young Lords who held the Armitage Avenue Church for nearly two 

years, basing their operations and other services, such as a Free Breakfast program from the church. 
77 For more on the concept of “community control,” see Wanzer-Serrano, Johanna Fernandez’s “Between 

Social Service Reform and Revolutionary Politics: The Young Lords, Late Sixties Radicalism, and 

Community Organizing in New York City” (2003), Chapter 5 of Sonia Song-Ha Lee’s Building a Latino 

Civil Rights Movement (2014), Jeffrey Ogbar’s “Puerto Rico en mi corazón: The Young Lords, Black 

Power and Puerto Rican Nationalism in the U.S., 1966–1972” (2006), Jennifer A. Nelson “‘Abortions 

under Community Control’: Feminism, Nationalism, and the Politics of Reproduction among New York 

City’s Young Lords” (2001), and Agustín Láo’s “Resources of Hope: Imagining the Young Lords and the 

Politics of Memory” (1995) 
78 See Palante 2.4 (5 June 1970), the Central Committee of the YLP’s “Introduction: History of the Young 

Lords Party” in Palante: Young Lords Party, Wanzer-Serrano’s introduction to The Young Lords: A 

Reader, and Wanzer-Serrano’s “Origins and Optics” chapter in The New York Young Lords for more on the 

reasons for the split 
79

 Albizu Campos died in 1965, shortly after his release from federal prison. 
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this phase that the YOUNG LORDS PARTY is presently involved in. We must first 

educate our people to struggle before we begin to take up arms by the thousands” (Enck-

Wanzer 139).80 This move was in line with other Puerto Rican movement groups at the 

time, such as MPI, which became the Puerto Rican Socialist Party in 1971. However, 

unlike other Puerto Rican-led movements, the YLP highlighted Afro-Puerto Rican 

identity and anti-machista ideals. Indeed, as Guzmán notes, “the most resistance we 

encountered among our people [Puerto Ricans] came when we began to talk about racism 

and sexism” (“Pablo” 16). 

Most of the Young Lords’ offensives and accomplishments occurred during the 

YLO and YLP years (1969-1972), including their ill-fated decision to open two branches 

in Puerto Rico. From 1972-76, they re-named themselves the Puerto Rican Revolutionary 

Workers Organization (PRRWO) and basically retreated from community organizing.81 

These last years were marked by paranoia, due partially to the FBI’s COINTELPRO 

program, an obsession with purity of Marxist-Leninist-Maoist ideology, and the 

unchecked leadership of a few members.82 The organization ended on ugly terms, due to 

                                                 
80 When citing primary documents, such as issues of Palante, I generally cite either The Young Lords: A 

Reader or Through the Eyes of Rebel Women. 
81 Because most of the Young Lords’ activism and writing occurred between 1969 and 1972, I focus 

exclusively on this period of the organization and use the terms, “New York Young Lords” or “Young 

Lords Party” to refer to the organization, though I encourage future scholars to examine the writing 

produced between 1972 and 1976. 
82 Gloria González/Fontañez is often blamed almost entirely for the spiral of paranoia and violence that 

ended the PRWWO (see Morales, Wanzer-Serrano, Guzmán). However, Juan González admits, in his own 

(unpublished) essay on his time in the Young Lords, that both he and Gloria were key in continuing 

damaging policies and expelling members through “kangaroo courts.” He writes, “As more members and 

leaders began to question and criticize the policy of expansion to Puerto Rico […], a few us became even 

more intransigent, especially myself and Gloria Gonzalez” (29). He goes on to talk about how much he 

regrets the sham trial he headed up which led to Carlos Aponte’s expulsion. (Juan González Papers, Box 

29, Folders 10 and 11, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive). 
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the PRRWO’s disconnect from community activism, decreased recruitment efforts and 

the expulsion of long-time members due to the fear of FBI infiltration.83 Guzmán claims 

that “the Young Lords Party was the number two threat on J. Edgar Hoover’s list after the 

Black Panther Party” (interview by Richie Perez).84 While the Puerto Rican movement 

was reinvigorated with the founding of the National Congress for Puerto Rican Rights, 

which several former Young Lords joined, and the highly-publicized 1977 occupation of 

the Statue of Liberty in which activists unfurled the Puerto Rican flag on her head, the 

Marxist and socialist foundations of these groups were eradicated. Many former Young 

Lords, such as Juan González, Guzmán, Richie Pérez, and Felipe Luciano, made their 

names in reform-oriented activism and journalism. 

In presenting this history of Afro-Puerto Rican socialist thought and organizing, 

with an emphasis on Colón and the Young Lords’ place in this record, I demonstrate how 

Afro-Puerto Rican socialism negotiated Puerto Rican nationalism, anti-racism in the 

context of anti-black racism in transnational Puerto Rican communities, and 

socialist/communist thought. In the next section, I close read Colón’s autobiographical 

sketches and the Young Lords’ first-person narratives and collaborative life writing to 

illustrate how the negotiation of Afro-Puerto Rican ethno-racial identity and anti-racist, 

pro-nationalist politics created the “observe and participate” model of life writing, which 

challenged the centering of light-skinned Puerto Rican experiences and recast Afro-

                                                 
83 Refer to Iris Morales’s essay “New Directions to Shattered Dreams” and Diana Caballero’s “The Final 

Days and the Struggle Continues” in Through the Eyes of Rebel Women. This essay and interview provide 

the most detail about how the PRRWO disintegrated and the violence and torture used against dissenting 

members of the party. 
84 Richie Pérez Papers, Box 41, Item 1B, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive 
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Puerto Ricans, and those complicit in their oppression, as active agents, rather than 

helpless bystanders. The “participate and observe” aesthetic exemplifies Afro-Puerto 

Rican socialist politics. 

“OBSERVE AND PARTICIPATE” 

For Colón and the YLP, life writing is a form of revolutionary praxis that allows 

space for dissent and challenges essentialist positions of race and ethnicity. If socialism is 

conceived as collective praxis, then Colón and Young Lords require collective forms of 

representation. Both writer-organizers do this through what I term the “observe and 

participate” model of life writing. As noted earlier, I take the phrase, “observe and 

participate” from Guzmán’s account of his first meeting with Cha-Cha Jiménez, the 

leader of the Young Lords Organization in Chicago. During this meeting, Guzmán and 

others were getting permission to start an official New York chapter. While the New 

York Young Lords did not keep that Chicago connection for long, I believe that the 

“participate and observe” model spoke to Guzmán, a native New Yorker, because it 

belonged to a long tradition of activism by Puerto Ricans in New York. Guzmán recalls 

that the Garbage Offensive, their first major action, was animated by a YLP tactic, “to get 

people involved trough ‘observation and participation’” (Young Lords Party 70).  

The “participate and observe” mode of life writing has three components: 1) a 

plot that centers an observer becoming a participant; 2) a structure that forces the reader 

to become an observer and, by the end, challenges them to become a participant; and 3) 

narratives that challenge the Puerto Rican jíbaro myth of racial harmony to center Afro-
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Boricua experiences.85 Through these three aspects of the form, Afro-Puerto Rican 

specific strands of nationalism, anti-racism and Black love, and socialist thought take a 

literary form. While I believe that each writer-organizer, Jesús Colón and the New York 

Young Lords, emphasized these three aspects of the forms to varying degrees, they both 

showcase all features of “observe and participate” life writing in ways that accentuate 

Afro-Latino/a experiences and Afro-Puerto Rican nationalist and socialist politics. 

The “observer becomes participant” plot 

Jesús Colón’s status as a journalist and organizer plays an important role in his 

use of the “observer becomes participant” plot. Colón’s most popular columns were 

about his observations, or the observations of characters based in his real-life encounters, 

of racism, Communist organizing, acts of generosity, and moments of universal 

brotherhood. Colón published one book during his lifetime, A Puerto Rican in New York 

(1961), made up of sketches drawn almost entirely from his column “As I See It From 

Here” in The Daily Worker (Acosta-Belén and Sánchez Korrol 121). The book begins 

with several sketches that focus on his life, particularly as a youngster on the island and 

then when he first came to the US. As the reader moves forward in the collection, Colón 

moves closer to the present day (in his case, the 1940s and 1950s) and broadens the focus 

of these sketches to include more voices. Several sketches in the middle of the collection 

share Colón’s experience of anti-black racism and the ways in which his Afro-Puerto 

                                                 
85 “Boricua” is a term used by Puerto Ricans to refer to themselves. “Borinquen” is the name that the 

original Indigenous people used to refer to the island itself. Puerto Ricans use these terms to reclaim the 

Taíno/Indigenous heritage of the island. 
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Rican identity, ascribed and claimed, affected his everyday life. While Eugene Mohr 

audaciously claims that Colón “does not ask to be judged in literary terms” (14), Colón’s 

work, in actuality, is keenly aware of his audience and the direct, conversational prose he 

provides illustrates his concern with reader accessibility and concision.  

At the time of his death, Colón was working on a second edition of A Puerto 

Rican in New York, which was to include “over ninety-five changes to the first edition of 

the book” and “a new foreword” (James 221).86 He was also working on the manuscript 

for The Way It Was, which was published posthumously with a curated section of Other 

Writings in 1993 by Acosta Belén and Sánchez Korrol. This collection, also comprised 

mainly of previously-published sketches, takes on many of the same themes as A Puerto 

Rican in New York but also reflects on his return to the island and the effects of U.S. 

imperialism and tourist culture on Puerto Rico.  

In “Little Things Are Big,” Colón explores the ways in which racialization can 

determine who is an observer and who is a participant. One of Colón’s better-known 

sketches, the story recalls a time when Colón did not help a mother with children with her 

packages, due to his fear that she would see him as an aggressor, rather than a Good 

Samaritan. The story underlines the pressures of anti-black racism and xenophobia which 

lead Colón to remain an observer when he could have been a generous participant. 

Observations entirely dominate the first page of the sketch. Colón describes what the 

                                                 
86 Delgado references The Way It Was as her source for the claim that there were “over ninety-five pages of 

changes” as opposed to 95 changes (84, emphasis mine). However, the document, held by the Center for 

Puerto Rican Studies, is clearly a list of 95 changes. See Jesús Colón Papers, Box 9, Folder 4, Center for 

Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive. 
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woman looks like, the number of children and packages in her hands and how she got on 

and off the subway. He also describes himself, a man with no excuse not to offer a hand, 

“with no bundles to take care of—not even the customary book under my arm without 

which I feel that I am not completely dressed” (A Puerto Rican 115). With no props to 

legitimize him as a “safe” man of color, Colón is concerned that the woman will judge 

him purely based on racial animus. He recognizes this himself on the second page of the 

sketch: “how could I, a Negro and a Puerto Rican approach this white lady who very 

likely might have preconceived prejudices against Negroes and everybody with foreign 

accents” (116). That is, by bringing a book or a suitcase, Colón can project certain 

messages that counter the anti-black biases that likely enter the minds of white women. 

But he is, figuratively, almost naked, a canvas onto which white people can project their 

fears. Without speaking, she will see him as a Black man, and even after speaking, he 

will be read as a Black foreigner. He chooses not to help the woman, but he writes the 

sketch as a promise to the woman, and more importantly, himself, to never allow racism 

to decide when and how he participates in acts of goodwill in the future. “Little Things 

Are Big” demonstrates the racialization of “participation.” In this case, he shows the 

reader how we racialize “participation” so that generous actions are read as aggressions 

when attempted by dark-skinned men for white women. But by writing this sketch, he 

also decides to take action and to challenge himself to act despite the fear of racist 

retaliation. 

In another sketch, “Carmencita,” Colón mutes the discussion of race; however, he 

offers an observer-turned-participant often denied autonomy or nuanced depiction in 
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literature of the time: the oft-maligned mother-in-law, in this case, Tita, an elderly Puerto 

Rican woman recently-arrived in the United States. Colón’s work has rarely been read as 

feminist. In Edwin Murillo’s article, “Hostile Anxieties,” he argues, through a close 

reading of some of Colón’s earlier sketches in Spanish published during the late 1920s 

and early 1930s, that Colón holds anti-Latina attitudes and presents anti-capitalism in an 

oversimplified manner. In fact, the Colón sketch I analyzed above, “Little Things Are 

Big,” while often read as a powerful critique of the assumptions of black criminality and 

brown foreignness, could also be seen as a sketch that bemoans dark-skinned men’s 

inability to engage in chivalry. “Carmencita,” on the other hand, is a nuanced portrait of a 

woman’s struggle with religion and her desire to see, and create, a just world. The story is 

part of a section of A Puerto Rican in New York that presents five profiles of Puerto 

Ricans in New York. The sketch is longer than most of the others in the collection, which 

allows Colón to show multiple instances in which Tita becomes an observer forced to 

question her closely-held Catholic beliefs and to act upon those doubts. While Colón, in 

his collections, does not speak extensively about religion, he mentions a few times in 

passing that he does not adhere to any religion.87 “Carmencita” begins by showcasing his 

mother-in-law’s distrust of Colón, since the books he reads and the fact that “there is not 

an image of a saint in [their] whole apartment” shows him to be “a pagan, a … materialist 

                                                 
87 See “Angels in My Hometown Church” and “Carmencita”.” Notably, in an early outline for A Puerto 

Rican in New York, Colón intended to include several more sketches which criticized religion, such as “A 

Quarter for the YMCA” but, it appears, ultimately thought better of it. Jesús Colón Papers, Reel 1, Box 1, 

Folder 1, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive. 
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… an atheist” (102). These ellipses act as an invitation for the reader to become a 

participant and read between, in this case, the ellipses.  

While these terms could be seen as merely religious revulsion at secularism, they 

also historically reflect anti-communist sentiments. So, we are meant to see Carmencita’s 

dislike of her son-in-law as both a disdain for his secular beliefs and his Communist 

affiliation. When Carmencita refuses to spend another night in their home, Colón takes 

seriously his wife Conch’sa and Carmencita’s concerns. Before detailing his plan to 

appease Carmencita, Colón spends a few paragraphs presenting Carmencita in a fairly 

admirable light. While he presents Carmencita as a “firm” woman, “the living austere 

portrait of a medieval Catholic woman,” he also describes her as “commanding” with “a 

world of sentiment and love for the downtrodden” beneath her “rigid composure and 

fierce, almost defiant saintliness” (103). Carmencita, at her core, is a Puerto Rican 

woman of faith, and Colón, in his own show of good faith, hangs a framed image of a 

crucified Jesus over Carmenccita’s bed. This act earns him goodwill and the ability to 

provide a space for Carmencita to observe how an Afro-Puerto Rican socialist lives and 

to prove that they both share a common goal: uplifting “the downtrodden.” 

 Colón provides a re-imagined conversion narrative, which carefully details his 

mother-in-law’s journey from a devout Catholic who conflates capitalism with faith to a 

Catholic who sees socialism as more compatible with her faith.88 He provides numerous 

                                                 
88 Indeed, Carmencita’s view of Catholicism is more in line with Latin American liberation theology. 

While this strand of social justice-focused Catholicism was not yet as influential as it would become in the 

1960s and 1970s. Gustavo Gutierrez’s A Theology of Liberation: History, Politics and Salvation was 

published in English in 1973 but was originally published in Spanish in 1971 following the 1968 Latin 
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conversations and observations that lead Carmencita to question her image of the United 

States as a democratic, egalitarian space and that show the Church failing to take care of 

the poor and downtrodden. Colón emphasizes a civil exchange in which he listens to 

Carmencita explain the stories of her saints and then casually talks about the 

institutionalized racism that undermines the U.S. claims to democracy. For example, he 

describes how the Rockefellers, who own the Radio City Café, enforced segregated 

seating and refused to let Diego Rivera paint a mural of a Black and white man along 

with Lenin (103-4). Carmencita grows close to Joe Hecht, a Jewish American socialist 

activist, due both to his efforts on behalf of working-class people seeking welfare support 

and his choice to join the Abraham Lincoln brigade and fight fascism during the Spanish 

Civil War (106). While Joe tragically dies fighting the Nazis during World War II, her 

reflection on the kindness, generosity, and bravery of this Jewish American socialist 

encourages Carmencita to consider the relationship between capitalism, fascism, and 

Catholicism.  

Rather than present Carmencita as developing agnostic beliefs, he instead shows 

us her growing participation in developing her religious beliefs. Rather than accept the 

Catholic doctrine, she develops her own “theory” of worship related to humanitarianism: 

“she translated her Catholic tenets into terms of practice and tangible love and help for 

her fellow human beings” (109). Carmencita becomes a more active participant both in a 

personal sense, as a woman who more clearly understands her relationship to God, but 

                                                 
American Bishops’ Conference in Medillín. James H. Cone also developed A Black Theology of Liberation 

in 1970, which focuses more on the racialization of Christianity and particularly “white theology.”   
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also in a political sense. Colón shows the reader how Carmencita becomes part of the 

Communist struggle, making her mark on the world by helping to translate The Soviet 

Power (1939/1941) by the Dean of Canterbury, Hewlett Johnson, a Christian Marxist.89 

Originally published as The Socialist Sixth of the World, the book paints an incredibly 

rosy version of Stalin’s Soviet Union in the 1930s and was later discovered to have taken 

many sections word-for-word from Soviet propaganda. The book begins by challenging 

the conflation of Christendom and capitalism, but Carmencita is most enthralled by the 

section on Soviet women. Colón observes Carmencita reading this section repeatedly late 

at night, though she will not admit her interest in this feminist socialism to Colón (109).  

The sketch ends during the Second World War, and Carmencita has begun to use 

her spiritual tools to support Communism. She spends months reciting “La Oracion de las 

Once Mil Virgenes” and “asking the Lord that nothing will ever happen to Stalin” (110). 

Ultimately, the feminism of this sketch comes not only from the time and attention spent 

on Carmencita’s spiritual journey but also from the fact that she moves from a passive 

observer to an agent of her own religious beliefs and practice. Colón never presents 

himself as indoctrinating the truth of socialism; Carmencita chooses to investigate and 

partially adopt these beliefs. By the end, Carmencita and Colón continue to have different 

views, since she derives her belief in socialism from the Catholic mandate “to ‘ayudar el 

caido’ (help the downtrodden)” and not Lenin’s concept of the proletarian dictatorship 

(108). This nuanced portrayal of the spiritual and intellectual journey of an older Puerto 

                                                 
89 See John Butler’s The Red Dean of Canterbury: The Public and Private Faces of Hewlett Johnson 

(2011). 
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Rican woman and recent migrant presents a feminist sensibility and exemplifies Colón’s 

use of the “observe and participate” sketch. 

Similarly, members of the Young Lords Party cast themselves as observers who 

became participants in the individual sketches of “Roots,” the first section of Palante: 

Young Lords Party.90 The writers begin by describing themselves as bystanders, watching 

the racial and gender dynamics of their home lives, their school lives, and their lives on 

the streets of the Barrio. Each then offer moments of clarity in which they move from 

becoming observers to participants. For example, in Iris Morales’s narrative, which opens 

the “Roots” section, she writes in the first paragraph that her family was not “typical” 

because “we were not affected by drugs. We were not affected by daughters going out 

and getting pregnant. Instead, we were affected by daughters going out and doing 

organizing, getting political” (Young Lords Party 18). By repeating the word “affected,” 

Morales emphasizes the idea that in her neighborhood, it was more common for someone 

to feel acted upon rather than to be an actor. By asserting that her family is atypical, she 

implies that most families were victims of the drug epidemic and teenage pregnancy. The 

paragraph ends by highlighting that the daughters are “doing” political work and 

becoming organizers.  

She begins the second paragraph by providing biographies of her mother and 

father and by making observations about her family’s history and her parents’ strained 

                                                 
90 The Young Lords’ newsletter also published biographies which used this “observe and participate” 

structure. Their biographies of important freedom-fighters, Puerto Rican and marginalized US and Third 

World people filled gaps in a history that white America has refused to recognize, as Wanzer-Serrano 

argues, but also provide models of people who moved from bystanders in their own lives to agents of 

individual and, more importantly, communal change.  
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marriage. Machista violence looms large in this list of observations. Though Morales tries 

to talk first about her parents’ nationality and social class, this violence forces itself into 

the narrative. When she first introduces her mother to the reader, she writes, “My mother 

was the oldest of nine children also (an older sister had been killed by a lover)” (18). Her 

mother’s status as the oldest depends on erasing the murder of her older sister, a history 

of domestic violence that Morales restores with the parenthetical statement. The rest of 

this paragraph characterizes Morales’s mother as a woman whose all-encompassing 

identity is “mother,” since “After her parents died she became the one who took care of 

all the other children, so she never knew any kind of childhood” (18). Her parents’ 

traditional relationship, particularly her mother taking on “the traditional role of women” 

(18), taught her to distrust men and narratives of women’s respectability. Living in a 

machista household and environment, the “fucked up” definitions of manhood she saw 

made her weary of men’s investment in her freedom and pushed her into organizing (19). 

Other women policed her agency, claiming that being a political participant meant 

“‘think[ing] you’re a man’” (21). Morales’ observations of the world around her initially 

led her to conclude that there were only four roles for women: “housewife, prostitute, or 

drug addict, and then, when the society needed more labor […] a worker.” Dependency, 

whether financial or physical, defines these roles. However, by the end of her first-person 

narrative, Morales embraces a new role in “The Revolution” (22). The revolutionary role 

threatens the coerced passive role of women at the level of the family and the state. The 

family reflects the state’s oppression, since it places the man/husband in charge of 

women, who are infantilized, and children. The family, like the state, validates only 
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men’s experiences and men’s access to violence by explicitly and implicitly supporting 

men’s physical, financial, and sexual control over women (e.g. determining whether a 

woman can work outside the home). By “getting political,” Morales begins to take action 

to write a different narrative for the next generation of Afro-Puerto Rican women. Thus, 

the participate and observe model becomes embedded in the life writing of the New York 

Young Lords. At a micro-level, we read the stories of Afro-Puerto Ricans moving from 

observers of injustice—of their own struggle, their family's struggle, and the struggle of 

those fighting for self-determination and justice—to active participants in movements for 

justice.   

Several of the YLP’s narratives foreground the journey of its members from 

observers in their own lives to active participants in order to show the danger of 

narratives of racelessness. They portray the Young Lords as a different kind of 

organization, one that creates more powerful and positive bonds than the other options in 

El Barrio: gangs and drugs. Practically, the anti-gang accounts also further separate the 

YLP from the Chicago Young Lords. In addition, they show how racial divisions can be 

exacerbated by gang organizations. Though these gangs are often based primarily on 

location and race and/or ethnic affiliation, they create further divides and encourage 

violence among men of color. The narratives about gang experiences are written by 

former gang members, so that the reader feels that they can trust the perspective provided 

as authentic and see exemplar observers-turned-participants. For example, Georgie (who 

is not given a surname) introduces his choice to join a gang as entirely passive. Because 

he lived in “Viceroy turf” and was friends with Viceroys, the opposing gang, the 
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Dragons, were already treating him as such. Georgie recalls thinking, “‘Damn, man, these 

guys are fuckin’ me up every time they see me—so I’m gonna join the Viceroys, man. I 

might as well join them’” (29). Since they were already treating him as Viceroy, he chose 

to formalize that affiliation. Once he officially joined, he began to think ‘racelessly,’ 

which had the consequence of further oppressing Puerto Ricans. He writes, “We wasn’t 

thinkin’ about the other guys being Puerto Ricans. Like, now we’re political, but at that 

time Puerto Ricans were Puerto Ricans—if he was your enemy, you kill him” (29). Being 

Puerto Rican held no meaning to the gang; only the friend/foe dichotomy did. Joining the 

Young Lords allowed Georgie to foster brotherhood with men across former gang 

memberships. For Georgie, the (active) political struggle, rather than the (passive) 

survival struggle, encouraged by the YLP builds a more lasting and meaningful 

connection. He writes, “that’s what the Young Lords is really about, man—to show you 

don’t fight against brothers” (30). Georgie insists that this does not create a place free of 

conflict, since “you might be angry against your brother today,” but assures the reader 

that healthy conflict, the ability to share concern and desires and to have healthy 

argument and compromise around that, can provide a brother who, after the anger passes, 

“might be the guy that save[s] your own life” (30). The YLP analyzes the gang narrative 

to reveal an unhealthy conception of racelessness tied to inaction and acceptance of the 

status quo.  

Through Carmen’s narrative about drug addiction, the YLP provides another 

example of how the choice to participate—in this case by reclaiming one’s culture and 

working in the community—empowers racialized people. Carmen’s narrative begins by 
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showcasing the extreme individualism of addiction, which places getting the next hit as 

the addicted person’s singular goal. This self-centered focus inhibits the ability to achieve 

solidarity with one’s community and nation, in this case Puerto Ricans. Carmen describes 

her initial reasoning for running away from home and living on the streets as also driven 

by individualism. She wanted to stop burdening her family and “make it on [her] own and 

become wealthy” because she had heard tales of “kids [who] run away from home and 

become owners of factories” (31). However, as she continues to struggle to survive, she 

experiments with drugs so that she can get through the suffering of her life: “‘maybe if I 

get high, I won’t feel it, it won’t bother me so much” (31). When a US Black woman tries 

to convince her to quit her addiction and “really help [her] people,” Carmen refuses to 

identify as anything but a New Yorker and “an American citizen,” erasing her Puerto 

Rican identity (32). Thus, Carmen ties her addiction to a lack of rootedness. She is 

deracinated. When she rejects the raceless narrative of American identity and becomes 

“proud of [her] people,” she can finally find the willpower to work towards recovery. In 

fact, at the end of her narrative, she talks about how becoming sober has led her to more 

actively help other people with addictions. She says, “I started really seeing the problems 

of the people outside […]. And I started talking, constantly—every time I would meet a 

junkie I would talk to him, and talk, and rap to him what happened to me” (33). Even 

though she estimates that only one of ten people with addictions she talked to would 

work toward recovery, she asserts that this was enough to boost her pride and give her 

purpose. Thus, through Georgie and Carmen’s accounts, the YLP asserts that race pride, 
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rather than a raceless individuality or raceless organizations, helps individuals and their 

communities move from bystanders to contributors. 

The reader-observer becoming participant 

“Observation and participation” began as a recruitment strategy that Colón and 

the YLP developed into a literary strategy in sketches and life narratives. At the macro 

level, both wanted people to join the fight against capitalism, to work towards Puerto 

Rican self-determination, and to ensure a world without race discrimination. Thus, Afro-

Puerto Rican socialist life writing positions the reader as an observer and by the end of 

the narrative challenges them to become a participant in the struggle for liberation. I 

identify two prominent ways in which these authors encourage this reader participation. 

One is the invocation of American exceptionalism, tying the Constitution, particularly the 

rhetoric of “We the people” and the American Revolution, to socialism and sovereignty. 

The authors also use open-ended conclusions, which encourage the reader to consider 

their own viewpoint or to consider how they would act in a similar situation. These 

stories resist closure, encouraging the ways we see the racist actions described in the 

stories reverberate in society-at-large. 

Colón ends his collection, A Puerto Rican in New York, by demanding that the 

reader reconsider the connection between the Constitution and Communism. In the final 

paragraphs of the collection’s namesake sketch, he asserts his support for Puerto Rican 

independence, which he sees as inextricably tied to socialism and Marxist anti-

colonialism. He writes, “When that phrase [“We the people”] is realized in its totality, 

Puerto Ricans will have the right to choose the form of government they really want. And 
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when that opportunity comes I will choose independence. [...] Independence is the way 

that will provide everything—material and spiritual—for the people of Puerto Rico. 

Independence and socialism. Socialism and independence” (202). Colón couches an anti-

colonial statement in the language of the colonizer—the Preamble of the US Constitution, 

to be precise—to strongly emphasize that embedded in U.S. history is independence, not 

capitalism. He sees Puerto Rican independence as inseparable from a socialist economic 

system, not a capitalist one. In fact, earlier in this sketch, he connects the sentiments of 

“We the people” to the revolutionary struggle: “The Puerto Ricans in New York are 

realizing that somehow there is an affinity between the phrases ‘We the people’ and 

‘Arise, you workers,’ and are fast adapting themselves to the best fighting and democratic 

traditions of this country” (200-201). Colón performs a socialist reading of the U.S. 

Constitution, suggesting that the document cannot fulfill its revolutionary goals without 

communist values. That is, while the reader may have passively accepted that the current 

systems and institutions reflect the ideals and purposes set out by the Founders, Colón 

contests that assumption. Even if the reader believes the U.S. government and its 

structures of power are racist and white supremacist, they still accept that the Constitution 

supports these structures. But Colón, and to a lesser degree, the Young Lords, argue that 

the foundational documents of the United States are not inherently white supremacist; the 

country has just failed to implement the socialist goals inherent in the Preamble. In fact, 

drafts of the preface that Colón was writing for the second edition of A Puerto Rican in 

New York found in his archive indicate that the title was to be “We the People,” so that 
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the new edition would be bookended by calls to the Preamble.91 Through the rhetoric of 

American exceptionalism, Colón demands that the reader work to implement systems that 

better reflect the Constitution’s philosophy of equality and sovereignty.92 

Colón’s sketch, “The Two United States,” which focuses on revealing how 

racism, capitalism, and colonialism work together to ensure white dominance, also acts as 

a call-to-arms to Puerto Rican and other Latino/a readers.93 Colón also identifies the 

common cause of white supremacy acting in the United States and under the colonial 

administration in Puerto Rico, which stands in stark contrast to the common reading of 

Colón as a “class man” rather than a “race man” (see James).He makes the case that 

white supremacists —“the United States of the Ku Klux Klan and the Black Legion”94—

and “Puerto Rican vendepatrias [those who sell out their country]” work together to 

maintain capitalism and colonialism, and ultimately to continue the cycle of migration 

based on worker exploitation (The Way 61, 62). He contends that the exploiters are 

unified while those exploited in the US and Puerto Rico—“glorious Puerto Rico with a 

revolutionary tradition” and “the progressive United States”—are unorganized (61). By 

using the third-person plural, “we” and “us,” Colón takes to task readers for their lack of 

support for “the International Labor Defense or the International Workers Order […] 

                                                 
91 Jesús Colón Papers, Reel 6, Box 9, Folder 9, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive. These 

drafts were also titled, “As a Sort of Preface.” 
92 Indeed, in Colón’s FBI interview in advance of his (eventually cancelled) interrogation by the HUAC, 

Colón implies that he supports the Constitution more than the current US government does. Jesús Colón 

Papers, Reel 10, Box 14, Folder 5, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive.  
93 Originally published in Spanish and also published in Lo que el pueblo me dice (2001), a collection of 

his columns of the same name in Pueblos hispanos. 
94 The Black Legion was a white supremacist group like the Ku Klux Klan. 
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These powerful organizations composed mainly of North Americans.” Colón presents 

these unions as indicative of “the REAL United States” in the true tradition of “Thomas 

Jefferson [and] Thomas Paine” (62). By appealing to these canonical U.S. figures, Colón 

hopes to appeal to the reader who may not identify as socialist or radical. He identifies a 

solidly American foundation for anti-racist socialism, subtly invoking Jefferson’s 

Declaration of Independence, which contains an anti-racist (if also anti-Indigenous) 

sentiment, and Paine’s call for colonial independence.  

 Since the Young Lords often used radical and militant rhetoric, their writing often 

called back to the tenets of the American Revolution. Wanzer-Serrano claims that, “The 

Young Lords linked the struggle to a history of resistance and revolution within the 

United States, positing a new ‘American Revolution’ that complicated their intellectual 

and practical genealogy” (84). That is, despite their radical, anti-racist, Puerto Rican 

nationalist message, the YLP embraced, to some degree, the Declaration of Independence 

and the Constitution, reminding the reader that the founding fathers they venerated were 

once considered militant radicals, too. In fact, they see their work as a continuation of 

that legacy. When discussing the political works that animate the YLP, Guzmán lists: 

“Che, Fidel, Fanon, Marx, Lenin, Jefferson, The Bill of Rights, Declaration, 

Constitution” (Young Lords Party 68). Similarly, in his unpublished life writing on the 

Young Lords, “The Beginnings,” Juan González positions the YLP’s 13-Point Program 

as “[their] Declaration of Independence and Bill of Rights from modern America” (7).95 

                                                 
95 Juan González Papers, Box 29, Folder 10 – “Young Lords Party – Manuscript c. 1989-1990”, Center for 

Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive. 
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Like Colón, he resituates America’s founding documents in a socialist tradition. At the 

end of the section, “The Revolution within the Revolution,” he argues that the YLP must 

reckon with machismo and anti-black racism now, rather than after taking power: “We’re 

trying to become more efficient by having that revolution now, rather than going through 

it after we take the power of the state. That’s the beauty of the American Revolution 

that’s going on now, that’s the beauty of the Young Lords Party” (22). Guzmán, who is 

credited with this section, re-casts the American Revolution to include and center Puerto 

Ricans, making it at once transnational (American, in the sense of the “Americas”) and 

racialized. In fact, he asserts that, the Puerto Rican-Black alliance […] is the basis of the 

American Revolution for [the YLP]” (74). Guzmán also asks the reader to consider how 

the American revolution failed. That is, he implies that the British subjects attempting to 

liberate themselves did not analyze their own prejudices. Thus, a people fighting for 

equality did not interrogate their definitions of this term and did not reckon with slavery 

until too late. The Young Lords make a historical critique while also overtly connecting 

themselves to the slaveholding founders of the United States. While many other portions 

of their collaborative autobiography take the United States to task, these key moments 

demonstrate that the YLP places themselves in an American tradition of rebellion and 

aspirational change. Just as they wish to learn from the missteps of Albizu Campos’s 

Nationalist Party, they also try to learn from the failures of the U.S. Founding Fathers. 

 In addition to challenging the reader’s definition of “we the people,” Colón and 

the New York Young Lords structure certain first-person narratives so that they 

encourage the reader to think about their own role in supporting or resisting racism, 
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imperialism, and capitalism. Colón’s sketches on race differ substantially from many of 

his other sketches in that they lack closure. These unresolved endings act as invitations 

for the reader to participate in anti-racism, on individual and larger social scales. In the 

brief sketch, “The Mother, the Young Daughter, Myself, and All of Us,” the author 

constructs the reader as a complicit observer to racism. The white characters, and by 

implication U.S. society, fail to participate in anti-racist action. While sitting at a diner 

with only counter seating, “a mother and her young daughter about nine years old” walk 

in and try to find a seat. There are only two seats remaining – one three seats away from 

Colón and one right next to him. When the mother points to the seat next to him, 

claiming that seat for the daughter, the little girl proclaims that she “won’t sit beside no 

nigger” (A Puerto Rican 118). The sketch ends by noting that the three do not discuss or 

confront the slur, inviting the reader to consider if they themselves would have spoken 

up. The sketch echoes personal experiences shared by W.E.B. Du Bois and Frantz Fanon. 

Du Bois shares, in three different autobiographies, his grade-school experience when a 

white girl refused a greeting card which exemplifies his concept of the Veil.96 Fanon’s 

encounter with a white boy who points and yells, “Look, a Negro!” in the chapter, “The 

Fact of Blackness” in Black Skin, White Masks (1952/1967) leads him to probe deeper 

into what race and color mean to his life and Martinican society. However, rather than 

provide this moment of racist spectacle as the beginning of a longer conversation on race, 

Colón allows his sketch to end with silence, and asks the reader to look back and think 

                                                 
96 See The Souls of Black Folk (1903), Dusk of Dawn: An Essay Toward an Autobiography of a Race 

Concept (1940), and The Autobiography (1968). 
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through the multiple layers of this racist encounter. For example, when the mother tells 

her daughter to sit next to Colón, she calls him a “gentleman,” appearing to show respect 

for this man, who sits in an integrated space. However, the true social standing of a 

phenotypically black man is betrayed by the daughter through her use of the racial slur 

and refusal to be in physical proximity of the Black (Puerto Rican) man. The daughter’s 

racist sentiment could be seen to reveal the mother’s true opinions of dark-skinned 

people, particularly due to her silence on the matter, but at the very least, it reveals the 

social milieu in which the daughter resides. This sketch, like “Little Things Are Big,” 

shows the ways in which children make clear the racial subtext of many interactions 

between white people and people of color.  

Certain sketches explicitly position the reader as a character meant to act. While 

Colón only returned to Puerto Rico a few times during his life, his sketch, “The Fanguito 

Is Still There,” graphically depicts the ways in which the tourism industry, driven largely 

by Americans wanting an exotic vacation getaway, has created deplorable housing 

conditions.97 Colón frames the sketch through the conclusions of his wife, Clara Colón, a 

journalist and fellow Communist. He presents her conclusions as the same ones that the 

reader should reach: “the problem of the slums—and generally the problems of housing 

and colonialism in Puerto Rico—could only be solved by a socialist form of society 

under a free and sovereign republic” (The Way 57).98 Similarly, Colón uses the second-

                                                 
97 “Fanguito” translates to “mudhole” and is one of several Puerto Rican slums described in this sketch. 

This sketch was never published and was written specifically for The Way It Was. See “Bibliography of 

Jesús Colón’s Writings” in The Way It Was and Other Writings. 
98 The slum which he describes in detail, El Caño [the channel] de Martín Peña, would become the site of 

one of the two branches opened in Puerto Rico when the Young Lords expanded to the island. 
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person in “How to Know Puerto Ricans,” to incorporate readers and urge them to build 

relationships with Puerto Ricans. The sketch combats the perception that Puerto Ricans 

are a self-segregated community, and instead turns the issue of segregation around on the 

reader. That is, he argues that white Americans have forced Puerto Ricans to be 

discerning about how welcoming to be to those outside their communities. Colón 

suggests that the history of U.S. oppression perpetrated against Puerto Rico makes white 

Americans and the mainstream press feel distrusted or unwelcome: “The first thing we 

must realize is that Puerto Ricans have been exploited for hundreds of years” (A Puerto 

Rican 147). He argues that to become friendly with Puerto Rican people, “you must 

prove yourself a friend, a worker who is being oppressed by the same forces that keep the 

Puerto Rican down” (148). Thus, Colón’s advice is to share in the socialist struggle of the 

worker. But he does not stop at a class connection; he also advocates for cultural 

understanding, since so much of Puerto Rican oppression is based in not just class but 

also white supremacy. He stresses that the reader, presumably a white man reading The 

Daily Worker, “must learn to appreciate their [Puerto Rican] history, their culture, their 

values.” He presents a brief history of the many people who have, literally and 

figuratively, knocked at Puerto Ricans’ doors with promises to “‘help’” them, while 

actually just condescending to them. The use of quotations marks around “help” convey 

how clear the condescension appears to these Puerto Ricans. To end the sketch, he states 

unequivocally that, “We must always be ready to learn from colonial [Colón means to 

indicate “colonized”] people” (148). And while he offers a reciprocal statement, that “We 

colonial people have also much to learn from the working class of the imperialist 
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countries,” he cautions particularly the “know-it-all attitude and superior airs” that 

sometimes come from being born in the U.S. (149). The “how-to” guide, then, reverses 

the common charge that Puerto Ricans are distant and self-segregated and instead 

refocuses the text on the white community. Indeed, the reader may even feel 

condescended to or patronized, but Colón points out that Puerto Rican people have long 

felt this way when white people tell them how to “fix” themselves. Colón calls out white 

Americans for creating conditions in which white people and Puerto Ricans have not 

been able to build community together and provides advice for the reader so they can 

create that community in the real world. 

The Young Lords recruit participants through their multi-genre presentation. By 

incorporating poetry, photography, essays, and first-person narratives, their collaborative 

autobiography provides several ways in for the reader and prospective revolutionary. 

Observation through the text is not enough; the documentary, photo essays, and use of 

Pedro Pietri’s poetry afford numerous venues to observe and in which to provide 

opportunities for participation. In particular, since the New York Young Lords felt it was 

necessary to expand their activism beyond the United States in 1971, they needed to 

convince readers that the cause of self-determination for Puerto Ricans on the island and 

the mainland was a common one.99 They chose to create two chapters in Puerto Rico to 

prove that their concern for Puerto Rican self-determination was not just symbolic.100 

                                                 
99 This goal aligned with PSP, formerly MPI, though they quickly overshadowed the YLP when Gloria 

González took over and led the PRRWO. See José E. Velázquez’s “Coming Full Circle: The Puerto Rican 

Socialist Party, U.S. Branch” in The Puerto Rican Movement: Voices from the Diaspora. 
100 The rhetoric of the “divided nation” was only strong from 1971-72, to justify the expansion to Puerto 

Rico. While the Lords attempt to show that they had done their research before the expansion through their 
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Through the conception of the “divided nation,” the Young Lords attempted to bridge the 

gap between island and mainland politics and communities. “The divided nation” concept 

became the major focus of Ofensiva Rompe Cadenas [Break the Chains Offensive], 

which saw the diaspora as a forced migration due to capitalism (Morales, Through 98).  

The YLP connects the history and present-day experiences of Puerto Ricans on 

the island and in the diaspora visually. For example, in the substantial photographic essay 

of Palante, the Young Lords begin with a fanguito in Puerto Rico that spans two pages of 

the book. This large photograph forces the reader to confront the poverty that creates and 

perpetuates Puerto Rican migration and diaspora. Alongside the photograph, a pull-quote 

from an earlier narrative in the autobiography identifies the picture as a counter-history to 

that presented in history books. The Young Lords write, “In most history books Puerto 

Rican history stops in 1898. Everybody talks about how the Americans raised our 

standard of living […]” (81). By presenting a current photograph, “(December 1970),” 

the YLP asserts that this narrative of U.S. improvement contradicts their own experiences 

(80). In fact, the fanguito best represents post-1898 Puerto Rico, not its imagined 

‘backward’ past. Directly following this photograph, the Young Lords present two 

pictures, one over the other. In the upper photograph, there are two older Puerto Ricans, 

one ebony-skinned and the other lighter but still dark-skinned. They reside in San Juan in 

front of a shack made of rusted, corrugated metal. In the lower photograph, there is a 

                                                 
Palante editorials, the notion of the “divided nation” did not convince the islanders. Guzmán argued that 

the party should abandon the “divided nation” theory in 1972 (Morales, Through 112). See also Morales’s 

essay, “¡PALANTE, SIEMPRE PALANTE! The Young Lords” in The Puerto Rican Movement for more 

on the breakdown of the YLP and PRRWO. 
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picture of a lighter-skinned woman in an apartment on Cauldwell Avenue in the Bronx 

(82). The apartment is in disrepair, the (presumably lead) paint peeling directly over the 

kitchen area. The woman appears to be pregnant and much younger than the first couple. 

By asking the reader to view the images side-by-side, the Young Lords show that the 

living conditions on the island and in New York City are both atrocious. In addition, they 

draw attention to the cycle of poverty that Puerto Ricans experience. We see the older 

couple, who likely have lived their whole lives and will die in poverty. And we see the 

young woman, about to give birth to another Puerto Rican life, which will also begin in 

poverty. Thus, the YLP points to the inescapability of poverty in Puerto Rico and the 

United States due to their experiences as colonized peoples. In addition, the 

representation of darker- and lighter-skinned Puerto Ricans, men and women, attempts to 

show a diverse picture of the Puerto Rican community. Similarly, the documentary, El 

pueblo se levanta, contains a section all about the island, focused particularly on the areas 

in which the Young Lords planned to expand. The Young Lords hope that these pictures 

will work in conjunction with the other sections that discuss the life experiences of Afro-

Puerto Ricans and women. By drawing comparisons to the common experiences of 

Puerto Ricans suffering everywhere, the Young Lords develop a visual expression of the 

“divided nation” ideology. In addition, these images disrupt the visual representation of 

Puerto Rico and Puerto Ricans. By providing a photo-essay in which Afro-Puerto Ricans 

are heavily represented, the Young Lords’ life writing, like Colón’s, disrupts a racial 

myth that has marginalized Afro-Puerto Ricans on the island and in the United States: the 

jíbaro.  
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The Afro-Boricua: Challenging the Jíbaro Myth 

The “observe and participate” model of life writing provides a template that 

challenges the long-standing myth of racial harmony among Puerto Ricans. In some ways 

similar to the “mestizo” and “peón” archetypes in Mexico, the figure of the jíbaro, 

meaning roughly “peasant” and denoting rural or mountain dwellers, provides a working-

class, mixed-race archetype that sanitizes the violence of rape, coercion, and 

discrimination in Puerto Rican culture. As Arlene Dávila argues, “The rural peasant 

(jíbaro) is represented as the embodiment of all three ancestral heritages in a single 

Puerto Rican culture” (71). While nominally multi-racial, Dávila emphasizes that “the 

jíbaro is usually portrayed as a white male whose main influence comes from his Spanish 

predecessors although he has a tinge of Indian heritage” but never anything indicating 

African ancestry (71-72). The life writing of Colón and the Young Lords Party contests 

this image of the representative Puerto Rican. While Colón’s writings, except for 

“Marcelino” in A Puerto Rican in New York, do not explicitly focus on advocating for 

Afro-Latino leadership, his choice to represent his own life, and to so clearly depict his 

struggles with anti-black racism on the mainland and on the island, challenged who could 

represent ‘A Puerto Rican in New York.’ He centered his work on his Afro-Puerto Rican 

identity in a way that other Puerto Rican writers of his time, such as Vega, did not. In 

addition, Colón was, in his own right, a leader of the Communist Party in New York and 

an important interlocutor in Puerto Rican socialist politics, as seen in his correspondence 

with important socialist leaders such as Juan Saéz Corales (leader of the Confederación 

General de Trabajadores), César Andreu Iglesias, and Juan Santos Rivera (both leaders of 
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the Puerto Rican Communist Party).101 For the Young Lords Party, Afro-Latinidad united 

a leadership which was negotiating several strands of radical thought. As Juan González 

notes in an interview from May 2005,102 the political investments of the Young Lords 

leadership covered a “wide spectrum of differences” that included Black Nationalism, 

Black Liberation, Puerto Rican Nationalism, socialism, and anti-imperialism.103 As 

Wanzer-Serrano writes, “Rather than reject outright the Anglo political system […] or 

accept entirely the Marxist critique of capitalism, the YLO occupied a liminal space 

among multiple political traditions” (Enck-Wanzer 3). Palante: Young Lords Party 

                                                 
101 Refer to Jesús Colón Papers, Reel 2, Box 2, Folder 5 and Reel 2, Box 3, Folder 1 at the Center for 

Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive. 
102 In this interview, housed in the Center for Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter College in New York City, 

González describes the “wide spectrum of differences”:  

So, um, you know, Pablo [Guzmán] had come out of the experience of, his role model had been the Black 

Panther Party, and had been when he was at the Bronx High School of Science and then going to Old 

Westbury, he saw the Black Panther and its ten-point program, its rules of discipline as a way that the 

Young Lords should develop. 

 

And, um, Felipe [Luciano] was more of, um a nationalist in that he had, he developed predominantly within 

sort of the, the more nationalist wing of the Black liberation movement, the Amiri Barakas and the, uh, the 

Stokeleys and the Rap Brown, who were the people that he most associated with and saw as role models. 

And David [Pérez] had, was more of a Puerto Rican nationalist in that he had grown up in Chicago and he 

was more, what he saw as role models were the people in the Nationalist Party in Puerto Rico and the, uh, 

sort of peasant small owner, small land owner resistant movement of Puerto Rico. 

 

I had sort of developed as a result of my, my political formation had been more in terms of SDS and in 

terms of a, you know, more toward a socialist orientation but not really more, uh, not fully developed, you 

know, just vaguely socialistic and anti-imperialist and, so that, the different folks that came together all sort 

of had different perspectives. Iris [Morales] had developed much more with, uh, sort of a socialist and anti-

imperialist perspective from her development. Denise [Oliver] had come from a more middle class Black 

family from out in Jamaica in Queens, and who, she had developed sort of in a nationalist perspective but 

very, very anti, sort of the male domination of Muslim nationalist types. And, you know, she would be set 

off by anybody who tried to like push that kind of perspective and viewpoint on any organization. And, uh, 

Gloria [González / Fontanez] had come out of a strict nationalist, Puerto Rican nationalist perspective in the 

Lower East Side where she had been very influenced by Julio Rosado and the Rosado brother and the, 

Genoveva Clemente and the old, sort of like the longtime U.S. nationalist type figures. 
103 Morales notes that the influence of Black Liberation’s notion of gender complementarity, which she 

views as “male supremacy” mapped well onto the machista ideas held by many YLP members, holding 

back women’s participation and the group’s Third World feminist aims (Through 46). 
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demonstrates how the party finds unity in their racial and ethnic identity and experiences 

of marginalization. Literarily and politically, this occurred by opposing the image of the 

archetypal Puerto Rican, the jíbaro.  

Jesús Colón, like socialists of color before him (e.g. Richard Wright), did not 

accept the class-only interpretation of the Communist Party. He considered race an 

important facet of Puerto Rican identity and worked to incorporate the particular 

struggles of Afro-Caribbean and Latin American migrants through his writings and his 

leadership in the Communist Party, particularly by inviting the reader to share in the 

struggles he faced as an Afro-Puerto Rican socialist man. Colón, in correspondence with 

CPUSA member Harry Winston, provides scathing commentary on an article by Doxey 

Wilkerson which argues that Communists should not talk about race since race does not 

exist biologically.104 Wilkerson goes so far as to suggest the words “race” and “Negro” 

be omitted from the Communist lexicon. Colón, who is providing feedback to Winston as 

he writes an article in reply to Wilkerson, emphatically advises that Winston come out 

more strongly against Wilkerson’s implications that race does not matter in the socialist 

struggle. He writes, 

The Communist Party connot [cannot] possibly accept any such revision of its 

line on the Negro Question as Conrade [sic] Wilkerson proposes. The general 

effect of it, as you point out, would be, not to strengthen the fight against white 

chauvinism and Jim Crow, but to confuse and weaken it. To attemto [attempt] to 

                                                 
104 The letter discussed in this paragraph can be found in the Jesús Colón Papers, Reel 22, Box 26, Folder 8 

in the Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive. 
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ignore the racial element in the national oppression of the Negro people, as Doxey 

does, would be a grave error. (1) 

Colón is adamant that the erasure of the racial aspect of oppression would weaken anti-

racist struggles in the United States. As the letter continues, he argues that the CPUSA 

made “a considerable step forward in theory and practice” when they began “to analyse 

and to stress the racial as well as the class aspects of the [Negro] question” considering 

writings by Lenin (1). He goes further and says that the CPUSA made further strides 

when they considered Black oppression not only as racial and class-based but also as a 

national question (2). In addition, he contests that “outrageous color bars [… are] woven 

all through the fabric of the capitalist society,” even in “Brazil and the West Indies,” 

contrary to Wilkerson’s claims. Colón anticipates the concept of racial capitalism while 

also contesting the racial harmony myth of Latin American and the Caribbean, 

exemplified through the jíbaro in Puerto Rico.  

Through his sketches, Colón offers a conception of Afro-Puerto Rican experience, 

like Fanon’s, that considers Spanish and U.S. colonialism (particularly the tourist 

relationship between the colonizing nation’s citizens and the colonized nation), racialized 

capitalism, and constructions of black and brown criminality. Nonetheless, many scholars 

have described Colón as a “class man” rather than a “race man.” Winston James argues 

that Colón “died a socialist and Puerto Rican nationalist with no time for black 

nationalism” (198). José Irizarry Rodríguez states that, along with Vega, Colón claimed 

“that racial differences were of no concern within their Puerto Rican communities,” but 

he also argues that their writing clearly shows that race had a “profound influence on the 
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shaping of their sense of Puertorriqueñidad” (35). Irizarry Rodríguez and James both 

downplay the complexity of Colón’s critique of race. James points to the sketch, “Little 

Rock,”—about the 1957 attempt to integrate Central High—published originally in The 

Daily Worker in 1957 and reprinted in The Way It Was, as emblematic of Colón’s 

simplistic conception of race. James argues that the sketch depicts racism as no more than 

“capitalist poison” (220). Indeed, the sketch has conflicting and at times colorblind 

conceptions of liberation. Lest we forget, this column, as was the case with most of his 

work in English, was directed towards those who sympathized with Communist and 

socialist causes, as the paper was published by the Communist Party USA. As Mary L. 

Dudziak notes, Little Rock was seen as perfect material for Communist propaganda: “It 

was a short step, in the consciousness of 1950s Americans, from international criticism to 

Cold War implications. […] The Soviet Union’s extensive use of Little Rock in anti-

American propaganda—often simply republishing facts disseminated by U.S. news 

sources—reinforced the concern that Little Rock redounded to the benefit of America’s 

opponents” (121). Colón did indeed take the opportunity to discuss the nature of 

American capitalist democracy. But in addition, he took the time not only to denounce 

the U.S. government but rather to discuss the need for anti-racist practice in all U.S. 

communities. Colón pointedly, and at times clumsily, argues “that there are more whites 

freed from racial prejudice than many of the extremists in all races happen to think there 

are” (The Way 81). While this statement could mean that there are racists in every group, 

or that white people are less racist than we might think, the comment better reflects 

Colón’s Afro-Puerto Rican experience of discrimination. For Colón, anti-black racism is 
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not merely a U.S. white problem; it is also an issue that Afro-Latinos face in Puerto Rican 

and Latin American communities all over the world.  

Like Paul Robeson, the Black American anticolonial socialist that Colón so 

admired, Colón’s writing follows a Black Internationalist tradition that “forcefully argued 

that their struggles against Jim Crow were inextricably bound to the struggles of African 

and Asian peoples for independence” (Von Eschen 2). Colón connected the struggle 

against segregation to the anti-imperialist struggle for Puerto Rican nationalism, a 

nationalism, which I have argued above, is inextricably tied to socialism. James suggests 

that Colón sees racism as an outside force imposed on workers, separate from the 

socialist struggle, by focusing on his repeated use of the word, “poison” in “Little Rock” 

(James 226). While Colón does use “poison” to describe racism as the effect of “capitalist 

interests who thrive and provide by this policy of divide and conquer,” he also uses the 

term to describe other forms of oppression, such as “capitalist poison” and the “poison of 

chauvinism” (The Way 80, 81). Rather than “poison,” Colón uses a term, “capitalist racial 

bias” (81), that speaks more specifically to his views of race and anticipates Cedric 

Robinson’s development of the concept of “racial capitalism” in Black Marxism (1983). 

While Colón evokes the common socialist refrain that race is a tool to “divide and 

conquer,” he also suggests, like Robinson would in the 1980s, that racism is an embedded 

part of U.S. and colonial relations.105 However, what James finds particularly troubling 

about this sketch is his statement that the “fight for true American equality and 

                                                 
105 See decolonial theorists Walter Mignolo and Nelson Maldonado-Torres for more on the connection 

between racism, capitalism, and colonialism.   
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democracy” is “raceless” (81). But in isolating this word, we miss the context that 

informs Colón’s use of it. For example, Colón suggests that, no matter one’s race, we 

must “examine and reexamine our attitudes and daily relations with other races” since we 

are all embedded in a society rife with “chauvinism and all kinds of national and racial 

prejudice” (81). While one could read the use of the “raceless” descriptor to say that 

Colón is a class-first socialist, I counter that he does not wish to ignore the effects of 

racism on the working-class, as he explicitly supports anti-racist movements. Instead, he 

believes that the struggle for sovereignty, socialism, and liberation will require the work 

of people of all races and an examination of internalized racism and other forms of race 

prejudice, such as anti-blackness in light-skinned Latino communities. In fact, to reach 

this “collective” struggle, the rest of the sketch argues that “racial discrimination” is the 

“first point in the agenda of problems in the United States today.” So, this collective 

struggle must be first and foremost, anti-racist. Colón does not minimize the impact of 

racism; rather, he ends with the example of a white factory worker who convinces two-

thirds of his colleagues to send a letter to the president supporting military support, such 

the mobilization of the U.S. Army’s 101st Airborne division in Little Rock, for school 

integration (82). Thus, in the context of his support for anti-racist movements throughout 

the rest of the sketch, Colón clearly sees anti-racist work as essential to socialist 

organizing.106  

                                                 
106 In the sketch, “Carmencita,” Colón similarly presents the Communist struggle as “raceless,” though 

again he emphasizes the importance of recognizing the accomplishments and culture  of every nation: “Joe 

[Hecht] and I sat down with Carmencita to explain that there was something greater than nationality and so-

called “race”—and that is the conscious feeling and understanding of belonging to a class that unites us 

regardless of color and nationality, without belittling the contributions and positive qualities of our 
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As noted in my reading of “The Mother, the Young Daughter, Myself, and All of 

Us,” several of Colón’s sketches present nuanced thoughts on race and emphasize Afro-

Puerto Ricans’ liminal space in the U.S. and Puerto Rican racial imaginary.107 Colón 

sometimes explores this ambiguity through the experiences and voices of young people, 

putting the reader in the position of being a student of race, challenged to consider their 

own reaction to the child’s actions. However, this sketch and others also work to portray 

less-commonly represented experiences of discrimination beyond language or culture and 

openly contests the jíbaro myth. For example, in the brief sketch, “A Bright Child Asks a 

Question,” Colón begins with a detailed history of Puerto Rico that closely matches the 

idealized version of harmonious race-mixing that Latin American philosophers such as 

José Vasconcelos have forwarded. While Colón problematically erases the violence that 

created the purported “three pillars” of Puerto Rican racial identity—Spanish (white), 

Taíno (Indigenous), and African (black)—he foregrounds this history so that he can reject 

the black-white binary of U.S. society and the rhetoric of the U.S. civil rights movement. 

Colón briefly describes a Puerto Rican mother trying to explain to her daughter how she 

fits into the song, “We Shall Overcome.” The daughter asks, “‘Mother, what am I, black 

or white?” (The Way 46). Even as this concluding question, which Colón does not answer 

in the text, works to critique American conceptions of race that do not speak to Puerto 

Rican experiences, the question also brings us back to the history that Colón began with. 

                                                 
particular nationality” (A Puerto Rican 104). In this instance, he talks about race in a way that many 

academics do – as a biological falsity that has tangible effects on our lives. 
107 Stanchich offers a detailed list of Colón’s many essays, poem, and columns about Puerto Rican 

relationships with the concept of race to show his broad range of Spanish- and English-language works 

about internalized racism, the impact of tourism on racism in Puerto Rico, and many other issues. 
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The song, “We Shall Overcome,” imagines a world of “black and white together,” but 

this child and her family supposedly come from a culture where race-mixing is a 

generally accepted practice and where “brown” is the default color (46). Colón thus 

implies that discrimination and exploitation still exist in mixed-race societies and that 

race-mixing itself does not lead to an egalitarian social order, especially if it is 

mythologized rather than honestly represented.   

In his sketch, “Angels in My Hometown Church,” Colón provides a moving story 

that shows the tangible harms of the jíbaro myth and demonstrates pointedly that racism 

is not a U.S. construct. Colón presents himself as an observer, and sufferer, of anti-black 

racism in Puerto Rico as a child and as an adult. He demonstrates the harmful ways in 

which conceptions of race and racism in Puerto Rico and the United States combine, 

particularly through the tourism industry, to create even more destructive racist practices. 

Unlike Colón’s Puerto Rican contemporary, Bernardo Vega, who claims that racism is a 

U.S. invention, Colón does not romanticize the island as place of racial harmony. By 

providing two experiences, one from his childhood and the other from his most recent 

visit to Puerto Rico, Colón shows that Puerto Rico has historically practiced anti-black 

racism and that the effects of U.S. colonialism, particularly the growth of the tourism 

industry, have erased certain community spaces that held positive conceptions of racial 

difference. The sketch is named after the multi-racial angels, made by a “great Puerto 

Rican painter […] with very peculiar ideas,” in a church in Cayey, Colón’s hometown 

(The Way 53). Colón represents this church as a sanctuary, not in a religious sense, but as 

a place where he can escape his experiences of racial discrimination. “At least once a 
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week,” when young Colón was playing with his light-skinned friend, the friend’s mother 

would yell at him to stop playing with Colón, yelling, “‘You should not have a friend of 

that color!’” (53). Colón would run into this church and take comfort in the multiracial 

angels, symbolic of the humanity (and perhaps divinity) of all people of all colors. 

However, when he returns to Cayey in 1965 with Clara, he notices that the brown and 

black angels have been cemented over. He talks to an older Puerto Rican woman in the 

church, who provides a few different excuses. At first, she offers colorblind reasons: “the 

church had to be painted and remodeled,” the painting was “deteriorated by some rain 

water infusing the church roof,” and “Those parts [the black and brown angels] became 

very grimy” (54). Nonetheless, the racialized reasons behind the change become clear, 

when she admits, “‘You know, Puerto Rico is becoming a great tourist center. Many, 

many Americans are visiting our hometown and our church every year … You have been 

living in the United States for a very long time … Don Ramón Frade [the painter], the 

pride, not only of our hometown but of Puerto Rico, had very queer ideas …’” (54). In 

this narrative, Colón similarly plays with punctuation as he did in “Carmencita.” He uses 

several ellipses, particularly when the older woman talks about the impact of 

segregationist racism on Puerto Rican spaces. I read these pauses as the depiction of the 

material that is “between the lines.”108 Colón, and the reader, are meant to see the ways in 

                                                 
108 While this sketch is often read as a commentary on race, I want to think about providing a reading that 

also considers the repeated use of the word, “queer.” In addition to its use during the older Puerto Rican 

woman’s dialogue above, Colón earlier describes “his North American wife” looking at him “queerly” 

when he said he wanted to go into a church (54). Add this to his use of “peculiar,” a term used in 

conjunction with descriptions of slavery (the “peculiar institution”), and I think there could be something 

more here.  
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which racism can be communicated by capitalist concerns for aesthetics (e.g. the 

remodeling of the church and covering up grimy art) and ultimately, not offending the 

racist sensibilities of U.S. tourists. However, Colón’s childhood experience of racist 

taunting by an adult contests the idea that these racist erasures and whitewashing of 

private and public spaces is entirely tourist-driven. Indeed, as Laura Briggs argues in 

Reproducing Empire, U.S. colonial policy in Puerto Rico and the rationalizing of Puerto 

Rican poverty and pathology were developed in Puerto Rico “and then returned to the 

mainland United States as a way of understanding both Puerto Rican migrants and 

African Americans” (164). Thus, the jíbaro as a whitewashed symbol is the foundation of 

anti-black racism in Puerto Rico and the United States. Just as Colón is disappointed in 

the staying power of the Puerto Rican racism he experienced growing up, he also 

becomes aware of how the effects of U.S. colonialism add new dimensions to racism on 

the island.  

While Colón’s contestation of the jíbaro happens primarily through the centering 

of his own life experiences and his challenging of CPUSA views on race, the New York 

Young Lords provide multiple Afro-Boricua voices through a variety of genres. The 

structure of both of the Young Lords’ collaborative projects demonstrates their 

investment in centering and providing a nuanced portrayal of Afro-Boricua people and 

concerns.109 The 1971 edition begins with Afro-Puerto Rican poet Pedro Pietri’s 

renowned poem, “Puerto Rican Obituary” and the Newsreel film, El pueblo se levanta, is 

                                                 
109 As I will discuss below, the Young Lords used Afro-Boricua more frequently than Afro-Puerto Rican, 

establishing it as a key definition in The Ideology of the Young Lords Party (1971, disseminated in 1972). 
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bookended by Pietri’s reading of the poem during the YLP’s First Church Offensive.110 

Pietri, called the “Young Lords Poet Laureate,” was loved by the YLP because of the 

Afro-Boricua presence in his poetry. In the bilingual article, “Entre todo el pueblo se 

escribe un poema / Pedro’s Poetry,” the Lords praise the Marxist aesthetics of his poems: 

“the enemy is always the same – the owner of the factory, the landlord, the owner of the 

jails. The victim is always the Puerto Rican – the worker, the jíbara, the Afro-boricua” 

(16).111 The wording of this second sentence reveals the racial and gender politics of the 

Lords’ adoption of Pietri’s poem in their collaborative autobiography. The Lords use 

“jíbara” rather than the masculine construction ending in “-o,” contesting the erasure of 

women that Dávila has also identified in the jíbaro myth (71). In addition, the YLP takes 

up Pietri’s poetry because of his commitment to representation of Afro-Boricua struggles.  

By beginning with this poem, the YLP presents the racialized class struggle that 

heavily determines Puerto Rican lives. Pietri characterizes the lives of five generic Puerto 

Rican workers—“Juan / Miguel / Milagros / Olga / Manuel”—as living deaths. “All died 

yesterday today / And will die tomorrow” ([1971] 16). The five Puerto Ricans of Pietri’s 

poems “[dream] about america / […] Clean cut lily white neighborhood / Puerto 

Ricanless scene” (16, 17). The poet, like the YLP, does not capitalize “america,” both 

identifying and refusing to recognize imperial power that oppresses Puerto Rican people. 

In this dream of the white picket fence, Pietri calls attention to the fact that Puerto Ricans 

pursue an ideal—the American Dream—obsessed with whiteness and that specifically 

                                                 
110 The 2011 edition of Palante does not include this poem, though I am not sure why. 
111 Palante, 24 July–7 August 1971, vol. 3, no. 13. 
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excludes Puerto Ricans. Juan, Miguel, Milagros, Olga, and Manuel want to erase their 

Puerto Rican identity, particularly their dark skin, to join all-white neighbors who hate 

them. Palante takes liberty with the poem at times, bolding certain lines, guiding its 

readers to its anti-racist, pro-Puerto Rican message. For example, the poem eventually 

shifts from the myriad ways in which Puerto Rican communities suffer to a celebration of 

Puerto Rican beauty. The YLP print in bold and all-caps, “Puerto Rico is a beautiful 

place / Puertorriquenos are a beautiful race” (21). These lines, along with the previous 

one, “The geography of their complexion,” ties Puerto Rican identity to nation and (non-

white) race. Pietri paints Puerto Rican complexion at the nexus of multiple geographic 

locations, highlighting their mixed-race ancestry. While this might appear to be the 

deployment of the jíbaro archetype, the end of the poem dismisses that concern and 

asserts pride in the Africanity of Puertorriqueñidad: “Aquí to be called negrito y negrita / 

Means to be called LOVE” (22, bold and caps added by the YLP). As Richard T. 

Rodríguez argues, the poem “assert[s] the life-sustaining worth of Puerto Rico, the 

indigenous, African roots of Puerto Ricans, and the life-saving potential of one’s cultural 

heritage” (62). Thus, this powerful poem by an Afro-Puerto Rican/Nuyorican poet sets 

the stage for a cooperative autobiography that embraces Afro-Latinidad and advocates 

love for the African and Puerto Rican as revolutionary. In El pueblo, Pietri’s reading of 

“Puerto Rican Obituary” during the first Church Offensive, which was his first 

performance of the poem (62), is framed to focus on the audience, who are young and 

mostly dark-skinned. This image again combats the prevalent image of Puerto Ricans, 

who, in island media, were almost entirely light-skinned and in the United States were 
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represented basically only by Rita Moreno, a light-skinned Puerto Rican.112 In addition, 

Pietri’s reading in a church evokes Colón’s sketch in which a church can be a sanctuary 

from racist discrimination. 

In addition to the centering of Afro-Latino leadership and representation, the 

seventh point of the YLP’s 13-Point Program was, “We want a true education of our 

Afro-Indio culture and Spanish language.”113 As Morales notes, “Well-versed in both the 

US and Puerto Rico brands of racism, the Young Lords were among the first activists in 

the United States to embrace the ‘Afro-Boricua’ and ‘Afro-Puerto Rican’ identity” 

(Through 25). For the Young Lords, like Colón, anti-racism and Afro-Latinidad were 

essential to making a viable, radical socialism. Placing light-skinned Puerto Ricans, dark-

skinned Puerto Ricans, and U.S. Black Americans in solidarity allowed for a coalition of 

Third World people fighting US imperialism and racism within and outside of Black, 

Latino, and migrant communities. Morales asserts that Black members, who made up 20 

percent of the membership,114 were influenced by “its Afro-Latino and African American 

                                                 
112 In general, I use “light-skinned” to denote phenotypically white Puerto Ricans per Pablo Guzmán’s 

preference. He says in an interview with Richie Pérez: “I refrain from saying white Puerto Ricans because 

to me that is a very specific kind of a put-down” and uses light-skinned vs. dark-skinned Puerto Rican. He 

sees light-skinned Puerto Ricans as making a very specific choice to “pass” as “European-Americans” or 

“exotic Europeans.” For Guzmán, to call someone “white” was more derisive, indicating something about 

the politics of a person. See Richie Pérez Papers, Box 41, Item 1B, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library 

and Archive.  
113 This language is from the revision. Along with the changes to the point on women’s liberation, this 

point used to read “WE WANT A TRUE EDUCATION OF OUR CREOLE CULTURE AND SPANISH 

LANGUAGE. We must learn our history of fighting against cultural, as well as economic genocide by the 

yanqui. Revolution culture, culture of our people, is the only true teaching. LONG LIVE BORICUA! 

LONG LIVE EL JIBARO!” (Enck-Wanzer 10). 
114 This number is an estimate. In her essay, “¡PALANTE, SIEMPRE PALANTE!,” she writes that Black 

members “made up about 25 percent of the membership” (215). I’ve also seen estimates as high as 30 

percent. 
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leadership and membership” (109; “Power” 5). For the Young Lords, race was an 

important analytic for the struggle.  

In their pamphlet, The Ideology of the Young Lords Party, developed in 1971 and 

distributed in 1972, the YLP sets up two identities that make up the Puerto Rican nation, 

rather than only one: Jíbaro and Afro-Boricua.115 While writing in a colloquial and 

accessible style, the definitions set forth in The Ideology reveal how race, ethnicity, 

language, and class interact to form jíbaro and Afro-Boricua communities. The YLP 

defines “jíbaro” and “Afro-Boricua” as follows: 

JIBARO: The mixture of mostly spanish and Taino, but also some Blacks, 

who developed in the mountains and campos [countryside] of Puerto Rico mostly 

as small farmers and as peasants. The language is spanish, the culture Spanish and 

Indian. 

AFRO-BORICUA: The mixture of mostly Spanish and African who 

developed in the sugar cane plantations and coasts of Puerto Rico doing fishing, 

and whose ancestors were slaves. Most Black Puerto Ricans try to call themselves 

mulattos when the language is Spanish, but the culture and customs are still 

mostly African, and the racist societies of Spain and Amerikkka still treat them as 

though they are inferior. [capitalization choices from source material maintained] 

(Enck-Wanzer 17) 

                                                 
115 Keep in mind that the accents in many Spanish words are not included in most of the YLP’s printed 

materials, even in Palante: Young Lords Party. 
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Maintaining their Marxist analysis, both jíbaros and Afro-Boricuas are defined by the 

jobs they historically have held on the island. The enslavement of Africans is discussed, 

though the Taíno history, of both enslavement and genocide, is noticeably absent. 

Spanish is essential to both identities, despite the YLP’s own mostly-English speaking 

membership.116 The YLP uses the island of Puerto Rico as the origin of these identities 

and does not describe how these identities change or remain the same as they cross from 

the island to the mainland.  

Notably, (white) Spanish people born on the island are not considered a 

significant population, even though many Puerto Ricans self-identify on the island as 

white. According to the 2010 census, 75.8% of Puerto Ricans identified as “White alone” 

(United States Census Bureau).117 The omission of a “white” Puerto Rican category in 

defining the nation reflects two beliefs. First, by default, any Puerto Rican who comes to 

the United States or interacts with U.S. institutions (colonial or otherwise), encounters 

racism and denigration of their culture, no matter if they self-identify as white. That is, as 

Pietri’s poem also argues, whiteness is, by definition, “Puerto Ricanless” (17). Dávila 

argues that, “the dominant presentation of the jíbaro as a white peasant belies the 

historical reality of racial intermingling on the island—that is, the same foundational 

principle for the blending myth of nationality” (72). This definition and its 

contextualization with the “Afro-Boricua” bring that submerged history back to the 

                                                 
116 In Juan González’s unpublished manuscript on the Young Lords Party, he mentions that the Spanish 

articles and translations in their newsletter were riddled with errors (18). Juan González Papers, Box 29, 

Folder 11 – Manuscript c. 1990-1991, Center for Puerto Rican Studies Library and Archive. 
117 See Duany for more details regarding the disparate results of the Puerto Rican census over time and the 

role of anti-black racism. 
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surface. Second, moving the “jíbaro” category side-by-side with Afro-Boricua 

experiences displaces whiteness from the center and focuses upon the oppressed 

members of Puerto Rican society. By centering marginalized identities, the YLP 

demonstrates the importance of theorizing the intersection of racial, ethnic, and colonial 

identification and acting accordingly.118 If “white” Puerto Ricans are present at all in The 

Ideology, it is through the category of “vendepatria,” which like Colón’s definition, 

identifies “A sell-out. One who has sold out his or her people for money or power” 

(Enck-Wanzer 17). Here, the YLP folds whiteness and capitalism together. David R. 

Roediger argues in Wages of Whiteness that, “status and privileges conferred by race 

could be used to make up for alienating and exploitative class relationships” (13).119 Or 

as George Lipsitz says, “Whiteness has a cash value” (vii). While speaking in the context 

of Black-white worker relations, the New York Young Lords deploy a similar sentiment 

in the use of “vendepatria” category, arguing that Puerto Ricans, usually light-skinned 

ones, can gain access to power by playing the game of racial and colonial capitalism. 

Light-skinned Puerto Ricans, like white Americans, “are encouraged to invest in 

whiteness, to remain true to an identity that provides them with resources, power, and 

opportunity” (vii). Vendepatrias sell out those with lesser access to the arenas of power, 

particularly jíbaros, and by pointing this out, the Young Lords restore the subsumed 

racial stratification of Puerto Rican society. 

                                                 
118 Challenging anti-black racism was incredibly unpopular, especially when the YLP opened chapters in 

Puerto Rico. See the discussion of the resistance to Afro-Boricua identity in Denise Oliver, “Yanquis Own 

Puerto Rico,” Palante vol. 2, no. 17 (1970): 7. 
119 Roediger’s theoretical grounding draws heavily from W.E.B DuBois’s Black Reconstruction (1935). 
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Palante: Young Lords Party works to re-write the biography of Puerto Ricans to 

reclaim the Africanity of Boricua identity, particularly by tying Afro-Boricua identity to 

political participation. In Juan González’s essay, which opens the section of Palante 

entitled, “The Party,” he establishes the Yorúba tribe of Africa and the Taíno Indians as 

foundational to “the Puerto Rican […] as a cultural personality.” For Gonzalez, “This 

personality wasn’t really expressed until 1868, when we [Puerto Ricans] had the first 

major uprising on the island […] it was led by a Black Puerto Rican, Ramon Emeterio 

Betances” (54). That is, when Puerto Ricans, who culturally are African and Indigenous, 

claimed political agency on the island, they also staked a claim to Puerto Rican-ness. 

Similarly, in an editorial in the May 1971 issue of Palante called “History of Boriken 7,” 

Pablo “Yoruba” Guzmán describes Pedro Albizu Campos as follows: “During ‘the war to 

make the world safe for democracy,’ in 1917, a young harvard law graduate entered the 

draft, and being a dark-skinned Puerto Rican, transferred to Puerto Rico in the hope that 

he would not be segregated. But he was assigned to an all black regiment. He made 

lieutenant. After the war, the brother began a journalism career exposing the u.s. as an 

imperialist power” (Enck-Wanzer 113). Albizu Campos’s biography is amended so that 

his blackness and his participation in anti-colonialism are central to his story. The authors 

also use capitalization to  center Albizu Campos, and they break grammar rules to 

decenter the United States and other people and institutions perceived as pro-imperialist. 

At the personal level, Guzmán, who like Piri Thomas was a Puerto Rican-Cuban, took on 

his nickname, “Yoruba,” as a political act embracing his African heritage, at the same 

time that he reclaimed his Latin roots, changing his name from “Paul Guzman” to “Pablo 
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Guzmán” (“La Vida” 156). These two examples, which highlight Betances, Albizu 

Campos, and Guzmán’s Afro-Puerto Rican identities,120 represent the Young Lords’ 

political choice to center the history of Afro-Caribbean leadership in the fight for Puerto 

Rican independence.  

The collaborative autobiography centers Afro-Puerto Rican voices and explicitly 

argues that the YLP exists because no other organization was representing racialized 

Puerto Ricans. The narratives reject any identification with whiteness. For example, the 

first two accounts are written by Morales and Felipe Luciano, who states in the first 

paragraph of his story, “I grew up there [in the projects] like most of the other Puerto 

Rican Black brothers and sisters in El Barrio” (Young Lords and Abramson 22).121 

Palante rejects the respectability politics that encourage blanqueamiento [whitening]. In 

fact, Guzmán argues that light-skinned Puerto Ricans have marginalized Black identities 

in the Puerto Rican diaspora. The black/white US racial paradigm has allowed some 

Puerto Ricans to pass as white or to claim themselves as “Spanish.” However, for people 

like Guzmán, “before people called [him] a spic, they called [him] a nigger.” Thus, 

Guzmán claims that raising the visibility and tackling the concerns of Afro-Boricua in 

particular is “one reason as to why [they] felt the Young Lords Party should exist” (68). 

                                                 
120 Tovar writes, “Since he inherited his mother’s dark skin, he was personally exposed, in his youth, to the 

effects of American discrimination, and the deep scars that humiliation burned into his spirit were 

indelible” (17). Carlos Dalmau’s entry in the second edition of Africana: The Encyclopedia of the African 

and African American Experience (2005), edited by Kwame Anthony Appiah and Henry Louis Gates, Jr., 

uses nearly identical wording to Tovar’s quote (150). 
121 Luciano also reflects in this portion of his story on being raised in the Puerto Rican Pentecostal Church 

(25), which would be interesting to compare to Piri Thomas’s experience, discussed in the previous 

chapter. 
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Guzmán claims that some of the original members believed that the existence of the 

Black Panther Party made the Young Lords a redundant group (68-69). However, they 

become convinced of the necessity of this group by considering how racism and “the 

national question” (the question of Puerto Rican self-determination) distinctly came 

together for people like Guzmán (69). Indeed, he even asserts that the YLP believes that a 

socialist organization for all Third World people will be impossible “until we eliminate 

the racism that separates everybody” (69). Rather than consider “racelessness” their 

ultimate goal, however, the New York Young Lords, through the Palante narratives, view 

anti-racism and national (Puerto Rican) solidarity as preconditions for revolution, just as 

Colón did.  

The Introduction to Palante: Young Lords Party, “History of the Young Lords 

Party,” centers the struggle of negotiating Black, migrant, and Latino identities as the 

starting point for the organization. This collaborative sketch, written by the Central 

Committee, has a “Once upon a time…” feeling. In this story, an unfocused, but well-

meaning, group of college students gains purpose with the entrance of “Yorúba” (he is 

presented only by this nickname and not his full name, Pablo Guzmán):  

Yorúba came into the group in late May [1969] […]. He was a student 

[…] and had just returned to the States from a stay in Mexico, which was part of 

his schooling. He was eighteen at the time. Most of his life before going to 

Mexico was related more closely to the struggle of Black People in Amerikkka 

than to that of Puerto Ricans. This was because his dark skin and Afro hair made 

it difficult for Puerto Ricans to relate to him, especially light-skinned ones.  
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However, Yorúba’s stay in Mexico had made him aware of his Latin roots, 

so when he returned to Amerikkka he was looking for something to get into. (10) 

The use of “kkk” in “Amerikkka” clearly denotes how the Young Lords were fighting 

anti-blackness and identified with the Black liberation movement, even if not all 

members identified as Afro-Puerto Rican. The insertion of “kkk” ties the U.S. 

government to white supremacist ideology, pointing towards the systemic nature of 

racism.122 Yet Yorúba also struggles with anti-black racism in the Puerto Rican and U.S. 

communities of color. The structure of the sentence that purports to “explain” why 

Yorúba did not feel an affinity to Puerto Rican communities places the blame on his 

black features. The sentence claims that “light-skinned” Puerto Ricans did not relate to 

him, as a person who destabilized their image of jíbaro Puerto Rican-ness, rather than the 

other way around. The fact that Yorúba did not connect fully with “his Latin roots” until 

his trip to Mexico suggests that Afro-Puerto Rican identities were unimaginable outside 

of the context of radical pro-independence work, like the work that Arturo Schomburg 

engaged in during the movements for Antillean independence. In fact, Guzmán’s 

nickname is alternately spelled with and without the accent over the “u” throughout the 

Young Lords’ writing. I read the use of the accent in this account as a way of highlighting 

the fusion of his Latin and African roots, representing symbolically the Afro-Boricua 

which the YLP worked hard to represent in their organizing and writing. 

                                                 
122

 See Eduardo Bonilla-Silva’s Racism without Racists. 
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CONCLUSION 

 Through the structure of the “observe and participate” first-person narrative, Jesús 

Colón and the Young Lords present themselves and other Afro-Puerto Ricans as passive 

observers who find ways to engage actively in bettering their own lives, and most 

importantly, those of the Puerto Rican and Third World community. At the level of the 

reader, the structure of these narratives also invites the reader to see themselves as an 

observer of injustice in the form of racism, classism, and imperialism. Through appeals to 

American exceptionalism and the use of open-ended questions and visual rhetoric, both 

writer-organizers try to recruit readers towards their causes. Beyond the over-arching 

structures of these modes of life writing, Colón and the YLP also introduce Afro-Boricua 

characters in ways that destabilize the predominant image of Puerto Ricans, the (white, 

male) jíbaro. These literary choices work to create a form of life writing that privileges 

otherwise marginalized voices, particularly Afro-Puerto Rican radicals. 
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Chapter 3: Afro-Latinidad as Creative Destruction: Theorizing 

Violence in Piri Thomas’s Life Writing 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, I present two ways in which Piri Thomas (1928-2011), Afro-

Puerto Rican/Cuban poet and memoirist, challenges the models of Afro-Latino biography 

and life writing which the previous foci of this study—Arturo Schomburg, Jesús Colón, 

and the Young Lords Party—worked so hard to create. Thomas’s published life writing 

does not so much push the generic boundaries of life writing as it challenges what life 

writing for Afro-Latinx people had looked like up until this point. Schomburg had 

reimagined the genre of biography by recasting Afro-diasporic, and particularly Afro-

Latino, men as integral to the history of the Americas, reclaiming the importance of 

Black achievements and the foundational nature of Africanity to the Americas. However, 

Schomburg embraced the Great (white) Man historical narrative by attempting to 

incorporate Afro-Latino and Afro-Hispanic excellence into this model. Colón’s sketches 

also worked specifically to combat negative stereotypes of Puerto Ricans, presenting few 

portrayals of fully characterized Puerto Ricans. And while the YLP employed former 

gang members and people in recovery, they did so in order to distance themselves from 

the gang roots of the Young Lords Organization in Chicago. While the Young Lords 

Party’s Palante (1971) is certainly politically closer to Thomas’s writing than to the 

writing of its predecessors, the YLP likely modeled their collaborative autobiography on 

Thomas’s work, whose first and most enduring memoir was published in 1967.  
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Thomas’s three memoirs challenged the tradition of showing Afro-Puerto Rican 

people only in their best light—as luminaries, trailblazers, and hardworking people who 

had to work ten times harder to get half of what a white American received. While the 

impulse to do so was understandable and important in many ways, Thomas’s writing 

dared the reader to see his life as fully human. Thomas’s gritty, realistic memoirs refused 

to paint a pretty portrait of the Afro-Latino experience of boys and men in Spanish 

Harlem.123 He does not shy away from showing, warts and all, how he coped with 

colorism in his family—through misogynistic violence—or how he proved his 

masculinity—through homophobic, transphobic, and men’s violence against each other. 

Thomas’s memoir explores the different challenges he faced existing as an Afro-Latino 

man and how private and public spaces interacted in the negotiation of his Afro-

Latinidad. As noted by scholars such as Ylce Irizarry and Sandín, Thomas is very 

concerned with how he navigates space and place in the U.S.124 I read Thomas’s life 

writing as a constant struggle to claim a home that would accept and value his identity as 

an Afro-Puerto Rican man from the Barrio. Thomas did not want a home that would 

begrudgingly accept him; his life writing shows how, even when he felt like an imposter, 

he demanded that his Afro-Latino identity be reckoned with. He comes to view his Afro-

Latinidad as an identity of creative destruction, one that decimates assumptions about 

race, ethnicity, and culture in order to pave a path for the fuller flourishing of Afro-Latino 

                                                 
123 I use Afro-Latino here, as I have in previous chapters, to indicate that Thomas’s conception is 

concerned with masculinity above all. 
124 And, in his unpublished writings, how he navigated space and his identity in and with Puerto Rico, 

though less so with Cuba. I am currently working on an article about Thomas’s unpublished writings on 

Puerto Rico. 
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life. However, Thomas’s Afro-Latino identity, as portrayed through his memoirs, is also 

inseparable from his identity as a cis-heterosexual man, so his conception of Afro-

Latinidad is decidedly masculine. Thomas’s memoirs provide a rich and honest grappling 

with the intersections of race, ethnicity, masculinity, and sexuality. In negotiating these 

vectors of his identity, Thomas could not escape how the ever-present experience of 

violence shaped his life. By examining his archive, I find that Thomas’s lens of creative 

destruction is also a theorization of the creative potential of violence and a working-

through of how one might turn the violence experienced and perpetrated by Barrio 

children and adults into a tool for community uplift. 

ABOUT PIRI THOMAS 

Here are Piri Thomas’s origins, in his own words: “I was born on September 30th, 

1928 in Harlem Hospital New York City – in the black (colored then) part of town – of a 

Puerto Rican born mother – Dolores Montanez natural of Bayamon – from the mountain 

people – and a Cuban born father natural from El Oriente del Sur who found his way to 

Puerto Rico at the age of 16 and then to the United States Nueva York (New York) and 

passed for Puerto Rican for the rest of his days.”125 This biographical fragment, part of a 

much larger handwritten document in Thomas’s archive, establishes Thomas as an Afro-

Caribbean Latino, born of migrant parents in the mainland United States. In addition, 

Thomas’s last comment about his father’s “pass[ing] for Puerto Rican” reflects the 

Thomas family’s struggle to reconcile their dark skin and Hispanophone Caribbean 

                                                 
125 Piri Thomas Papers, Box 3, Folder 11, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture (SCRBC). 
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heritage. While Thomas rarely discusses this Cuban connection in his work, the 

negotiation of his identity takes place the context of his family history of passing.126 

Thomas grew up in the same time period as Colón was writing his biographical 

sketches. He experienced the Great Depression and the influx of jobs that came along 

with the decision to declare war on the Axis powers after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. 

He witnessed the growing presence of Puerto Rican islanders moving to New York as an 

effect of Operation Bootstrap.127 After serving nearly seven years in prison for the armed 

robbery and attempted murder of a police officer, Thomas became a well-known 

advocate, particularly for children and prisoners. He was active in prison outreach, 

especially as the leader of creative writing workshops with inmates, and part of many 

community-based activist organizations for children in the Barrio. Thomas was perhaps 

best known as a poet, a staple of the Nuyorican Poets Café, a performance poetry space 

which birthed and supported several amazing Black, Latinx, and Afro-Caribbean poets, 

like Tato Laviera and Sandra Maria Esteves.  

Thomas felt that the impetus for his writing came from the Civil Rights and Black 

Power Movements. He believed the perspectives of Afro-Puerto Ricans were missing 

from writing being produced and published. In one fragment of writing found in his 

                                                 
126 As noted by David Vázquez and Yolanda Martínez-San Miguel, the family’s heritage is simplified in 

Thomas’s memoirs. Martínez-San Miguel notes, “The narrative is constructed from a series of key erasures, 

but one of the most important ones is the simplification of the family romance, since Piri represents his 

parents as a biracial Puerto Rican couple, instead of a binational and biracial couple (his father was black 

and Cuban and his mother was Puerto Rican and white)” (361). 
127 Chapter Two of this dissertation provides detailed context about the colonial relationship between 

Puerto Rico and the United States leading up to Operation Bootstrap. Operation Bootstrap was a policy set 

forth in the 1940s to industrialize Puerto Rico’s economy, eliminating agricultural jobs with the unmet 

promise of replacing them with manufacturing jobs. During this period of time, Puerto Rican migration 

from the island to the mainland soared. 
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archive, he writes: “Today, because of this fantastic Negro social revolution that is 

exploding throughout the world and is live lights throughout the United States, many 

Negro writers are finding an open market for their inner sensitivity and escense [sic] of 

personal involvement. What about the Puerto Rican Negro, whose tongue speaks spanish 

[sic] and skin shouts Negro?”128 The publishing of Down These Mean Streets in 1967 

coincided with the growth of the Black Arts Movement, the publication of Dr. Martin 

Luther King Jr’s Where Do We Go From Here and the growing gap between younger, 

more militant Black Power activists no longer convinced by nonviolent resistance and 

civil rights groups like the NAACP. The next year would see the publication of Eldridge 

Cleaver’s controversial prison essays, Soul on Ice. Down These Mean Streets was 

incredibly successful, compared by reviewers alongside recently-released coming-of-age 

stories by US Black Americans, namely Claude Brown’s 1965 Manchild in the Promised 

Land. In fact, Kirkus Review begins their review of Down These Mean Streets with, 

“Manchild in the Barrio.” However, reviewers often ignored his Afro-Latino identity, 

focusing primarily on his status as a former offender and his dark skin. The major 

contribution of Down These Mean Streets is first, its unapologetic portrayal of Thomas’s 

life and the barriers he faced in finding acceptance and belonging in the multiple spaces 

he inhabited, and second, its grappling with the impact of Barrio violence on the 

development of Afro-Latino men. 

                                                 
128 Piri Thomas Papers, Box 1, Folder 1, SCRBC 
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Down These Mean Streets covers his childhood, teenage years and his time in 

prison for shooting a cop during an armed robbery of a gay nightclub.129 However, after 

this critically received memoir, Thomas wrote two less commercially successful 

autobiographies. The second, Savior, Savior, Hold My Hand, is about his conversion to 

Pentecostalism and his work against street violence.130 In this memoir, he struggles to 

reconcile his activism with the fatalism and racism of white Christianity, ultimately 

leading to his rejection of organized Christianity. Seven Long Times, his last memoir 

about his years in prison, mixes both his experiences and his observations on the 

ineffectiveness and inhumanity of the prison system. 

FINDING HOME FROM THE MARGIN 

While many consider home a static place, the impact of social identities, such as 

race, ethnicity, and gender, oppressive identities can exert oppressive force on members 

from inside and outside of the family home. In “Choosing the Margin as a Space of 

Radical Openness,” bell hooks acknowledges that for some, home is a place of “extreme 

estrangement and alienation,” of loneliness and hostility (19). By viewing home as a 

dynamic concept, as more than “just one place”—“locations”—hooks argues that home 

                                                 
129 Thomas does not offer many date markers in Down These Mean Streets, so pinning down when certain 

events occurred is difficult. According to Seven Long Times, he is released from prison on parole in 1955 

(the same year as the 1955 Comstock prison riot he does not participate in), so as the reader, we can assume 

that Down These Mean Streets ends in 1956 since the court appearance that decides he will not serve more 

time occurs on November 28 of the same year he was released and Piri details several months of actions 

after the court date. Savior, Savior, Hold My Hand takes place after his release from prison (with the 

occasional prison flashback) to a few years past the birth of his son, Ricky. For a more detailed attempt at 

trying to match Thomas’s recollection to archival documents and specific time periods, see Luis, “Black 

Latinos Speak.” 
130 Similarly, James Baldwin’s writing was impacted by his Pentecostal upbringing in Harlem. 
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becomes a lens through which we “enable and promote varied and everchanging 

perspectives” (19). Our family home is the first, though not the only, space where we 

encounter and negotiate narratives of race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality. These 

encounters inform our negotiations in the so-called “public” sphere. Piri’s interactions in 

his family home and, most importantly, his reflections on these interactions, push him to 

center his Afro-Latino identity as a tool to interrogate the boundaries and impacts of these 

identities.131   

In his memoirs, Piri questions whether his gang and the streets are his real home, 

particularly after his parents abandon Spanish Harlem to pursue the white picket fence 

house of the American Dream in the white, anti-black suburbs. As Piri negotiates his 

complicated relationship with his father, he wonders how his dark skin affects the 

capacity of his parents to love him. In the Barrio and his family’s house, he is offered 

similar messages of toxic masculinity and anti-black racism, learning that his manhood 

and personhood depend on aggressively sexist and anti-queer behavior, as well as a 

disavowal of black identity. While Caminero-Santangelo reads Thomas’s memoirs as a 

bildungsroman in which “Piri struggles […] to accept and embrace his ‘blackness’” (57), 

I argue that Thomas refuses to take on a hegemonic US blackness that refuses to 

recognize Afro-Caribbean experiences and struggles, particularly the colonial status of 

Puerto Rico.  

                                                 
131 As is common among all scholars writing on Piri Thomas’s life writing, I use “Piri” to indicate the 

character in Thomas’s memoirs and “Thomas” to indicate the author. 
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To do so, Piri asserts an Afro-Latino identity based in creative destruction, a 

counterhegemonic project that uses his life writing to interrogate the racial and ethnic 

assumptions of Black, Puerto Rican, and white communities. I imagine this term as a 

response to William Luis’s claim that “Afro-Latino identity in particular sets the 

groundwork for questioning the hegemonic positionality to which Afro-Latinos and non-

Afro-Latinos subscribe” (“Afro-Latino/a Identity” 34) and bell hooks’s claims to the 

resistant possibilities of marginality “as a central location for the production of a 

counterhegemonic discourse” (“Choosing” 20). Thomas combats the hegemony of white 

masculinity and institutional narratives that criminalize blackness and brownness, 

reifying Blackness as violent and self-sabotaging and brownness as illegality, relegating 

some to a space outside the realm of citizenship. Like Representative Adriano Espaillat’s 

attempt to lay claim to inclusion in both the Congressional Black and Hispanic Caucuses, 

Thomas’s use of creative destruction looks to reveal areas of irreconcilable contradiction 

as well as those of unexpected overlap. 

However, Piri bases his Afro-Latinidad in a conception of masculinity that 

perpetuates damaging gender and sexual politics, which sometimes undermine these 

counterhegemonic politics.132 Thus, I use the -o ending in “Afro-Latino” throughout this 

chapter because Piri imagines an Afro-Latinidad that can only be embodied by a man. As 

Michael Hames-García argues in Fugitive Thought, Piri searches for a “resistant 

masculinity,” often at the expense of women and gay men (144). The masculinity that his 

                                                 
132 See Hames-García, Cruz-Malavé, Reid-Pharr, and Sánchez. 
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biological family (and later, his street family) shape excludes queer men and women, 

both through the focus on “heart/corazón” and cara palo practices, but also by offering 

us almost entirely male perspectives on race, gender, and sexuality.133 With a few notable 

exceptions, male voices do most of the reflecting on identity.134 Without a doubt, Piri’s 

Afro-Latinidad encodes problematic masculine codes, even as it pushes against anti-black 

racism. This problematic Afro-Latinidad, while not entirely inclusive, is incisive; that is, 

it interrogates interpersonal and institutional racism in ways that can provide a space for 

Afro-Latino men to exist without apology. This counterhegemonic Afro-Latinidad 

demands that Puerto Rican and US Black communities incorporate Piri’s Latino-

blackness, pride, and forms of (masculine) resistance.  

The family home, particularly in Down These Mean Streets, leaves Piri 

uncomfortable because it is the first place where he realizes that his ambiguous ethno-

racial identity leaves his racial loyalty and his national and ethnic pride in question. 

However, by thinking deeply about the subtle and overt acts of racism that he experiences 

in his family, Piri develops the counterhegemonic Afro-Latino masculinity that he 

employs in the streets, prison, church, and in his later family interactions. In the family 

home, Piri first begins to think deeply about the harms he experiences as a consequence 

of his family’s anti-black racism and colorism, or a preference for lighter-skinned people 

                                                 
133 “Caro palo” literally means “wood face” but in practice, the term indicates a straight-face or deadpan 

expression that masks emotion. 
134 The toxic masculinity that Piri and street culture espouses is partially a cause for this lack of women’s 

voices. Another potential cause stems from the lack of women’s physical presence in his life for many 

years, such as his seven years in correctional facilities and his time in a gang, a historically male-dominated 

space. 
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within a community of color.135 He begins to see his identity as one in conflict with many 

unspoken assumptions and norms, particularly in regards to racialized notions of 

masculinity. 

From the beginning, Piri offers a picture of himself in which visible identity 

markers play a critical role in his subject formation within the home. He describes his 

siblings and mothers as light-skinned Puerto Ricans, leaving him and his father as the 

dark-skinned outliers. While Piri does not identify his blackness within the text of the 

memoir until his mother calls him “morenito” and jokes about his blackness (18),136 he 

presents his Afro-Latino identification in the Prologue of Down These Mean Streets. 

Thomas introduces himself (as Piri) as “a skinny, dark-face, curly-haired, intense Porty-

Reecan” (x). Through this description, Thomas depicts his character as dark-skinned and 

lacking the straight hair valued in Latina/o culture.137 In addition, he claims Puerto Rican 

identity, while also writing it out phonetically in a US ‘accent,’ thus identifying himself 

as a mainland Puerto Rican who may be more comfortable with a Spanglish language 

politics.138 These markers connect him to his dark-skinned Afro-Cuban father, and while 

one might assume that this connection between father and son might draw them closer 

                                                 
135 Alice Walker first used “colorism” to describe “prejudicial or preferential treatment of same-race 

people based solely on their color” (290). For more on colorism in a Chicanx/Latinx context, see also 

Irizarry’s Chicana/o and Latina/o Fiction: The New Memory of Latinidad, particularly Chapter 3. 
136 “Morenito” (or “negrito,” since the two terms are often used interchangeably) can be translated as “little 

black one” or “little dark one” and has two disparate uses in Latinx and Latin American families: to 

designate the child with the darkest skin or most stereotypically African features as term of endearment or 

to show anti-black sentiment. 
137 Curly or kinky hair is often described as pelo malo (bad hair) in Latin American and Hispanophone 

Caribbean contexts. 
138 See Santiago-Díaz and Rodríguez for more on the connection between the Spanish language and 

discourses of race in Down These Mean Streets. 
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together, Piri spends a lot of time in his autobiographies struggling to understand and 

mend their estranged relationship. Understanding this dynamic is absolutely necessary for 

understanding Thomas’s negotiations of race, ethnicity, and gender. Many scholars, such 

as Marta E. Sánchez, Arnaldo Cruz-Malavé, Lyn Di Iorio Sandín and Yolanda Martínez-

San Miguel, have encouraged a focus on the importance of Piri’s family dynamics in 

developing his identity and discovering the discomfort that his blackness brings to his 

siblings, father, and even those outside of his home. Thomas presents his father as a foil 

to Piri, providing an example of a man unwilling to claim the fullness of his identity, 

showing that this way does not lead to an easier life, but rather continues a cycle of light-

skinned favoritism, racialized violence, and sexist aggression.   

Piri’s father, Poppa, is the only man who would seem to understand and share 

Piri’s experience of alienation. However, Thomas presents Poppa as a man in denial, 

unwilling to claim his Blackness. In many ways, Poppa works to separate and disconnect 

himself from his Afro-Puerto Rican son. Hames-García highlights how the first chapter 

of the book sets up the importance of Piri’s complicated relationship with his father (144-

45). In the “boiling” thoughts that the reader first encounters as Piri recounts why he has 

run away from home, he laments internally, “I’m his kid, too, just like James, José, 

Paulie, and Sis. But I’m the one that always gets the blame for everything” (Down 3).139 

Piri in trying to stop his brother, José, from knocking down “a large jar of black coffee” 

ends up breaking it himself. As Poppa “look[ed] at the river of black coffee,” he, without 

                                                 
139 Throughout Down These Mean Streets, Thomas uses italics to indicate Piri’s thoughts. I maintain his 

use of italics when I quote these sections, so the reader should keep in mind that the emphasis is always 

Thomas’s. 
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asking for an explanation, chooses Piri as his target for punishment (3-4). The 

punishment is not merely for breaking the jar. Thomas links the “black coffee” to his and 

his father’s dark skin. Like their blackness, the black coffee creates a mess, overflows, 

and invades the home. Similarly, Piri’s and Poppa’s blackness cast a shadow on their 

home. Their conspicuous Blackness makes their claims to Puerto Ricanness suspicious. 

As William Luis argues, “Thomas’s identity crisis is centered around what he perceives 

to be his family’s rejection” (“Black Latinos” 33). Thus, from the beginning, Piri 

wonders how his physical features impact his standing in the family and in his 

community.140  

 When Piri goes to take his bath in a later scene, he reflects, again internally, on 

his father’s love and his perception that Piri’s (and his father’s) dark skin might diminish 

it. As Cruz-Malavé notes, the family’s bathroom is “where the novel’s main gender and 

racial conflicts are explored and taken to their limit” (10). Like his silent reflections after 

running away, Piri uses the limited privacy of the bathroom to think about the less loving 

treatment he perceives from his father. He thinks, “I wonder if it’s something I done, or 

something I am […] Maybe ‘cause I’m the biggest, huh? Or maybe it’s ‘cause I’m the 

darkest in this family.” (Down 22). Piri wants to know if his actions, his physical being, 

or something outside of himself that cause his father to treat him differently than the 

other siblings. However, when Piri begins to list possible reasons, in this case, his size or 

his skin color, he uses a question mark to indicate that he is not confident that his size has 

                                                 
140 Lisa Sánchez González reads this first scene, in which Piri runs away and returns home to find out that 

no one missed him, as “prefigure[ing] his perpetual flight from confusing and contradictory familial and 

social contexts in the novel” (108). 
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anything to do with the way his father treats him. Though the last sentence in the quote 

may be read as a question, particularly due to his use of the word “maybe,” Thomas 

writes it as a declarative statement. As seen in earlier drafts of Down These Mean Streets, 

this punctuation choice was deliberate.141 Thomas initially used a question mark at the 

end of “Or maybe it’s cuz I’m the darkest in this family?” But he crosses it out and 

changes it to a period, the only question to be changed to a declarative sentence, seen in 

the document below: 

 

Figure 1: Earlier draft of page 22 of Thomas’s Down These Mean Streets, courtesy of the 

Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture 

Thus, Thomas’s punctuation indicates that Piri feels more confident in the claim that his 

darker skin color is at least part of the reason for his father’s harshness.142  

Piri’s concerns about masculinity and being “hombre” also shape these thoughts 

on race. Again, Piri only feels comfortable thinking these views, not verbalizing them to 

his family. Directly after the paragraph in which Piri lists the possible reasons that Poppa 

loves him less than his siblings, Thomas describes Piri as pulling “absent-mindedly” on 

                                                 
141 Piri Thomas Papers, Box 3, Folder 9, SCRBC. 
142 Like Piri, Eduardo Bonilla-Silva notes in “Reflections about Race by a Negrito Acompleajo,” that, 

“Very early in my life I noticed that I received less affection from my immediate and extended family than 

did my siblings” (445). 
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his flaccid penis, “like a toy balloon when it’s empty” (22). Here, Piri’s thoughts on his 

ethno-racial identity coincide with the physical, and mental, exploration of his manhood. 

His thoughts turn to the ways in which Poppa shows his preference for his other, lighter-

skinned children, with Piri’s sister Miriam as the prime example. He notices that Poppa 

calls her “‘honey’ and the rest of those sweet names” while Piri rarely gets called these 

terms of affection (22). Piri’s thoughts turn violent: “Miriam gets treated like a princess. 

I’d like to punch her in her straight nose” (22). Through his reference to “her straight 

nose” Piri points to Miriam’s purported white features, implying her princess-like 

treatment is due to her light-skinned privilege. Rather than wish for more love from his 

father, he imagines hurting his sister, deforming the “white” nose that his father loves so 

much. Through this example, the reader sees a link between racial anxiety and sexist 

aggression that will show up repeatedly in Piri’s life.  

This scene connects Poppa’s love not only to his children’s racial features, but 

also to Piri’s sense of manhood. Piri’s sense of abject blackness emasculates him and 

leads him to assert a hyper-masculine front, even in his own thoughts. During these 

bathtub ruminations, and throughout Down These Mean Streets, Thomas connects 

struggles with masculine identity formation to colorism in Puerto Rican families and 

communities. Thomas identifies these moments of reflection and conflict in the home as 

helping him to determine the ways he relates to others outside of his biological family. 

Piri must begin by interrogating the structure of his family and the way that members 

express or withhold affection. Still, Piri feels unable to face his family with this 
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interrogation head-on until later in the memoir, when he gains a more positive and 

confident sense of self. 

Piri confronts his family and lays claims to his Afro-Latinidad in the middle of 

Down These Mean Streets.143 In adopting the creative destruction model, Piri interrogates 

his brother José’s identity, forcing him to face uncomfortable truths about the family’s 

anti-blackness and bringing out into the open the harmful effects of colorism. This scene 

begins, yet again, in the bathroom before spilling out into the living room, much like “the 

jar of black coffee” from the beginning of the novel. After José, Piri’s phenotypically 

white brother, refuses to acknowledge that all the siblings have African heritage, they 

begin a physical altercation. Cruz-Malavé stresses the importance symbolism of this fight 

beginning in the bathroom. In regards to this key scene in the novel, he writes:  

So stunningly unexpected is this moment that most readers have failed to remark 

on its oddity and daring, that most have failed to note that, while the streets are 

the space where ethnic and racial conflict is ostensibly enacted and performed, it 

is here in this other offstage, palimpsestic, contrapuntal site where the family’s 

repressed colonial history is being negotiated and worked out and a quasibiblical 

fratricidal climax is being prepared which will erupt placing the disavowed black 

naked body in the house’s most visibly public room amid tears, blood, and urine. 

(13) 

                                                 
143 This scene is also adapted in Piri Thomas’s Every Child Is Born a Poet (2003), a mixture of 

documentary and performance art created when he was 75 years old. 
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Again, Piri’s attention to male genitalia leads Piri to think about racial difference in his 

home. Piri notices that José and his other brother’s penises are white, while “Only ones 

got black peters is Poppa and me, and Poppa acts like his is white, too” (Down 142). 

Thomas’s direct connection between each man’s penis and race reinforces the intertwined 

nature of masculinity and race in Piri’s conception of Afro-Latinidad. While José repeats 

the family line that Poppa “has Indian blood in him,” not black, Piri asserts to his family 

for the first time that he is “a Negro” (144, 143). José angrily objects to the idea, 

particularly the implication that this makes him and his siblings black as well. Piri insists 

that while José may be white on the outside, he is certainly black on the inside (144). 

Much like Piri did earlier in his bathtub reflection about Miriam, José points to physical 

features that he sees as white to categorically reject that he is black: “Look at my hair. It’s 

almost blond. My eyes are blue, my nose is straight. My motherfuckin’ lips are not like a 

baboon’s ass. My skin is white. White, goddamit!” (144). As José goes through his tirade, 

he moves from focusing on particular facial features (“my nose is straight”) to moving 

towards racial insults (his lips “are not like a baboon’s ass”). Social constructivist 

conceptions of racial identity, forwarded by scholars such as Michael Omi, Howard 

Winant, and Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, make it clear that nose shape or hair texture are only 

social markers of race.144 However, José reads these features through pseudoscientific 

racism,145 the kind that formed the foundation of eugenics and Social Darwinism. José 

                                                 
144 See Omi and Winant and Bonilla-Silva, Racism without Racists. 
145 Seen most prominently in current discourse that uses the work of Charles Murray, particularly his books 

Losing Ground (1984) and The Bell Curve (1994). 
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claims whiteness to assert that he is not an inferior species of human. For José, his 

attempt to recast Piri’s blackness as indigeneity is an act of love—an acceptance of Piri 

into the white community. Numerous scholars, such as Omi and Winant, George Lipsitz, 

and Noel Ignatiev, have pointed to the one-way nature of assimilation into European-

descent culture. José refuses to accept assimilation into blackness, while expecting Piri to 

be honored by his acceptance by (and into) the white Puerto Rican community. José plays 

out how “racial dynamics also operate in the domestic sphere” through the application of 

larger discourses of race and assimilation in the domestic space of the family home 

(Vázquez 73). 

During the altercation, Thomas focuses on each brother’s racialized features: 

José’s “white hands,” “white, blood-smeared face,” and Piri’s tender, “flat nose” (Down 

146). When the fight spills out of the bathroom and into the living area, Mama, who he 

always imagined as unaffected by anti-black racism, instinctively screams her concern for 

José, but not Piri. “‘José, José,’ Mama screamed, and I wondered why she didn’t scream 

for me, too. Didn’t she know I had gotten hurt the worst?” (147). Thomas portrays the 

deep feeling of betrayal he feels when he realizes, through Mama’s instinctive, and 

deeper, concern for her light-skinned child, that Puerto Ricans can be racist, too. Despite 

her claims to the contrary, Mama harbored the same prejudices of colorism. By 

emphasizing his brother’s whiteness in relation to his own dark skin, Piri refuses to be 

silent any longer about the racialized assumptions built into the family’s conception of 

their identity as Puerto Rican.  
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The next morning, as he prepares to journey to Norfolk, Virginia and join the 

Merchant Marines,146 since he feels that his family home can no longer tolerate his Afro-

Latinidad, Piri has an enlightening, if disappointing, discussion with his father, allowing 

Poppa, for the first time, to present his own feelings about race through dialogue.147 Until 

this scene, Poppa had spoken very little in the memoir, despite the fact that Piri 

recognizes that his dad may be the ultimate source of his, and the family’s, color 

complex. Thomas usually filters his characterization of Poppa through Piri’s own 

thoughts and opinions rather than illustrating it through his father’s actions or words. 

However, here we get an extended speech from Poppa about his own experiences with 

color discrimination. First, he begins by timidly acknowledging that he may have shown 

less affection towards Piri than he did his other children, though he implies that this 

neglect is either subconscious or just a possible perception. However, he does 

acknowledge that others read him as Black American at times and that he actively works 

to refute that identification. To counter the isolating effects of anti-black racism in Puerto 

Rican spaces and gain tacit recognition, Poppa would assert his Puerto Ricanness more 

forcefully, particularly through his “exaggerated accent,” in order to turn “‘a cold 

rejection […] into an indifferent acceptance’” (Down 153). In addition to using his accent 

and Spanish to claim community, however begrudgingly, and smoothing over 

                                                 
146 Piri Thomas’s obituary in the LA Times says that his mother died of cancer when he was 15, a year 

before he left to join the Merchant Marines. In Down These Mean Streets, Piri either inverts these events, 

placing his mother’s death after he returns from his time in the Merchant Marines, or he presents the events 

out of chronological order. 
147 As this is a memoir, clearly Poppa’s dialogue is still filtered through Thomas’s memory and his vision 

of what the larger truths his memoir reveals but this is the closest we get to seeing how Poppa views his 

own racialized existence. 
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experiences of racism, Piri’s father also talks about how he would rationalize his 

American name, which others often used as proof that he was US Black, not Afro-Puerto 

Rican: “‘I’d say, “My father was so proud to be an American that he named all his 

children with fine American names” (153). One could easily read this claim as a means of 

asserting citizenship, particularly when Puerto Ricans had only recently been granted 

statutory citizenship through the passage of the 1917 Jones-Shaforth Act. However, 

Poppa also casts this rationalization as emasculating and demeaning, saying that “[he] felt 

like a puta [whore] every time. A damn nothing” (153). By comparing himself to a 

whore, Poppa suggests that he is trading his masculine dignity for a more materialistic 

life. When he claims American pride, Poppa trades away his pride in Puerto Rico and his 

migrant status, and when he claims (white) Puerto Ricanness, he forgoes his black 

heritage and US citizenship. In this way, then, he suggests that American and Puerto 

Rican are incommensurable. 

THEORIZING VIOLENCE: AFRO-LATINO MASCULINITY IN THE STREETS 

Since he is unable to find acceptance or validation of his Afro-Latino identity in 

his family home, Piri turns to the streets and male homosocial bonds, looking for a better 

home. Thomas has an intense love for the Barrio and his street family made clear in his 

use of street language. His writing valorizes “street talk,” street practices of survival, and 

hypermasculine performances of heart/corazón and cara palo, Piri’s term for the 

emotionless, straight-faced mask used in moments when a man faces a challenge to his 

masculinity. By taking into consideration earlier drafts of Down These Mean Streets, I 

analyze Thomas’s writing process and particularly the ways he thinks through the 
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prevalence of violence in his life. I argue that Piri’s conception of Afro-Latinidad as 

creative destruction stems from his theorization of the creative potential of violence.148 

Thomas deploys this creative violence in his memoirs by writing discussions of race and 

masculinity through depictions of the dozens, gang fights, and gang negotiations. 

In the drafting stage of Down These Mean Streets, one can see Thomas struggle to 

explain the prevalence of violence in his life and in El Barrio. Having survived those 

“mean streets,” Thomas is reluctant to disavow the people and practices that helped him 

survive in the street, even if they also endangered him in other ways. Thus, Thomas’s 

writing reflects on the reasoning behind street vernacular and gang formation. In an 

annotated draft of Down These Mean Streets, Thomas writes an author’s note not 

published in the final version of the autobiography that I see as a guiding principle for all 

his memoirs. He writes, “There is a beauty in birth, a national function, a creative 

expression of God in street talk, the ability to spread seeds and watch them grow into 

blocks called streets in a place like Harlem and its people. So it is with the gangs, the 

natural creativeness of the coming into being, of ‘It Things’ happening” (106).149  

                                                 
148 In fact, scholars sometimes even characterize Thomas’s exploration of Afro-Latinidad in violent terms. 

For example, Lisa D. McGill writes that, in Down These Mean Streets, Thomas “battles with multiple 

communities,” “battles with African America,” “battles with a white American society,” and “battles with 

the self” (163). 
149 Piri Thomas Papers, Box 3, Folder 10, SCRBC. 
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Figure 2: Deleted Author’s Note from earlier draft of Thomas’s Down These Mean 

Streets, courtesy of the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture 

Thomas gently and lovingly describes “street talk,” equating it with the divine. While 

often considered vulgar and low-brow, Thomas sees the language as generative, literally 

creating the streets of Harlem and the community. This passage also acts as a tribute to 

gangs, described as “the natural creativeness of coming into being.” These organizations 

are often represented as violent and counterproductive to community uplift, and not 

without reason.150 However, the gang becomes a space where the rules of everyday life, 

the ones that pervade “The worlds of home and school,” can be challenged and reformed. 

Gang life has its own logic and a dynamic culture in which gang names, signs, and 

practices are rewritten and practice differently with each generation. In his 

autobiographies, Thomas praises these creative impulses in gang life and street talk, 

integrating them into his writing. 

                                                 
150 Scholars in the field have argued that Thomas’s experiences in the street constitute a resistant archetype 

based in hypermasculinity. Reid-Pharr argues that Thomas’s world “is so consistently and insistently 

masculine and homosocial” (356). Vázquez makes a similar claim about Piri as an “urban outlaw” and 

“black gangster” (62-63). Luis also identifies Piri as “the quintessential outlaw” (“Black Latinos” 33). 
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 In another unpublished fragment, Thomas reflects on why his life could best 

represent the street kid, always gendered male, in his writing, believing that he can 

represent the repressed creativity within each Barrio kid. He writes that “street kids” “see 

that violence is a universal expression. These kids fight because it is the only way they 

know to be expressive. […] When I was a kid, I fought like all the rest and didn’t really 

know why. Now I know. My fight was for acceptance, for anything and everything, for 

pride and stature, for street glory, for understanding and the right to express the positive 

creative latent talents that were within me.”151 Again, we see violence as a form of 

expression, the only form of expression available to children not provided the 

opportunities for safer or more productive outlets. Thomas sees his own violence as a 

child both as an outlet for repressed creativity but also as a way of making space for 

himself, for every part of himself—Black, Puerto Rican, boy/man. He demands an all-

encompassing acceptance “for anything and everything.” Thomas makes a similar claim 

in the epilogue to Seven Long Times, his prison memoir. This time, he also places this 

sentiment in relation to an understanding of systemic racism and classism. He thinks, “I 

committed the crime… But who’s going to stand up and admit it was this country’s racial 

and economic inequalities that forced so many of us to the brink of insanity… Racism 

was my mind and anger was my heart, and I fought in the only way I figured was left 

open to me” (175). Here Thomas indicates the violence done to his mind through racism, 

particularly the internalization of anti-black attitudes. The metaphor, “anger was my 

                                                 
151 Piri Thomas Papers, Box 3, Folder 11, SCRBC. 
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heart,” suggests rage, pumped like blood through his body, was the only feeling he could 

express. But he also says that his conception of heart, in terms of the street, was driven by 

and expressed through anger. Thomas fought the only way he could against the deeply 

ingrained forms of justice in the US. The state treated him almost exclusively through 

violent means, his father violently punished his blackness, and the streets taught him that 

violence, even against other marginalized people, could give him power. Violence was 

the primary experience for Piri Thomas, so his writings struggle with how to convey the 

complexity of that violence—the sense of community it created as well as the 

powerlessness and empowerment. 

Thomas represents El Barrio, with its gang presence and violence, as more than a 

place to escape. Rather, he portrays the street’s creative impulses and practices, 

particularly heart/corazón, as worthy of adapting beyond the limited scope of street 

credibility. While in his memoirs the streets can be a laboratory to negotiate his Afro-

Latino masculinity, the streets are also not entirely welcoming of his Afro-Latino 

identity. In addition, Piri navigates street masculinity in tandem with his domestic 

experience of anti-black racism. Piri takes what he learns in the home into the streets, 

where he must continue to find a place for his full identity. These experiences must be 

negotiated within the strictures of masculinity and strength perpetuated by street gangs. 

As Hames-García notes, “Piri consistently encounters challenges to his sense of self that 

he receives as challenges to his manhood” (144). Through the deployment of Afro-

Latinidad as creative destruction, Thomas embraces and critiques this street masculinity, 

understanding the ways in which it challenges white masculinity—for example, by 
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restoring the pride and dignity that racism tries to steal—while also seeing the ways in 

which it turns the community against one another, perpetrating a cycle of men hurting 

other men and women. Afro-Latino street masculinity and the practices of cara palo and 

the dozens shape Piri’s childhood, inform his response to moments of racial tension, and 

even structure the ways in which he describes difficult discussions about race. 

The “mean streets” are where Piri and young boys of color learn how to be men 

and develop a sense of familial belonging. Thomas describes “the block” as a place 

where “You have a lot to do and a lot of nothing to do” (Down 14). The streets are lively, 

with “block musicians pound[ing] out beats on tin cans and conga drums and bongos” 

and “kids are playing all over the place” (14). For Piri, the essence of the street lies in its 

vitality, the noise and multiple languages that float along the air. Indeed, for Piri the street 

becomes a home that reflects the many facets of his identity. The street becomes where 

he belongs: “The noise of the block began to break through to me. I listened for real. I 

heard the roar of multicolored kids, a street blend of Spanish and English with a strong 

tone of Negro American” (121). When trying to describe his old neighborhood to the 

white kids in his later suburban high school, he says, “‘Most of us in Harlem steal from 

each other’s language or style or stick of living’” (84), describing the neighborhood as 

inherently an Afro-Latino space where Latin American Black, US Black, and Caribbean 

Latinidad mingle and cohere, taking up each other’s linguistic mannerisms, “style,” and 

ways of living.  
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However, the barrio streets are also full of danger, surrounded by “islands of dog 

filth, people filth, and street filth” (14).152 When one of the boys on the block, 

pejoratively called Dopey, answers a dare to drink the filth in the gutter, he does so and 

dies. Piri, himself a pre-teen, reacts to this young boy’s death by acting out his own 

funeral and performing a masculine fearlessness, showing that “none of us was afraid of 

death or dying” (15). For women, the streets are a place where both their bodies and 

reputations are constantly under assault. Thomas writes, “At thirteen or fourteen we 

played a new game—copping girls’ drawers. It became part of our street living—and 

sometimes a messy part. Getting yourself a chick was a rep builder” (15). Thomas 

describes the act of stealing the girls’ underwear as integral to street life, but does not 

elaborate on the “messiness.” Is it messy because the women fight back? Or is it messy 

because of the manipulation, coercion, and perhaps outright force required to get women 

to give them their underwear or to have sex with them (“getting […] a chick”)? Clearly, 

the boys on the block do not respect women’s consent. These young women are merely 

tools that help boys become men, so the reader does not get an idea of how the street 

shapes girls’ gender identity. Like his violent thoughts about his sister Miriam, sexist 

aggression and Piri’s assertions of Afro-Latino masculinity often go hand-in-hand.153 

                                                 
152 Mama’s aversion to the dirt that Piri brings into the home (discussed earlier in this chapter) seems to 

reflect a desire to create a clear division between the streets, with its danger and racial implications and the 

home. 
153 Sánchez makes a similar claim: “Piri is a victim of racism, but he compensates for the racialized and 

feminized abjection of black men in the United States by making the abjection of women the guarantor of 

his ethnic and masculine privilege. In other words, while Anglo society diminishes him, he takes comfort in 

his time-honored conviction that women — all women — exist to service men” (‘Shakin’ Up’ 42). 
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This sexist aggression mirrors the racially charged domestic violence that Piri 

grew up seeing: his dark-skinned father abusing his light-skinned wife. Through a 

moment of closeness and connection in Savior, Savior, Hold My Hand, Piri considers 

how his Poppa’s silence about the anti-black racism he experienced connected to his use 

of violence in the family home. In the scene, Piri and his father finally talk about their 

common experiences of anti-black racism and feelings of emasculation. In this scene, 

they bond over their exclusion from the labor market due to race. Piri discusses how he is 

shut out from brick laying, the vocation he studied and practiced during his years in 

Comstock prison, due to the racism of the union.154 Piri notes that, as a child, he never 

heard Poppa talk about his experience of racism in the workforce (47). Piri’s father 

admits, “‘I can’t count the times I wish I had been born white’” (51). During this scene of 

closure, Thomas keeps bringing up the way that Poppa abused and screamed at his 

(white, Puerto Rican) wife, the way that his violence permeated the home environment. 

Piri notes that Poppa’s thoughts on racism were “‘all mixed up with screaming and a lot 

of anger,’” that he “‘use[d] to hear [Poppa] pour out [his] anger at Momma,’” and that he 

used to “[punch] the shit outta the living room walls” (50, 51, 55). Through these probes, 

Piri recognizes how this gender-based violence was also racialized. Marrying a white 

                                                 
154 In Seven Long Times, he talks about how the jobs and promotions in prison were also racially 

segregated, so that despite his obvious brick-laying skill, he did not get a brick mason instructor position, 

“not because of a lack of skill but because of a lack of white-skin pigmentation” (139). In addition, Piri 

notes that incarcerated Black and Puerto Rican people already knew that outside of prison, “high-paying 

trade jobs were monopolized by unions that were bigot-controlled and would now keep the door locked for 

two reasons instead of one” (73). 
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woman, and making her subordinate to him, allowed him to make stronger claims to 

whiteness and masculinity.  

Piri’s abusive treatment of his light-skinned, recently-arrived Puerto Rican 

girlfriend, Trina, mirrors the abuse he witnesses against his mother (Down 40-41). Piri is 

controlling and abusive to Trina at several points in the book and holds to a fantasy that 

she still secretly loves and wants him long after he is imprisoned and she moves on. Piri’s 

relationship with Trina suffers from racialized tension and Piri’s toxic masculinity. 

Thomas describes the ways in which Piri works to downplay his affection for Trina, 

whom he affectionately calls “Marine Tiger,” referencing the ship on which many Puerto 

Ricans migrated to New York during the 1940s and 50s (109). Unlike Piri, who was born 

on the mainland, Trina is a “wide-eyed” recent arrival from Puerto Rico with limited 

English proficiency, introducing a power dynamic through language and migrant status, 

though they are both US citizens (107).   

Piri works hard to maintain a patriarchal relationship dynamic. As he describes 

his first date with Trina, Thomas shows a disconnect between Piri’s thoughts and his 

actions. Internally, Piri is smitten, but externally he works hard to maintain cara palo: “I 

felt weak in my kneecaps, yet I was able to keep my street face straight. Nothing shook, 

nothing showed, but my heart said, Girl, I do dig you. I wished I could tell it to her, like I 

was thinking it” (108). Piri refuses to show his emotion and vulnerability to Trina, 

thinking that admitting affection is weakness. Indeed, he describes several subtle, but 

deliberate ways, in which he makes Trina ‘work harder’ in the relationship than he does. 

For example, when he asks how long she plans to stay on the mainland, he “look[s] at her 
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like [he] didn’t really care” while thinking “chica, forever, say forever!” (108). He notes 

that when he sees Trina on the street, he never walks more than half the distance between 

them, making her come to him. Thomas writes, “Sometimes I’d make her walk all the 

way to me” (111). He infantilizes her, dictating how she can behave in his presence. In 

one instance, Trina rebels, asserting her whiteness as a proof of her agency. Piri says, 

“‘Look, baby, I don’t want you to drink too much. Like it don’t look good,’” and she 

replies, “‘Bueno, but I’m not a little girl.” Piri ends the discussion by stating, “‘You sure 

ain’t, but that’s how I want it” (111). In stating, “that’s how I want it,” Piri demands both 

that she comply with his demand to drink less but also that he wants her to feel like “a 

little girl,” obedient to her man. When Trina does rebel against his controlling behavior 

regarding her drinking, she invokes the privilege of her whiteness: “‘After all, I’m free, 

white, and over the age,’ she said in Spanish” (112). Piri is particularly incensed by her 

choice to call attention to their racial difference, especially since he often downplays her 

light skin and claims that her upraising in Puerto Rico means she has no racist sentiments. 

Her use of Spanish also calls attention to her stronger claim to Spanish heritage. In 

response to this reminder of anti-black racism and Trina’s resistance to patriarchal 

authority, Piri lashes out physically by grabbing her arms, restricting her movement, and 

trying to punch her in the face, finally acting out what he had imagined doing to his little 

sister at the beginning of the memoir (113). Piri violent reaction is both a response to 

Trina’s belief that whiteness gives her power in the relationship, especially since he 

knows that her whiteness does, indeed, give her access to more freedom. He is 
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uncomfortable with her challenge to patriarchal authority, but also with the reality of how 

her whiteness mediates their relationship. 

The marginalization of and violence against women, the music, the garbage-laden 

gutters, and the performance of fearlessness and strength are all integral to “becoming 

hombre.” For Thomas, “becoming hombre” shares many similarities to the definition of 

“cool” in US Black hip-hop provided by Todd Boyd and critiqued in bell hooks’ We Real 

Cool. Boyd defines “cool” as follows: “Cool is about a detached, removed, nonchalant 

sense of being. An aloofness that suggests one is above it all. A pride, an arrogance even, 

that is at once laid-back, unconcerned, perceived to be highly sexual and potentially 

violent” (qtd. in hooks 143). hooks asserts that coolness entails the belief that “a real 

male is fearless, insensitive, egocentric, and invulnerable […] a black man blocks out all 

emotions that interfere with this ‘cool’ pose” (57). Piri’s definition of being hombre takes 

on many of these characteristics, as well as more quotidian desires: “to have a beard to 

shave, a driver’s license, a draft card, a ‘stoneness’ which enabled you to go to the bar 

like a man. […] Nobody can tell you what to do—and nobody better” (Thomas, Down 

15-16). The items that Piri lists invoke a desire for agency—the ability to drive, to fight 

for one’s country, and to appear masculine through the rough feel of facial hair rather 

than the smooth face of a child. But it also ends with “stoneness,” a sense of strength and 

self-determination, of exuding danger and preemptively preventing violence by appearing 

too threatening to risk confrontation. This stone-like quality suggests control over one’s 

emotions and as well as how others perceive you; it is the mask that enables the 

performance of masculine strength and boldness.  
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Heart, particularly cara palo practices, becomes a means of coping with racist 

actions rather than resisting them. For instance, when Piri’s family moves to Long Island 

in 1944 (when he is 16), Piri begins attending a predominantly white high school. While 

his friend Crutch warns him that “they [don’t] dig Negroes or Puerto Ricans” there, Piri 

can only see the many tangible benefits of living around whiteness. He makes white 

friends, tries out for the baseball team, and has access to extracurricular activities like 

“the lunchtime swing session in the school gym” (82). However, Thomas begins to see 

the masks that white people put on in his school to hide their disgust for people of color. 

They, like the Italian boys who first challenged his race and nationality years earlier, are 

perplexed and hostile to Piri’s racial ambiguity. When Piri attempts to woo a white girl 

named Marcia, she asks if he is a Spaniard. When he replies that he is “a Puerto Rican 

from Harlem,” she compliments his grasp of English, ignoring his mainland upbringing 

and citizenship status (83). Her statement is eerily similar to the racist, back-handed 

compliment, “you’re so articulate!” Though Thomas details how she smiles and projects 

an image of goodwill, Piri discovers that she’s only acting. After he leaves, he listens 

“stonily” to Marcia talk about him as “that black thing” (85). As others join in, calling 

him black racial slurs, one “shy, timid voice” sticks up for him by pointing to Piri’s 

practice of respectability politics—“‘He’s a polite guy and seems to be a good athlete’”—

and trying to refocus the attention on his Puerto Ricanness (85-86). At this point, the 

group chooses to deny him his Puerto Rican identity, alleging that “he’s probably passing 

for Puerto Rican because he can’t make it for white” (86). This accusation parallels 

Poppa’s choice to pass as Puerto Rican. Though the disembodied voice tries to 
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differentiate between Puerto Rican and Black people, the difference is flatly rejected: 

“‘There’s no difference […] He’s still black’” (86). Piri listens, without showing any 

emotion outwardly during the conversation. However, internally, he contemplates the 

violent ways in which he should react, deciding “[he’ll] bust [Marcia’s] jaw first” (86). 

Again, he desires to commit violence against women, this time against Marcia, as he had 

wanted to punch his sister and how he actually tries to punch Trina. When Piri sprints out 

of the gym, he talks about how his lungs hurt “not from running but from not being able 

to scream” (86). Clearly, this form of heart is not an effective coping mechanism, as it 

causes him physical pain to internalize his anger. Internalizing this racist slight also 

evokes Thomas’s claims that “Racism was my mind,” as he moves closer to becoming a 

self-loathing Afro-Latino like his father.  

Thomas’s most nuanced discussion of race, ethnicity, and community is delivered 

through a game of the dozens, a tradition of verbal banter in US Black communities, that 

Piri engages in with Brew,155 his Southern Black American friend. 156, Piri forces Brew to 

consider and respond to Afro-Latino presence and to question the application of US 

conceptions of Blackness to Afro-Caribbean migrants. Thomas establishes the dozens as 

                                                 
155 Brew is a key character in Down These Mean Streets. Brew is present in most of the important scenes 

(outside of the home) where Piri encounters differing ideas on race, identification, and belonging. 

However, Brew disappears from the story quite abruptly (he does not return to the Merchant Marines ship 

during one of their stops in the Deep South) and is never encountered again. In earlier drafts of Down and 

in drafts of later works, one can see annotations in the margins wherein Thomas wonders what happened to 

Brew. In an interview, he talks about trying to find Brew but being unsuccessful.  
156 See Gates. While Gates argues from a specifically US perspective, despite his intensive knowledge of 

Black diasporic figures from Juan Latino and the orishas of Afro-Caribbean and Afro-Brazilian worship, he 

does suggest in his Introduction that Signifying and black vernacular can appear in similar ways in texts by 

those outside of the US Black community he constructs (people of African descent who were forcibly 

relocated through slavery). 
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an acceptable way for men to talk about these deeper aspects of identity and to express 

vulnerability about Piri’s sense of disconnection, and even more, the connections that he 

wished he did not feel to US Blackness. Thomas writes, “This was the ‘dozens,’ a game 

of insults. The dozens is a dangerous game even among friends. […] Now I wanted the 

game to get serious. I didn’t know exactly why” (Down 121). Piri begins by playfully 

insulting Brew for his blackness, which Brew counters by insulting Piri for denying his 

blackness in favor of Puerto Ricanness. Piri tries to claim a simple identity, saying, “I 

ain’t no damn Negro and I ain’t no paddy. I’m Puerto Rican.” Angrily, Brew contests the 

idea that Blackness and Puerto Ricanness are mutually exclusive. He claims a global 

Black identity: “Whatta yuh all think? That the only niggers in the world are in this 

fucked-up country? They is all over this damn world” (124). He argues that the claims to 

nationality and ethnicity that Piri makes are done specifically to disconnect from a 

unified Black political struggle, to deny solidarity, and to cling to language or culture in 

order to whiten one’s identity: “‘Jus’ cause you can rattle off some different kinda 

language don’ change your skin one bit’” (124).  

Piri forcefully argues that US Black (as well as pan-African) attempts to adopt 

and forcefully include Puerto Ricans in the Black struggle are misguided and 

disempowering if they oversimplify the different struggles of US Black and Afro-Puerto 

Rican communities. That is, “‘Puerto Ricans got social problems, too’” (124). Piri feels 

that others identifying him as (US) Black does not expose the common problems of Black 

and (light- or dark-skinned) Puerto Rican people but rather ignores Puerto Rico and the 

distinct forms of oppression that Puerto Ricans face. Thomas implies that US Black 
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struggles refuse to tackle the effects of US colonialism on Puerto Ricans on the mainland 

and on the island by re-casting their problems as solely caused by anti-black racism. In 

fact, Brew does confirm Piri’s critique when he disqualifies Piri’s opinion and his 

experiences about the experience of racism. He directly questions Piri’s authority to 

discuss discrimination since, having never been in the South, Piri has never experienced 

Jim Crow laws. Brew says “disdainfully,” “‘Yuh talking all this stuff, and yuh ain’t evah 

been down South. […] So yuh can’t appreciate and therefore can’t talk that much” (126). 

The exchange ends with Piri wanting to experience the South in order to assuage his own 

doubts about what he knows about race and to feel more authentically black. Piri’s 

deployment of creative destruction through his Afro-Latino identity challenges the 

dominance of US blackness, deepens Piri’s and Brew’s friendship, and causes each to 

consider how the racial codes that structure discussions of blackness and Latinidad are 

enacted differently in the North and the South of the US. 

However, the (unwanted) assertion of gendered experiences of racism against 

Black Americans in the South further complicates the discussion about Piri’s identity and 

the solidarity politics of blackness (and Puerto Ricanness). As Piri and Brew prepare to 

join the Merchant Marines and go down South, Thomas narrates Brew’s farewell 

discussion with his Southern Black American girlfriend, Alayce.157 When Brew explains 

that Piri wants to go down South to understand “our people,” she is incredibly skeptical 

about the conflation of Brew’s Southern Blackness with Piri’s Afro-Puerto Rican identity 

                                                 
157 Notably, this scene occurs directly after Piri’s altercation with José, which is his first full discussion 

about the family’s issues with race and Piri’s feeling of being rejected by the family, which I analyze in 

detail in the previous section of this chapter. 
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(Down 158). Alayce, like Piri earlier, also differentiates Puerto Ricans from Black 

Americans. Brew tries to explain that, “His skin is dark an’ that makes him ju’ anudder 

rock right along wif the res’ of us, and’ tha’ goes for all the rest of them foreign-talkin’ 

black men all ovah tha’ world” (159). Nonetheless, Alayce points towards the difference 

between Black and Puerto Rican culture—“they got different ways of dancin’ an’ 

cookin’, like a different culture or something”—as a legitimate way of sorting the two 

(159). Alayce recognizes their cultural differences, while Brew is more concerned with 

their political similarities. Brew would never consider himself an Afro-Puerto Rican, so 

why must Piri identify as Black? She does not easily dismiss the cultural dimension to 

ethno-racial identity. 

Alayce demands a more nuanced understanding of how the intersections of 

identities affect life experience. After sympathizing with Puerto Ricans who deflect 

accusations of blackness through claims to ethnicity, Alayce declares that being a black 

woman is harder than being a black man, which greatly angers Brew. She tries to offer a 

narrative to explain the statement, but she is cut off: “‘it don’t make no fuckin’ difference 

what happened, yuh supposed to be proud of being a Negro’” (160). When Alayce 

questions Brew’s own pride, particularly in practicing the respectability politics that his 

mother taught him—“ABC: Accept, Behave, Care […] for the white man”—he lashes out 

physically (134). By violently trying to silence Alayce, Brew’s reaction is wholly 

different from the heated, but never physical, discussion that he had had with Piri earlier, 

despite the anti-black statements he said while playing the dozens. However, rather than 

continue to beat Alayce (as Piri thinks will happen), Brew becomes emotional and shares 
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the tragic story of how he came to New York. When he was 16, two white men 

demanded that Brew submit to anal sex, though he verbally and physically fought the 

men off (161). His violent response to the men led him to fear for his life, and the well-

being of his family, and flee the South. In sharing this tragic story, Brew re-centers the 

discussion on himself, further marginalizing Alayce’s perspective in the discussion. 

While Alayce (and Thomas as the narrator) gives Brew the time and space to tell 

his story of humiliation, Brew, who has already violently cut Alayce off once, does not 

provide her the same space or validation. Brew offers his Black male experience of the 

South, not in the context of educating Piri but rather, as a way of diminishing Alayce’s 

claim of black women’s oppression. “‘Man’s got a right to what he feels,’” Brew says, 

but what about women (163)? While Brew’s story is provided in two and a half pages, 

Alayce’s dialogue about being gang-raped by four white boys, in addition to innumerable 

attempted rapes and instances of sexual harassment, is only one short paragraph: “‘Ah 

guess Ah can’t forget the so many times them white boys tried to pull me into the bushes 

like Ah was one big free-for-all pussy. Ah can’t forget the one time they finally did. Ah 

fought them as hard as Ah could. There were four of them, an’ Ah was fifteen, an’ they 

hurt me an’ hurt me an’—’” (163). Again, Brew cuts her off and prevents her from 

sharing her whole story. While Thomas depicts Brew as comforting her—“I’d never seen 

my boy so gentle”—he also clearly silences her (163). Ultimately, Brew uses Alayce’s 

story to enforce a familiar (or conventional) Black Power narrative of pride: “‘there ain’t 

nothin’ so bad can happen that’ll make one ashamed of what they is, if they’s proud 

enough’” (163). Brew’s focus on race pride shows its flaws: namely, that it prioritizes 
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Black men’s experiences. While Arturo Schomburg used race pride in his 

auto/biographies to uplift other Afro-diasporic people, Brew uses it to silence and shame. 

During this scene, Piri mostly watches and prays, following the harmful street code that a 

man does not interfere with another man’s right to discipline his girlfriend (160). 

Throughout the exchange, Piri continues to be a spectator, observing the tales shared by 

his Black migrant friends from the US South. Sánchez refers to Piri as “a brown voyeur 

into blackness” (Shakin’ Up 55). His status as an outsider in this section—during the 

discussion, he is “looking at [a] picture on the wall”—implies to the reader that his 

current attempt to identify with Blackness as defined by Brew and Alayce is misguided 

(161). However, it is the discussion of Piri’s identity and his assertion of difference from 

a hegemonic US Black narrative that marginalizes other experiences of blackness that 

initiates this discussion. Thomas offers his Afro-Latino masculinity as a lens through 

which to read Brew and Alayce’s stories.  

RE-CONCEPTUALIZING HEART/CORAZÓN 

Through his writing, Thomas portrays an in-depth look at the construction of 

heart and street masculinity that he adopted, for better or worse.158 While these 

conceptions of Afro-Latino masculinity were often shaped through his experiences with 

and use of violence, Thomas also sees the street practices as potentially uplifting and 

even a means of preventing further violence.  

                                                 
158 Scholars have differently interpreted Thomas’s representation of heart in relation to gang communities. 

See Mohr, Vázquez, and Hames-García. For these scholars, the street has been a place for outcasts, a home 

for violent and repressive acts, and a (complicated) space of male resistance and empowerment. 
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Early on in Down These Mean Streets, Thomas establishes that heart can be 

deployed to do more than constrict masculinity and sexuality. He recollects a time where 

he manipulated the rhetoric of “heart” to his advantage. When Piri moves to a new block, 

he gets into a possibly violence situation and must think himself out of a beating. Little 

does he know that these possible attackers are his future gang family, guys “[he] would 

come to know, to fight, to hate, to love, to take care of” (Down 48). Piri “think[s his] way 

out of a stomping” by the whole gang when he challenges the leader’s heart. Piri says, “‘I 

heard the 104th Street coolies are supposed to have heart […] I don’t know this for sure. 

You know there’s a lot of streets where a whole ‘click’ is made out of punks who can’t 

fight one guy unless they all jump him for the stomp’” (49). Expertly, Piri defines 

attacking as a “click” (presumably, his spelling of “clique”) as an act that destroys the 

leader’s rep and impugns his heart. He is not man enough to beat Piri one-on-one. 

Through subtle use of language, he also isolates the leader from the rest of his gang: “‘I 

don’t know you or your boys,’ I said, ‘but they look cool to me. They don’t feature as 

punks’” (50). Thomas explains to the reader that the use of “they” is a way to indicate 

that “his boys were in a separate class” (50). In addition, the use of the term, “punk” has 

multiple meanings beyond the current equivalence to “thug.” The term, through the 

1970s, denoted a prostitute and in prison vernacular often denotes a man forced to have 

sex with another man. In Black vernacular, the term has also been used as a slur for gay 

men (“punk, n.1 and adj.2”). The use of the term multiple times is meant to emasculate 

the gang leader and characterize him as a coward.  
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Piri knows that he cannot escape the fight, but he manipulates the street code to 

improve his odds. Ultimately, the leader, Waneko, “would have to fight [Piri] on his own, 

to prove his heart to himself, to his boys, and most important, to his turf” (50).159 During 

the fight, Piri offers an opportunity for cessation of hostilities when he admits, “‘You got 

heart, baby.’” The recognition of the leader’s heart, after his pointed denigration, 

becomes an olive branch towards peace. When the fight ends under the conditions that 

Piri had so skillfully maneuvered to obtain, he becomes one of the “baby chicks” of 104th 

Street (50). Thomas writes that Piri “was accepted by heart,” but more precisely, he was 

accepted through working the system in a way that minimized the physical violence 

perpetrated by others (51). Thomas does not (and rarely does) totally avoid violence in 

the situations in which he employs heart-inflected tactics. However, he sees value in the 

limited use of violence, since he knows that in a limited and consensual form, violence 

can provide an outlet for men who cannot access their emotions or other non-violent 

means.  

Thomas uses this softened rhetoric of “heart” later in life, when he begins 

working in a Christian organization that fights gang violence. During and after his time in 

Comstock prison, having transitioned from a young gangster to a middle-aged man, he 

considers how one might put together “heart” to emphasize its focus on caretaking and 

community involvement, as opposed to violence for sport and to breed distrust. Indeed, 

Piri uses cara palo practices less often after he gets out of prison since he recognizes how 

                                                 
159 Reid-Pharr reads the fight as “an act of aggression and an act of love” (361). He also notes that this act 

of acceptance through heart is followed almost immediately by the scene with the gay sex workers. 
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harmful they are to his mental health. Thomas’s conversion to Pentecostalism is part of 

this transformation, but I agree with Hames-García, who argues that Thomas’s 

transformation also relates to his interrogation of the idea of “rehabilitation”: “It 

[rehabilitation] involves affirmation of many of the characteristics against which 

hegemonic masculinity typically poses itself: emotion, caring, compassion, and love” 

(159). Hames-García ultimately argues that Thomas’s critiques are rarely explicit and that 

“the limitations of his view of masculinity” deny certain kinds of male bonding or 

“expression through some form of male femininity” (160).  While there is no doubt as to 

Piri’s continuing anti-femme and anti-queer attitudes, Thomas also puts forward a 

philosophy around love and “heart” that challenges the masculinity he had been taught at 

home and in the streets.  

While cara palo practices and heart help Piri survive in prison, Thomas questions 

how healthy and fulfilling this code of masculinity can be. What does it say about the 

barrio that the prison survival practices are the same as those on the streets? After 

overcoming many obstacles due to his status as an Afro-Latino former offender on 

parole, Piri gets a respectable job working at a bakery. However, as he tells his aunt early 

in Savior, Savior, Hold My Hand, he wants to do more than overcome individually. He 

says, “‘I’m going to fight this garbage, like somehow for all of us’” (19). “Garbage” 

represents both his personal feelings of weakness—for drugs, sex, and street cred—but 

also the literal and figurative reminders of the systemic ways in which Afro-Latino lives 

are denigrated. The streets are no less filthy than they were when he was a kid—a fact 

that drives the Young Lords’ Garbage Offensive in 1969—and boys (and girls) in the 
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barrio are still growing up surrounded by the lowered expectations of school officials and 

law enforcement. After Piri becomes involved in the Pentecostal church community in 

the barrio, he connects with a white former offender named John who also turned to 

Christianity after his release. He offers Piri lower-paying but fulfilling work proselytizing 

“hardcore” kids in the barrio. Piri accepts the position, aware that part of their interest in 

him is that he “belong[s] in the same skin and language club” as the kids they serve 

(Savior 172). Piri becomes a staff member for the Christian organization (often referred 

to as a “club”) whose goal is “to change their [“ghetto kids in the Barrio”] lives through 

discipline in the Lord” (166). Through his experiences in the club, he works to use the 

code of heart to decrease gang violence. 

Piri presents two examples where he follows the code of the street to prevent or at 

least lessen violence, particularly against innocents. In the first instance, Piri sets up a 

meeting of local gang leaders to prevent a gang war. Piri must strike a balance between 

working to stem the violence but doing so in a way that does not read as an attack on the 

leaders’ masculinity. When everyone pulls out the weapons they sneaked into the 

meeting, fulfilling Piri’s expectations, he defuses the situation by “walk[ing] over to the 

front door, [holding] it open, and yell[ing] back at the kids: ‘I invited you here as men to 

talk over what’s happening and find out where we’re right or where we’re wrong. But if 

I’m talking to a bunch of shit-assed kids...” Piri challenges their manhood, and by 

implication, their heart, in a public sense since he opens the door, yelling out to the 

people of the community. He says that while he invited them with the idea that they were 

“men,” that they are actually nothing more than kids, even suggesting that they are “shit-
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assed” infants, incapable of adult conversation. He follows up with an explicit attack on 

each individual’s heart by also challenging the idea that heart in and of itself is sufficient. 

He proclaims, “‘I invited cats over here that I believed to have a whole lotta heart. But to 

have heart is not enough. You’ve got to have a mind” (266). He challenges the 

conception of heart that privileges connections, often racial or ethnic, over thinking for 

one’s self and considering the consequences of gang actions solely on the members of the 

gang and not the larger community.160  

In Piri’s second invocation of re-conceptualized heart, he again asks for gangs to 

consider the consequences of their actions on members of the community not in the gang. 

He uses mediated violence to prevent larger scale violence against innocents, in this case, 

preventing the use of “knock-knock,” a violent ‘game’ where gang members knock on 

the door of rival gang members’ homes and attack (or kill) the person who answers the 

door (Savior 306-7). Piri compares knock-knock to biological weapons outlawed by 

international human rights law, since they create mass suffering, primarily hurting people 

outside of the fray. He argues that “gas and bacterial warfare […] was so bad, even the 

war-lover didn’t dig it and that’s what knock-knock is like” (307). Similarly to how Piri 

handled his fight with Waneko in Down These Mean Streets, Piri re-directs the violence 

at the heart of Afro-Latino street masculinity. He again dares them to play into the ‘real’ 

version of heart, in a rhetorical move reminiscent of claims about ‘real’ Christianity, 

which often work to soften, or at least distance other believers, from bigoted beliefs in 

                                                 
160 Notably, the media portrayal of the event ascribes all the praise to John, portraying him as the white 

man that the Lord chose to work through, which is one of the final straws that leads Piri to leave the club 

(Savior 291-92). 
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certain Christian communities. Piri asks, “‘Okay, chevere, you both got corazón, right? 

So how about dealing a fair one just between you two, like nobody else is involved, just 

you and you?’” (308). Piri argues that if each man truly has heart, then they will fight 

their own battles. Though this still encourages physical aggression as a viable response to 

insult, at least the violence is just one-on-one. Through these two examples, the reader 

sees Piri re-define “heart” to become a method of problem-solving and mediation that 

values certain gang and masculine street culture values, rather than dismissing them 

(308). This re-working of heart, however, also leads him to see the limits of the code, 

even in its modified form. 

For example, after Piri sees the aftermath of a few horrible gang battles back-to-

back, he questions the purpose of gangs, particularly their implicit claims to resistance. 

He suggests that gangs are actually a distraction that prevent growth and transformation 

in the Puerto Rican community, particularly when Puerto Ricans fight each other: 

“Dammit, if we Puerto Ricans gotta fight, let it be against rotten putrid conditions, 

cockroaches, the rats, and run-down buildings, against no good schools, no good jobs, no 

good living time. Let’s get together. If we gotta die, caramba, let it not be at each other’s 

hands. […] We can’t have a mother thing going for us unless we got unity” (Savior 183). 

Instead of creating mini-societies that fight each other, Piri wants to see Puerto Ricans 

create communities to shift their fights to civil rights concerns. Thomas advocates that 

systemic changes in government and other power structures will have much more impact 

than attempting to change the power structures and code of outlaw/gangster groups, who 

are primarily responding to the state violence and systemic racism and emasculation they 
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face each day. Two years into his work with the club, Thomas indicates that there were 

important changes being made in the barrio, ones not being imposed by adults on the 

youth but rather by the youth asking for more from their elders, in line with the 

philosophy of the Young Lords Party. Thomas writes that several of the kids in the club 

had returned to school, “Bopping [gang fights] had fallen off,” and “the people were 

getting together and involving themselves in better education for our kids, involvement in 

politics, demonstrations at City Hall, […] Rat control, rent strikes, welfare struggles, 

[and] police brutality” (223). Thomas lauds the move toward collective action by Puerto 

Ricans of all ages. By adapting his Afro-Latino masculinity in line with goals of 

community uplift and the validation of men and boys of color, Thomas attempts to 

redeem the street practices of survival that helped him feel more confident in his own 

skin and allowed him to be a force for good in the community. 

CONCLUSION 

Thomas’s memoirs can be read as a redemption narrative, in which he chronicles his 

misdeeds and misinformed attitudes, particularly in Down These Mean Streets, and offers 

us his path to respectability and rehabilitation (despite his imprisonment and not because 

of it). However, in this chapter I emphasize that Piri never disavows the street code. 

Indeed, as we see in his work with the youth gang outreach program, Thomas continues 

to value, and not dismantle, the street masculinity that he practiced. In Savior, Savior, 

Hold My Hand, Piri honors those values while recasting the practices into non-violent 

ones. Through an Afro-Latinidad of creative destruction, Thomas recasts “heart” in a way 

that deemphasizes violent resistance and offers alternative means of resisting the state, 
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systemic racism and racialized poverty. In his 50s, Thomas would recount how he had to 

rethink his approach to social justice: “I come from a long line of machos and machismo 

and most big-mouthed macho mistakes. It is from good women that I have been able to 

learn. I had to first go in and check out the women spirit that is in me that spirit that 

comes from my mother and will always last in my soul” (“A Neorican” 156). As Thomas 

moves from finding belonging in the streets to engaging with and critiquing institutions-

at-large, he deploys a counterhegemonic Afro-Latinidad that structures his 

autobiographies. He outlines the impact of violence on his sense of self and the way he 

navigated the world and interrogates the unspoken norms of ethnicity, race, and 

masculinity in his home, the streets, and the prison. In trying to negotiate his own sense 

of identity, Thomas also destabilized the things people thought they knew about 

Blackness, Latinidad, and masculinity. 
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Chapter 4: Afro-Latina Spirituality and Woman-centric Afro-Latinidad 

in the Life Writing of Marta Moreno Vega 

INTRODUCTION 

 While Arturo Schomburg, Jesus Colón, the New York Young Lords, and Piri 

Thomas challenge the borders of auto/biography and life writing, they often do so in 

ways that reify mid-twentieth century conceptions of masculinity and tie ideas of ethno-

racial integrity to masculine pride. In the final chapter of this project, I look to a 

contemporary Afro-Latina writer, activist, and scholar who combats the masculinist ideas 

that dominate Afro-Latinx literary history. Dr. Marta Moreno Vega (1942-present), an 

accomplished Afro-Puerto Rican woman currently living and working in New York City, 

was born and raised in El Barrio. As Juanita Heredia has argued, Moreno Vega has been 

an important writer as well as “transnational cultural worker” advancing the liberation of 

people of color globally.161 Moreno Vega served as the second director of El Museo del 

Barrio and established the museum’s physical presence in Spanish Harlem. She founded 

the Caribbean Cultural Center, later renamed to its current title, the Caribbean Cultural 

Center African Diaspora Institute (CCCADI), in 1976. CCCADI is currently housed in 

East Harlem and focuses particularly on marginalized African diaspora histories, art 

forms, and cultural expressions. The institute is also concerned with social and cultural 

activism and community advancement.  

                                                 
161 Heredia’s presentation at the 2017 Latina/o Literary Studies Conference at John Jay College, New 

York. 
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In 1981, Moreno Vega was initiated in Cuba into the Lukumi religion,162 which 

reflects her Afro-Caribbean roots, and her life writing puts Afro-diasporic spirituality at 

the center of her conception of Afro-Latinidad. Her first memoir, The Altar of My Soul: 

The Living Traditions of Santería (2000) focuses on Marta’s journey to become an 

initiated santera [practitioner/ priestess], and provides an overview of her childhood, 

marriage, divorce, and family’s estrangement. Similarly to Jesús Colón, Moreno Vega 

uses her memoir to fight against mainstream stereotypes, including the view perpetuated 

by the media and institutions in the US and Caribbean that Lukumi is demonic or dark 

magic (Altar 4). In her second memoir, When the Spirits Dance Mambo: Growing Up 

Nuyorican in El Barrio (2004),163 Moreno Vega looks back, through the character of 

Marta/Cotito/Coty in El Barrio during the 1940s and 1950s, at how the spirits of her 

ancestors, the orisha, and African-based practices of spirituality shaped her childhood 

before she was knowledgeable of Lukumi and its rituals.164 These memoirs, I argue, 

center the influence and experiences of Afro-Latina women at home and in the realm of 

cultural maintenance and revitalization. Unlike Jesús Colón and the New York Young 

                                                 
162 I use “Lukumi,” “Regla de Ocha,” and “santería” interchangeably since these are the terms used by 

Moreno Vega and common names for African diasporic orisha worship in Cuba and Puerto Rico. While 

santería is now seen as a pejorative term for religions of orisha worship, Mary Ann Clark indicates that the 

term was actually meant to replace the earlier pejorative, brujería [witchcraft] (Santeria 3). Thus, I 

continue to use the term, which is better recognized by the average reader, in rotation with the others listed 

above. In addition, I will occasionally use “the religion” which is often used in discussions with non-

initiates, reflecting the fact that devotees have historically felt compelled to keep their religion secret due to 

racial animus and societal discrimination.  
163 The first half of the title corresponds with Moreno Vega’s documentary, Cuando los espiritús bailan 

mambo, released in 2002 by CCCADI, which examines the history of orisha worship and its travels from 

West Africa to Cuba. I will also reference the documentary in this chapter. 
164 In The Altar of My Soul, I refer to the protagonist as Marta. In When the Spirits Dance Mambo, I refer 

to the protagonist as Marta, Cotito, or Coty (the latter two are her childhood nicknames). 
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Lords, who valued the political over the cultural, Moreno Vega’s Afro-Latinidad views 

the cultural and spiritual as necessarily political. In fact, she begins her 1995 dissertation 

on Yoruba spirituality with a powerful quotation from Bissau-Guinean and Cape 

Verdean revolutionary, Amilcar Cabral: “if imperialist domination has the vital need to 

practice cultural oppression, national liberation is necessarily an act of culture” (Cabral 

143, emphasis his). For Cabral and Moreno Vega, culture is resistance and liberation. 

While the Young Lords used their collaborative autobiography to caution against cultural 

nationalism, Moreno Vega embraces the primacy of culture in her conception of Afro-

Latinidad and the structure of her two memoirs. As a speaker in her documentary, 

Cuando los espiritús bailan mambo, declares, “Ninguna política es más fuerte que la 

cultura [No political system is stronger than culture]” (33:05). 

While her initiation into Lukumi might appear as the defining point for Moreno 

Vega’s Afro-Latinidad, it became clear to me that she does not see this spirituality as 

solely Afro-Latinx and indeed indicates in her memoirs and cultural work that Lukumi 

traditions are open to all (Altar 2, 4). Lukumi itself is a re-working of Yoruba African 

traditions and has been adapted differently throughout the Caribbean and South America 

in response to the Middle Passage and violent repression, with variations such as Cuban 

Regla de Ocha, Haitian Vodun, and Brazilian Candomblé. As anthropologist Rafael 

Robaina claims in Cuando los espiritús bailan mambo, the Yoruba did not create a 

spiritual system meant to remain in Africa since “La traducción literal de Ile Ife significa 

‘casa de la dispersión.’ […] Yorubas no crearon esta civilización para dejarla solamente 

en el corazón de África, ¿no? Sí se crearon y se desarrollaron para dispersar para el 
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mundo entero. [Ile Ife literally translates to ‘House of Dispersion.’ […] The Yorubas did 

not create this civilization (to stay only in the heart of Africa). They created and 

developed their belief so that it would be dispersed.]’” (6:20).165  Moreno Vega presents 

the roots of Lukumi as primarily African, with the religion having to resist and make 

space for itself first in the Caribbean, surviving persecution both by representatives of the 

Catholic church and slave owners, and then in the United States. While Moreno Vega 

spends less time on the struggle of santeras in the US,166 she reveals in both of her 

memoirs the ways in which Lukumi practices continue in Spanish Harlem both formally 

and informally.167 Thus, while the African roots of santería, and its practitioners, are 

important to Moreno Vega’s conception of African diasporic spirituality, the religion’s 

transnational history of dispersal and survival is equally significant.  

Moreno Vega conceives of Afro-Latinidad as primarily cultural and spiritual, 

focusing particularly on the practices of Lukumi/santería and espiritismo [spiritism] (the 

ability to communicate with ancestors and/or orisha spirits).168 While Moreno Vega does 

                                                 
165 Translation provided through film’s subtitles though I added the section in parentheses to better reflect 

Robaina’s statement. 
166 She talks briefly about this in The Altar of My Soul, pp. 199-200. 
167 For more on the experiences of American santeras, see Curry, which describes the experience of non-

Caribbean Black Americans with Lukumi/santería in New York City. See also Carr for the perspective of a 

Jewish American woman’s initiation into the religion, focusing on the “year in white” process for new 

initiates. The book shares her own experiences as a white initiate and analysis of the increasingly multi-

cultural and multi-racial base of Lukumi. For studies that focus on santería experiences in the Caribbean, 

focusing on Puerto Rico and Cuba, see Rivera-Rideau, Hernández Hiraldo, Morales, Moreno Vega, Wedel, 

and Murrell. For aspects of Yoruba orisha worship that were adapted similarly throughout the African 

diaspora, see Equiano/Vassa. Clark’s Santería: Correcting the Myths and Uncovering the Realities of a 

Growing Religion is essential, accessible reading for any scholar interested in a comprehensive view of the 

religion. 
168 In Moreno Vega’s 2002 documentary, José Millet discusses that there are 10 forms of espiritismo in 

Cuba. 
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not present these spiritual practices as the sole possession of Afro-Latinxs,169 she 

explores the special relationship that Afro-Puerto Rican (and Afro-Cuban) women have 

with the Africanity of these Yoruba-influenced traditions. In centering women’s 

experiences, Moreno Vega’s life writing makes “issues of gender and sexuality 

constitutive” of the African diasporic identity, life, and liberation (Lao-Montes and 

Buggs 385). Beyond the thematic concerns of her memoirs, Lukumi and espiritismo 

literarily structure Moreno Vega’s life writing. Indeed, in Altar, Moreno Vega implies 

that her second memoir, When the Spirits, was inspired by a life-changing encounter with 

her mother’s spirit: “My mother’s presence triggered memories and emotions that had 

long been buried, forcing me to recall my childhood encounters with the spirits. My 

mother’s instructions were clear—it was time to face my past so that I could step into the 

future” (Altar 111). Morena Vega must face and radically rethink her past to include the 

spiritual side of her childhood that she had forgotten or repressed. Marta’s godmother 

comments, “‘Life does not follow sequential chapters like a book. Sometimes you have to 

arrange the chapters in a way that works specifically for you. Santería is a learning 

process that guides you and helps you create a sacred space that works for you” (113). 

Thus, Moreno Vega must restructure the memory of her own life due to the epiphanies 

brought on by her religious conversion. This restructuring, and the impact of her women 

ancestors in re-thinking the entirety of her life, drives the organization of her life writing.  

                                                 
169 For example, in The Altar of My Soul, Ma Mina, a santera in Cuba, compares Chinese divinity to orisha 

worship and Chinese experiences of indentured servitude in Cuba to Cuban enslavement of Africans (109). 
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The New York Young Lords’ collaborative autobiography and Colon’s collective 

sketches were politically radical in that they refused to attempt to join the historical 

narrative of Great (white) Men and instead focused on the community and the oppressed. 

Their rejection of individualistic narratives of group history fought a masculinist current 

in Afro-Latinx historical narrative, where questions of community concern and self-

sacrifice have often been viewed as feminine concerns. Moreno Vega combats the ways 

in which men force women into the background of a community’s history and instead 

focuses on providing fully human representations of the Afro-Latina women in her family 

and the significant impact they made not only in the lives of their families but in the lives 

of the community. Through the use of Lukumi parables and discussions of the 

relationship between secrecy and femininity, Moreno Vega restores agency to the 

enslaved people who built the Yoruba traditions and highlights the power of feminine 

orishas (deities) and Afro-Latina women. Moreno Vega’s life writing also works as a 

textual incarnation of espiritismo; it provides a space for her ancestors to speak, with a 

self-awareness of Moreno Vega as the medium. In this latter form, she imagines Afro-

Latinidad as a call-and-response identity, playfully and mutually engaging conceptions of 

Africanity and Latinidad.170 Call-and-response is rooted in West African cultural 

expressions adapted and transformed by Afro-diasporic peoples in the Americas, 

                                                 
170 Gates’s The Signifying Monkey thinks similarly about U.S. Black texts speaking to one another, through 

intertextuality (e.g., Ismael Reed’s Mumbo Jumbo) and the ways in which Alice Walker “revises and 

echoes” the work of Zora Neale Hurston (21). Gates does not use “call-and-response” to mark this 

engagement, instead using the broader term of “Signifying,” which also encompasses the practice of the 

dozens, discussed in Chapter Three. For more on the place of call-and-response in U.S. Black literature, see 

Byerman and Callahan.  
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expressed popularly in Black church sermons and music. According to John Callahan, 

“the call-and-response pattern registers the changing relationship between the individual 

musician or storyteller and the community” (16). The Afro-diasporic tradition of Call-is 

thus a practice of transformation, representing the negotiation of an individual with the 

community. For Moreno Vega, this negotiation is among West African spirituality as 

adapted in the Caribbean, racialized Blackness, and Puerto Rican culture.  

SANTERÍA FOUNDATIONS 

In working to understand the ways that Lukumi organizes and informs Moreno 

Vega’s memoirs, I look primarily to her own writing—her 1995 dissertation on Yoruba 

philosophy and her life writing—and the writing which influenced her academic 

understanding of Afro-diasporic religions. In this writing, Moreno Vega adopts Mary 

Ann Clark’s view of “Santería as a female-identified religious tradition, […] that 

valorizes rather than denigrates women’s roles and activities” (Where 119). Moreno Vega 

identifies the defining aspect of African-based religions: the coexistence of the human 

and divine. This coexistence allows continuing access to ancestral wisdom and guidance 

and emphasizes the importance of mindful rituals to maintain individual and communal 

balance, which encourages devotees to create a morally-grounded reality rather than look 

towards the afterlife for justice and peace. As Moreno Vega explains, “Santería is a 

religion that holds you accountable for your actions on Earth, here and now” (Yoruba 

171).  In doing so, practitioners represent Yoruba orisha worship as part of the political-

cultural resistance of the African diaspora in which feminine orishas and women have 

played important roles.  
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For Moreno Vega, African-based religions dispose of the arbitrary divide between 

the human and divine realms. She writes, “In Christianity, this relation [between human 

and divine] is unequivocally determined by God alone. […] The bond of man with God 

(religion) is expressed in man’s obedience. In African religions, this is reversed: […] 

active worship ‘creates’ God” (Yoruba Philosophy, 210-11). In this passage, she 

emphasizes that Lukumi and African religions oppose blind obedience to a distant god; 

rather, the routine rituals of our life, such as caring for altars to the eguns (ancestor 

spirits) and orisha (Yoruba deities), create and maintain the gods and the divine realm. 

Lukumi fosters “[t]he ability to function within two realms of reality[, which] is critical 

to the Yorubas in the Americas and Africa […] The ability to balance, exist in and ‘see’ 

two worlds provides a repertoire of information unique to our African-based experiences” 

(216, 217). That is, African-based religions have allowed African-descended peoples, 

who are characterized as “the Yorubas in the Americas and Africa,” to navigate widely 

divergent realities. These realities include not only the two continents that they and their 

ancestors have called home but also the dehumanizing worlds of slavery and colonialism 

and the intimate spaces of family and community. For instance, the adaptation of Yoruba 

spirituality by enslaved people in the Caribbean provided a space where their humanity 

could be restored and community could be built. While Christianity was forced on 

enslaved Black people to increase their economic value and ensure their obedience by 

promising a better life after death (Altar 131, Yoruba 210-11), Yoruba-based religions did 

not require that dreams of freedom, love, and flourishing be deferred. As Moreno Vega 

writes, “I realize this: It is in sharing the many stories and experiences that contribute to 
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our lives that we will jointly form a reality that allows us to dream and to achieve what is 

best for us as family and community members. We need to help one another dream 

dreams that our ancestors had to defer” (Yoruba 270). This dream, evoking Langston 

Hughes’s poem, “Harlem,” situates Africanity at the forefront of a pan-African Afro-

Puerto Rican, Yoruba African, and US Black American identity. In addition, she evokes 

the importance of agency and collaboration in imagining a better, more just world. 

Indeed, Moreno Vega praises Lukumi’s adaptability, seeing this trait as crucial to 

cultural resistance. Moreno Vega admires the adaptability of African-based religions: 

“The centrality of the forces of nature, ancestors and spirits in the Yoruba traditional 

belief provides the ability to adapt, transform, incorporate and eliminate aspects which 

are not relevant to its practitioners” (Yoruba 169). That is, the importance of natural and 

divine imagery in the stories of santería makes the idea of change and transformation 

central to its belief system. Particularly for a religion consistently under attack, survival 

requires both tenacity and a willingness to adjust. This adaptability makes it available as 

a tool of resistance. Like Piri Thomas, who valorizes the oft-maligned street practices of 

survival in El Barrio, Moreno Vega celebrates Lukumi’s “creative ways of circumventing 

authority” (Altar 218). For example, when Marta goes to Cuba to initiate fully in 1981, 

she encounters much stricter regulations against santería and foreigner initiation by the 

Castro government. She connects santería’s history of colonial resistance to the clever 

ways in which practitioners get around current-day restrictions.  

For Moreno Vega, African diasporic religion’s history of adaptability and its 

emphasis on transformation and change are the perfect vehicle for cultural-political 
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resistance. The resistance to authority that occurred in colonial times and continues 

against Castro’s Cuba and the neo-colonial United States traces its history to 

communities of fugitive justice (Yoruba 170, 175). She considers Afro-diasporic spiritual 

and artistic communities the successors of cimarrón and quilombo [fugitive enslaved 

people] resistance to colonization:  

In the late sixties and seventies our communities duplicated what the cimarrones 

(run-away enslaved people) did during colonization. We created safe places for 

nurturing our cultural and spiritual traditions. We empower our communities, while 

establishing locations for resisting Eurocentric cultural oppression. The ancient 

societies of our ancestors—the quilombos of Brazil, the palenques of Colombia and 

Cuba—became the Puerto Rican Traveling Theatre, El Museo del Barrio, Taller 

Boricua, Galeria de la Raza, Guadalupe Cultural Center, Caribbean Cultural Center, 

Teatro Campesino, and other cultural-arts-education organizations too numerous to 

list. (“The Purposeful” 104)  

Moreno Vega ties together culture, arts, and education through the use of hyphens to 

indicate how intertwined these realms are for Afro-Latinx communities. In reclaiming 

their religion and cultural practices, Afro-Latinx people reclaim a legacy of resistance. 

Building altars and joining casas de Ife, or the houses which new initiates join based on 

their godparents, create safe spaces for community empowerment. In meeting people 

proud of their Afro-diasporic cultural heritage, these like-minded people can create 

institutions that resist “Eurocentric cultural oppression” and imagine new ways of 

existing, or work to reinstate forgotten practices that nurture loving relationships and a 
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healthy society. The realms of culture—art, spirituality, literature—are also political 

realms of Afro-Latinx resistance.  

Before beginning the analysis of the text, I want to clarify my treatment of 

Lukumi and African diasporic religion. I am not a santería devotee, and by considering 

how Lukumi impacts the form of Moreno Vega’s life writing, I do not wish to cast 

Lukumi/santería as merely a metaphor or a generalizable genre of life writing. In fact, I 

wish to convey that Lukumi/santería is so integral to Moreno Vega’s writing, and her 

identity in these memoirs, that we can see its influence not only in the content of the text 

but also in its form. During a discussion with her godfather, Elpidio, in The Altar of My 

Soul, Marta wonders, “Was Santería more than a religion? Was it a means of maintaining 

a philosophy? A lifestyle? A new way of re-creating and defining family and 

community?” (133). In writing her life stories, Moreno Vega answers these questions, 

particularly the last one, with a resounding “yes.” In an effort to honor the influence of 

Lukumi/santería in Moreno Vega’s life writing, I argue that santería is the primary lens 

through which the character Marta views her identity and experiences as an Afro-Puerto 

Rican woman born and raised in El Barrio.  

Moreno Vega rejects the characterization of santería and other African religions 

as syncretic by critics such as the early Western scholar of santería, Melville J. 

Herskovits (1937), and community health scholar George Brandon (1993), who argue 

these religions combine the beliefs and rituals of two religions into one. Instead, she sees 

the adoption of Catholic saints and practices into Lukumi as a strategic move. Clark 

similarly argues that the Catholic elements of santería altars are “decorative and 
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nonessential” (“¡No Hay” 21). In Yoruba Philosophy, Moreno Vega writes, “The ability 

to use European symbols as a cover for the African symbols reflects a deep rooted 

philosophical understanding of the inner values and criteria that are central operating 

principles for maintaining an African world view” (180).171 Similarly, I argue that 

Moreno Vega uses the memoir, a Eurocentric genre, as cover for a more Afrocentric view 

of life and writing. 

The organization of Moreno Vega’s memoirs replicates certain ritual practices 

and storytelling techniques from Lukumi/santería. In particular, The Altar of My Soul 

employs the patakí (a parable or “teaching tale” [Altar 12]), and When the Spirits Dance 

Mambo explores the relationship between Lukumi and secrecy to Afro-Puerto Rican 

experiences of womanhood. While both memoirs also feature the presence and invocation 

of several orisha, I do not focus my reading on interpreting the use of particular orisha to 

represent certain characters or ideas.172 Rather, I look at how parables and practices, 

about and made to honor certain orisha, impact the way Moreno Vega writes the story 

and the ways in which she navigates her Afro-Puerto Rican identity as a girl growing up 

in El Barrio and later as an initiate and santera.173  

                                                 
171 See also Altar of My Soul, pp. 1-2. 
172 For this approach, see Valdés. She examines the use of Oshun, often considered the pinnacle of 

femininity, in US, Caribbean, and South American women’s literature. 
173 Initiates are those who worship and have been claimed by an orisha. Santeras are practitioners who have 

gone through the ceremony that allows them to initiate new devotees. 
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Patakí   

Moreno Vega uses the patakí in conjunction with particular ceremonies in The 

Altar of My Soul, so that she can tie together the cultural and political underpinnings of 

African diasporic religion. Each chapter follows a ritual structure comprised of the 

following sections: the patakí, Marta preparing for the ceremony that allowed her to 

initiate future santeras, a portion of Marta’s autobiography, and then “A Message from 

My Elders” or “A Message from My Godparents.” The patakí serves to educate the 

reader about orisha mythology— such as the creation myth and birth of orishas that 

begins Chapter One of the memoir—and provides an entry point into Moreno Vega’s 

own narrative. For example, in Chapter One, she narrates a weekly misa with her 

godchildren which begins with a story about Ellegua, the orisha of the crossroads (12).174 

All ceremonies begin and end by honoring Ellegua, so her choice to begin with this 

orisha reflects that spiritual practice. Through the use of the patakí, Moreno Vega 

educates outsiders about santería, but she also recasts the African diaspora as a desired 

outcome of Yoruba-based religion and not merely a consequence of forced migration due 

to the slave trade. Furthermore, she offers a perspective of Afro-Latina identity that 

valorizes the multi-faceted self and forwards the idea that femininity and womanhood are 

essential actors in African diasporic spirituality. 

The myth of Yemayá, which begins the second chapter of The Altar of My Soul, 

foregrounds the importance of feminine power, both ritually and culturally, and 

                                                 
174 The names of African diasporic orishas are spelled in a variety of ways. I use the spellings that Moreno 

Vega provides in her memoirs, though the spellings between Altar and When the Spirits sometimes differ. 
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imagining a femininity based in curiosity and experimentation. In this patakí, we learn 

that Yemayá, the orisha of the ocean and “mother of creation,” is “the female head of the 

Santería religion” (23). One day, she bores of living in Ile Ife and decides to journey 

west. With her she carries “a mystical potion” to use “only if she found herself in 

imminent danger” (23). When her absence is noted, the king of the orisha, Obatalá, sends 

his army to bring her back. She escapes by using her magic bottle and creating “an 

enormous river that safely drew her out to sea” (23). Instead of violently confronting this 

orisha’s army, she uses non-violent magic to maintain her freedom of mobility. The 

characterization of Yemayá as a willful traveler following her own desires also 

challenges stereotypes of black womanhood. Yemayá is not the steadfast rock who must 

care for her orisha family or sacrifice her desires for the greater good. She is not weak or 

easily dominated, and the patakí does not end by scolding her wanderlust. She creates the 

means (the potion that creates the river) necessary to remain independent and establish 

herself, and Yoruba-based religions, outside of Africa. In fact, Moreno Vega follows this 

patakí with “another legend” that claims that Yemayá is an equal to Olodumare, the 

masculine creator god, since “It was upon her home, the ocean, that Earth was formed” 

(23). Quite literally, femininity is the foundation of the Earth. In addition, Yemayá’s 

domain, the ocean, represents a body of water that cannot be contained, that is constantly 

changing and roiling. Yemayá, like the ocean and the women she represents and 

empowers, is dynamic and multi-faceted. She provides a tale of an inquisitive and 

powerful woman that celebrates those traits rather than acting as a cautionary tale against 

feminine curiosity (e.g. the Greek myth of Pandora). 
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The story of Yemayá also explains the widespread practice of Yoruba-influenced 

religions, recognizing the ways in which women have maintained the religion. Through 

this story, Moreno Vega explains that the existence of Africanity outside of Africa is not 

solely because of white imperialism and the enslavement of Africans in the slave trade,175 

suggesting that the divine will of Yemayá also played a role in the dispersal of Africa’s 

religions and its people. In the story, the orisha journeys “west” and the story ends 

without her returning to Ile Ife, suggesting that she continued her travels west, eventually 

leaving the African continent. In implying that Yemayá is a vector though which Afro-

diasporic spirituality spread to the New Wold, Moreno Vega restores a degree of agency 

to the dispersal of African-centered religions. While one might consider this reading one 

which supports that slavery was “fated” to happen or occurred through the divine will of 

the orishas, I believe that Moreno Vega’s understand of Yorubas-based theology does not 

support this reading. Through this story of a feminine orisha travelling the world, Moreno 

Vega offers another force—a spiritual one—that influences the world rather than trying 

to reimagine slavery as a positive good. Through the story of Yemayá, Moreno Vega 

underscores African agency in the global circulation of Africanity.  

In line with her depiction of Yemayá, Moreno Vega uses patakí to make political 

claims about the sexist world in which we live. While The Altar of My Soul avoids 

discussing in depth issues of sexism and gender segregation by Lukumi practitioners and 

                                                 
175 Robinson makes a similar argument in Black Marxism, refuting the idea that slavery is the defining 

experience of Blackness. As Robin D.G. Kelley writes in the foreword to the 2000 edition, “Robinson, on 

the other hand, takes the same existential condition but comes to different conclusions: slavery did not 

define the Black condition because we were Africans first, with world views and philosophical notions 

about life, death, possession, community, and so forth that are rooted in that African heritage” (Kelley xix).  
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general Lukumi practice,176 Moreno Vega uses patakí to emphasize that Yoruba-based 

spirituality condemns patriarchal oppression. For example, Chapter Five begins with a 

patakí about Ochun, “one of the powerful female orishas.” Moreno Vega prefaces the 

story by telling the reader that her godmother shared it to show how Lukumi “address[es] 

the resiliency and power of women to struggle and thrive against all odds” (89). Ochun, 

the orisha of sweet water, fertility, and love, has been taken up in pop culture and 

scholarship as a feminist icon. For example, in “Hold Up” from the visual album 

Lemonade (2016), Twitter users, bloggers, and traditional scholars read Beyoncé, in a 

bright yellow dress, walking out of a flooded doorway with a baseball bat, as a 

representation of Ochun.177 Certainly she is beautiful but not powerless, and her beauty is 

not conveyed as power—or else she would not need the baseball bat. While some falsely 

paint Ochun as an African Aphrodite, the patakí that Moreno Vega shares highlights 

feminine power and the global harm done when women are not full political participants 

in society. In this case, Ochun is not invited to a secret, all-male orisha meeting and then 

                                                 
176 For example, a santera named Chela shares a patakí about a feud between Orula (a male orisha) and 

Yemayá (a female orisha) regarding the ability to divine. The masculine creator orisha, Olodumare creates 

a compromise in which each orisha has its own realm of divination, which in effect disallows Yemayá from 

practicing all the forms of divination that she knows. Moreno Vega interprets this parable as proof that 

Lukumí does not “replicate the machismo common in the Latino community” (Altar 155). However, I have 

a hard time understanding how a compromise that tells a feminine being she is not allowed to act within the 

realm of a masculine one is much of a compromise. In fact, Chela casts the story as one in which Yemayá 

continues to hold the power to divine through all forms but that she perhaps uses it secretly or subtly, a 

lesson that is similar to the one we teach women about their ability to influence men covertly, with their 

sexuality or trickery, so as not to hurt men’s egos. As the Greek mother in My Big Fat Greek Wedding puts 

it, “The man is the head, but the woman is the neck, and she can turn the head anyway she wants.” In 

addition, the patakí that begins Chapter Seven in The Altar of My Soul begins with the rape of a female 

orisha by her son. There is no commentary about the fact that orisha are capable of the kind of gender-

based violence that men perpetrate against women in the human realm. 
177 See this article for example: https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/what-beyonce-teaches-us-about-the-

african-diaspora-in-lemonade. For recent scholarly work on Beyoncé’s Lemonade, see Wallace (2017), 

Maner (forthcoming) and Tinsley (forthcoming).  

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/what-beyonce-teaches-us-about-the-african-diaspora-in-lemonade
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/what-beyonce-teaches-us-about-the-african-diaspora-in-lemonade
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turned away once she learns of the meeting and tries to attend. Enraged, she “made all the 

women barren and turned the affairs of the world into chaos” (Altar 89). The masculine 

creator orisha, Olodumare, explains to the male orishas that “without women and 

children, the world could not function. Without Ochun, the world would always be in a 

state of confusion.” The anti-machista lesson of the story easily applies to the earthly 

realm of politics and family, asserting that without the perspectives of Afro-diasporic 

women, the world cannot be just or equitable. In real-world terms, this story rejects 

paternalistic narratives in which men argue that they represent the interests of the entire 

family or in which a small sub-section of men can represent the full diversity of 

experiences and opinions of all people. Ochun teaches us that one person cannot “speak 

for” others but must actively amplify and support the voices on the margins.  

For Vanessa K. Valdés, female orishas in African diasporic religions, and Oshun 

in particular, act as “a source of inspiration for creating more full portraits of 

womanhood” (2). While I use the terms “female” and “male” orisha as Moreno Vega 

does in The Altar of My Soul, gender is more complicated than that for spirits. There are 

many caminos (ways/roads) for each orisha which represent their multi-faceted identities. 

While each orisha is primarily male or female, it is possible, for example, for a male 

orisha to have a feminine camino. 178 In Moreno Vega’s memoirs, a “full portrait of 

womanhood” is one in which Yoruba and Hispanophone Caribbean conceptions of 

                                                 
178 Moreno Vega says that Olodumare, the creator, is both male and female in its primary form (Altar 268). 

For some initiates, having their head claimed by an orisha whose gender does not match their own can 

cause them to struggle with feelings about their gender and sexuality (often revealing homophobic and 

sexist sentiment). See Carr, pp. 153-155. 
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femininity coincide. This Afro-Latina womanhood is challenging to actualize in Moreno 

Vega’s stories and, thus, she often portrays it through parables that show what not to do 

or by showing the limitations of conceptions of womanhood that do not incorporate 

simultaneously the racial, cultural, and gendered aspects of her identity. Moreno Vega’s 

invocation of Ochun as the perennial fighter for women and children reoccurs in When 

the Spirits Dance Mambo, when Alma, a woman in an abusive relationship, acts as a 

medium for Ochun in a botánica (a shop that sells herbs and plants used in spiritual 

rituals and for health). In that case, Ochun demands that Alma leave her philandering 

husband for her own sake and the sake of her children. The orisha of sweet water is 

particularly angered because “[she] does not tolerate the abuse of children or women” 

(54). Like the tale about Yemayá, this patakí and Ochun’s message through the medium 

combat conceptions of African diasporic womanhood that valorizes shallow, exotic 

beauty and servile obedience to men. 

In the last patakí in The Altar of My Soul, Moreno Vega emphasizes her fluid 

conception of Afro-Latinidad, based in the multi-faceted natures of Africanity and 

Latinidad. Marta talks about the orisha who “claimed her head,” or takes the dominant 

role in her life as the guardian orisha, Obatalá, ruler of “creativity, truth, and clarity” 

(268). In doing so, she reveals that, like all orishas, Obatalá has different roads, or 

caminos. Each camino has a different name and reflects various aspects of the orisha. 

Thus, each camino is not a different orisha but rather emphasizes one of the many 

characteristics of the orisha. The caminos of the orishas are a spiritual representation of 

the concept of intersectionality. In this case, Marta is claimed by Obatalá Ayáguna, “the 
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young warrior” (241). Her connection to this orisha’s camino explains Marta’s social 

justice-orientation and her warrior spirit, since “The children of this orisha share his 

warlike qualities in their defense of just causes” (241). Marta connects this warrior 

support to her cultural work in building from the ground up El Museo del Barrio and the 

center for Afro-Caribbean culture (CCCADI). By ending with her discussion of the 

multiple caminos of Lukumi deities, Moreno Vega brings together the mosaic-like 

structure of her first memoir. Her experiences and memories, presented through her more 

straight-forward biographical sections, the lessons embedded in Lukumi patakí, and her 

elders’ messages, are a montage that reflect her identities as Afro-Latina, santera, 

madrina (godmother), daughter, mother, scholar, teacher, and cultural activist. 

Secrecy and Afro-Latina Femininity 

In The Altar of My Soul, Moreno Vega shares a patakí which valorizes thoughtful 

silence, telling the initiate, “Beware of people who talk too much and reveal your secrets” 

(215). Moreno Vega talks about secrecy to reveal both the history of Lukumi as a 

wrongfully persecuted religion and to correlate that history towards the secrecy that 

surrounds discussions of Afro-Latina womanhood and femininity. Just as Piri Thomas 

illuminates the tangled web of misogyny, violence, and colorism that he negotiated in 

building his Afro-Latinidad during the 1940s and 1950s, Moreno Vega reveals how anti-

black and machista attitudes created a different experience of Afro-Latina womanhood 

during that same time period. While she grew up in the same time period and facing 

similar issues to Thomas, including the heroin epidemic of the 1950s and the post-World 

War II struggle for civil rights, Moreno Vega’s When the Spirits Dance Mambo reads 
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very differently. Most of her autobiography takes place in her family’s or Abuela’s 

apartments, as ideas of purity and virginity drive her parents’ decisions about the 

opportunities available to the girls in the family.  

The family’s connection to santería goes back to Moreno Vega’s Abuela Luisa. 

By beginning with Abuela’s story in Puerto Rico, Moreno Vega ties her own story to the 

island and to its African roots. In addition, she explores the relationship between Afro-

Latina womanhood, racism, and secrecy in Puerto Rico to provide context for Afro-

Latina experiences in the United States. In the beginning of When the Spirits, an older 

Marta narrates her Abuela Luisa’s life in Puerto Rico before she came to the mainland. 

Abuela’s own grandmother, María de la O, had been born into slavery and had raised the 

dark-skinned Abuela Luisa because she had been abandoned by her light-skinned mother, 

an expression of colorism on the island.179 “‘In those days,’ Abuela explained, ‘to be the 

color of strong dark wood was a burden. To be the color of honey like Tomasa [her 

mother] was a blessing. Tomasa did not want [her] because of [her] color’” (21). Abuela 

Luisa had been a practitioner of santería her whole life, and this, Moreno Vega explains, 

put her in real danger. She identifies the continuing conflation of blackness and labor in 

the wake of the abolition of slavery, the sexual abuse of dark-skinned women, and the 

persecution of santería. She writes, “Even after slavery was abolished in 1873, racism and 

discrimination continued […]. A single black woman was prey to the roving eyes of her 

bosses. If she refused the advances of her white employer, she could be brought to court 

                                                 
179 Refer to my discussion of colorism in Chapter Three. While Thomas demonstrates the reality of light-

skinned privilege in his US-based family, Moreno Vega shows that colorism is a trans-American 

experience. 
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and accused of being una bruja, a witch” (22). Abuela’s Afro-Puerto Rican female body 

and her African diasporic spiritual practices work together to make her vulnerable to 

further oppression in Puerto Rico. Secrecy about her status as a Lukumi practitioner 

becomes a means of physical and spiritual protection that follows her to the US, where 

only the people she trusts know the extent of her belief in the religion. 

The idea that secrecy is a form of protection is prevalent in Lukumi, and Moreno 

Vega shows how this conception of “secrecy as protection” continues even in intimate 

family practices.180 For example, she refers to the Moreno children in When the Spirits 

almost entirely by their nicknames, a common tradition in Latinx families but also 

reflective of santería beliefs in the power of words and naming. Marta is called Cotito or 

Coty, her sister Socorro is called Chachita, and her brother Alberto is called Chachito. 

This multiple naming mirrors the multiple caminos of the orishas. Coty’s mother suggests 

that she has two names for two realms: the formal, birth certificate name faces towards 

institutions, like school and the government, while the nicknames provide cover for the 

kind of person they are at home. She tells Coty, “‘At school you will be Marta Moreno 

and, at home, Cotito’” (When 37). Heredia reads the “dual forms of appellation” as a 

representation of a “bicultural identity” (68). Cotito thinks of the multiple names as 

“some kind of game” similar to “our Catholic saints whose names disguised the ancient 

gods of Africa” (37). In comparing her own neighborhood’s nicknaming practice to those 

of Lukumi, Coty suggests that the nicknames also have a spiritual valence which is part 

                                                 
180 Indeed, naming and word choice are themselves seen as powerful practices used to reveal and conceal 

in the context of santería (Carr 5-6). 
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of a tradition of protection from the colonial institutions that tried to annihilate santería 

practices to present-day institutions, like the school, that also practice cultural oppression. 

However, the use of multiple names in the memoir nods not only to the roots of santería 

but invokes a crucial shared experience among Afro-Latina devotees: the double-edged 

sword of secrecy.  

Certain rituals and experiences are considered secrets between women, building a 

sense of sisterly community. In particular, puberty and menstruation are seen as 

spiritually significant moments where a woman’s power, represented by her menstrual 

blood, are to be respected and feared. The description of the menstruation ritual, as 

shared by Marta’s mother, parallels, in several ways, that of the yaworaje, also known as 

the year in white, in which new initiates follow very specific rules, some generally 

applied to all new members and some tailored to each person based on their itá, or the 

divination that occurs during their initiation.181 For the iyawo [new initiate],182 these 

rituals generally include: avoiding one’s own reflection, wearing only clean, bright white 

clothing (with possible exceptions based on their workplace), not going out after dark, 

abstaining from alcohol and drugs, avoiding the touch of non-devotees, and covering 

their head. These restrictions can last between three months and the entirety of the year in 

                                                 
181 Each devotee’s itá (which Moreno Vega calls a “detailed horoscope”) is recorded in a libreta, or a 

“personal bible” which details the prescriptions from the orishas that the initiate must follow for the rest of 

their lives. For example, Marta’s in The Altar of My Soul tells her that she must stop eating fried foods. See 

pages 249-252 of The Altar to read an example of an itá. See also Clark, Santería, pg. 128.  
182 Clark also notes that the iyawo represents a new wife for the “spirit-husband” (Where 145). 
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white.183 Clark asserts that these restrictions “are designed to protect the iyawo, who is 

considered especially sensitive, from places and situations that are physically, 

emotionally, or spiritually dangerous” (Santería 129). They also place the iyawo in the 

position of a young child. For example, the rule that iyawos can only use spoons (no 

forks or knives) indicates a lack of confidence in their ability to handle dangerous 

situations and also a fear that they could commit greater harm to themselves or others 

than they realize.  

The rituals and restrictions that Mami shares regarding menstruation in When the 

Spirits reveal several similarities to yaworaje, simultaneously protecting the vulnerable 

woman and fearing the power of her menstrual blood.184 For example, Mami emphasizes 

cleanliness, indicating that during the menstrual period, Coty must wash herself three 

times a day and use “the clean white sheet” that her mother will prepare for her use each 

month (When 89). However, Mami also declares that she must not take a bath during this 

time since it is “dangerous” and “can cause locura—craziness.” Similarly, she tells her 

not to wash her hair if possible, since “it is easy to catch a cold during this time” and that 

while she can go outside, she is not allowed to jump (90, 92). Mami says more than once 

that “her friend” is a secret. Marta obsesses over the focus on secrecy, and Chachita 

                                                 
183 The year in white is actually one year and one week long. Refer to Chapter 8 in Clark, Santería and 

Chapter 1 in Carr for more on yaworaje restrictions. See also Chapter 2 in Carr on the widely divergent 

way that these strictures are implemented and policed. 
184 While I could not find much on menstruation in the books on santería that I read, besides a small 

section in Clark’s Where Men Are Wives and Mothers Rule which focused specifically on the role of 

menstruating women during blood sacrifices (116-19), it does seem that some of the taboos around 

menstrual blood are part of Caribbean Yoruba orisha worship and not African Yoruba practices (Murrell 

117). 
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confirms that fertile womanhood is a “club […] filled with mystery and secrecy reserved 

just for us” (90). Like Marta/Cotito/Coty and the orishas, Chachita reveals that 

menstruation also has many caminos, acting as a period of time or a “time-out,” a “curse” 

or a “friend.” The name, “canto el gallo—the rooster has sung,” implies its sexual and 

reproductive purpose (91). However, Marta becomes aware of the possible power of 

menstruation when Mami tells her that she cannot go near Abuela’s altar during her 

period since “the spirits will stay away” (91). Marta’s thoughts reveal the conflicting 

meaning of this prohibition. She asks, “Was this blood so powerful it could keep away 

the spirits?” But along with this feeling of awe, she also wonders if the fact that the spirits 

avoid menstrual blood diminishes Abuela’s altar as “a welcoming, safe space” (91). 

Mami’s matter-of-fact delivery of these proscriptions refuses questioning, doubling down 

on the idea that not only is Marta’s new status secret, but even the reasoning for its 

secrecy is secret. 

However, the secrecy surrounding menstruation opens an avenue for Marta to 

become closer to her sister, as “her peer and not only her little sister” (92). Chachita 

discounts all Mami and Abuela’s teachings as part of “our backward El Barrio world” 

(93). While she discounts certain practices, such as the prohibition against jumping (93), 

she also maintains the most important one: keeping the information about women’s 

menstruation among women, not boys or even girls.185 In doing so, Chachita accepts the 

underlying premise of this secrecy: that menstruation and fertility are powerful and 

                                                 
185 This, of course, is still problematic, particularly for women who do not menstruate, such as transwomen 

or women with medical conditions which do not make menstruation possible.  
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dangerous. Clark reads the taboo against menstruation as located not in a negative 

philosophy of pollution but rather in an Africanized worldview of the “fluctuations of 

power” associated with fertile women (Where 146). It indicates a moment of intense 

spiritual power and vulnerability as well as a reminder of women’s power to create life. 

In society, menstruation also acts a reminder that a girl is now a woman. For the family, 

if their daughter continues to menstruate, it acts as a sign, however imperfect, that their 

daughter has not been sexually active and that her honor, and by association theirs, has 

been maintained. While Coty does not quite grasp the reasoning for this secrecy by the 

end of the chapter, the older Marta’s reflection indicates that the real connection has to do 

with sex and the danger of men. If a man knows you can menstruate, then (theoretically) 

you become a target for their romantic/sexual pursuit (94). Secrecy is a form of 

protection against the predations of men in a machista culture that places women’s 

virginity as an indicator of both men’s sexual prowess and their quality as 

fathers/protectors.  

While secrecy has been used ritually in the religion to protect practitioners and 

resist cultural oppression, for individual Afro-Latina women, secrecy has also been a tool 

of patriarchal and anti-black oppression. For example, Chachita’s experience dating a US 

Black man in secret shows the proscribed way in which secrecy works for Afro-Latina 

women. The model of “secrecy as protection” is paternalist—quite literally dependent on 

the control exerted by a woman’s father (and mother)—staking the woman and the 

family’s reputation on her virginity and obedience. Chachita attempts to use secrecy in a 

different way: to defy the tightly controlled life sanctioned by Afro-Puerto Rican 
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conceptions of womanhood. She uses secrecy to evade unequal gender expectations, 

though ultimately to no avail. Chachita reveals her secret relationship with Joe to Marta a 

week before she leaves for a seven-week summer camp. In order to attend the camp, the 

local Protestant minister had to wear down Chachita’s parents, who tightly control their 

daughter’s clothing choices—“the loose dresses Mami had forced her to wear since she’d 

started taking classes outside our neighborhood” (130)—and access to spaces outside the 

home. In the week before leaving for camp, Marta is stunned by Chachita’s liveliness in 

comparison to her previous sullenness. As Chachita shows Marta the contraband make-up 

and lingerie that she is packing, she reveals her clandestine relationship, “swearing 

[Marta] to secrecy” (131).  

While motivatived partially by fear, Chachita shares her secret with her sister also 

out of a desire to find solidarity in her choice. For Chachita, this secret allows her to 

maintain the image of the good woman that her parents so desperately want, while being 

able to experience the freedom that Afro-Puerto Rican men, like her brother Chachito, 

take for granted. Chachita recognizes that Joe’s identity as a Black American would not 

be accepted by her parents, due both to their racism but also their concern for her 

virginity. She justifies the relationship by noting that “‘He’s un negro, but light,’ 

acknowledging without even thinking about it our [Puerto Rican] culture’s ingrained 

prejudice against dark skin” (131). Marta recounts the emphasis that her parents put on 

“‘adelantar la raza.’ ‘Advancing the race’ by marrying someone with a lighter 

complexion” (131). However, Marta notes that this “unwritten law” was not followed by 

her own mother who had married a dark-skinned man “and had two children that were 
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the color of rich brown cinnamon” (131, 132). This observation suggests that perhaps 

‘advancing the race’ is only a priority for dark-skinned Afro-Puerto Ricans due to their 

lower status in Puerto Rican communities. At one point, Chachita rationalizes away Joe’s 

blackness entirely, pointing out “‘He’s the same color as I am’” (131). By sharing this 

secret of clandestine desire and rebelling against the strictures of Afro-Puerto Rican 

womanhood, Chachita builds a sisterly bond and “revel[s] in the joy of her secret” (132). 

The secret creates a tenuous support system that must replace the support Chachita 

should be getting from her mother and father. By having this secret and ostensibly 

forbidden relationship, Chachita also puts herself in a dangerous position, isolating 

herself from her parents. Though ultimately, the shame and secrecy of female sexuality 

and narratives of blanqueamiento in Afro-Puerto Rican culture are what actually place 

Chachita in a perilous situation. 

Unlike the possibly positive portrayals of secrecy that we see in the treatment of 

menstruation, Chachita’s ability to use secrecy as a tool to attain her own desires is 

limited. First, Mami does not believe that her daughters are entitled to any privacy, since 

“Openly and without apology, Mami often inspected [their] possessions” (132). In 

conceiving of their womanhood as a communal affair, rather than a private one —a 

reflection on the family’s reputation—Mami justifies the surveillance of their sexuality. 

Marta makes clear that Chachita will be found out sooner rather than later, since “In 

[their] home there were no secrets” (132). For Afro-Puerto Rican girls, secrecy is a tool 

of power they can rarely exercise for their social and political advantage, according to 

Moreno Vega. At the confluence of their blackness and Latinidad, Afro-Latina women 
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are even more tightly surveilled and controlled. The tightly proscribed condition of their 

Afro-Latina womanhood—control of their clothing and mobility, the expectations of 

what kinds of romantic partner they would have—makes an agentic deployment of 

secrecy impossible for Cotito and Chachita. For example, Marta explains that her parents, 

“despite the difference in their own skin tones, were clear and unified in their desires for 

our marriage partners: ‘They should be light skinned, have good hair, come from a good 

family, and be Puerto Rican.’ There was no thought, for us girls, of having a boyfriend 

that we would not marry” (133). Marta clearly understands what her life is supposed to 

be. In order to have only one boyfriend-husband (since the first partner can be the only 

partner in their lives), these girls’ lives must be an open-book to their family. Moreno 

Vega highlights that Afro-Latinas’ lack of privacy makes their thoughts, desires, and 

ideas a matter of semi-public record. Afro-Latina women rarely do, say, or think anything 

that belongs only to themselves. Moreno Vega demonstrates that claiming an Afro-Latina 

identity as an individual is quite radical, rejecting Afro-Puerto Rican traditions that erase 

Afro-Latina individuality. And for many, this attempt to claim this independent identity 

ends in failure. 

Through the tragic story of Chachita’s secret relationship, Moreno Vega presents 

the Afro-Latina lives that occur behind closed doors, making public the private pain of 

Afro-Latina women constrained by their blackness and puertorriqueñidad. The real-life 

sister who Chachita represents died young, after years of drug abuse and estrangement 

from Moreno Vega’s family. While ostensibly about her own life, Moreno Vega’s When 

the Spirits provides deeper characterization of her sister, to show the forces that act upon 
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Afro-Latina women, erasing them from the everyday narrative, making them fade into the 

background of their community’s history. In particular, Chachita’s choice to defy the 

norms imposed on her becomes a choice to forfeit the few protections that Afro-Latina 

girls have.186 As Marta debates whether to tell Mami about the secret boyfriend, she 

asserts that by having this clandestine relationship, “My sister had violated my parents’ 

authority as protectors” (150). When Mami finds out that Chachita did not go to camp as 

she said she would, she paints her daughter as “defiant, […] una atrevida [a bold girl]” 

who “In her sneaky way, […] tries to get what she wants” (153). In this quote, Mami 

condemns Chachita for having individual desires and acting independently to attain them, 

something she would never say about Chachito. In addition, this description of Chachita 

parallels that of Yemayá—an independent and resourceful spirit.  

However, rather than celebrate Chachita’s independence as a facet of her 

femininity, her family, drawing upon Catholic-inflected beliefs of purity and constrained 

femininity, condemns her and uses violence and an even more intrusive control over her 

life. After being severely beaten by her father upon her return to the home, her father then 

forces her to marry her boyfriend, perhaps treating her marriage to a US Black man as an 

additional punishment for her actions. In fact, Abuela refuses to go to the wedding, 

saying that it “went against the desires of her spirit guides” (206). In this way, Abuela 

                                                 
186 Heredia reads the aftermath of Chachita’s lie, the beating and her forced marriage to Joe, as less about 

losing her status as a woman worth protecting and more the culture of ‘el qué dirán/what will others say’ 

but also suggests that the parents see Chachita as “a traitor to the family” due to her independence seeking 

and her awareness about the fraternization between Black and Puerto Rican residents (72). 
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indicates that the orisha and ancestral spirits do not approve of the oppression of women 

and that femininity should not be controlled and defined in paternalist ways. 

When Marta reveals to Chachita that she divulged her secret, Chachita responds 

with quiet submission, not anger. She says, “‘Sooner or later, I would have had to 

confront the situation. I’m tired of being a prisoner in my own house because I’m not 

trusted. […] Mami and Papi have already determined my future,’ she went on, ‘It doesn’t 

matter what I think or want’” (160-61). By describing herself as a prisoner, Chachita 

shatters the image of benevolence that her mother constructs as justification for their 

controlling behavior. As Marta and her mother help her tend to her wounds, Marta is 

“afraid to touch her” bleeding and bruised face. The fear of her womanly blood mirrors 

that of women’s menstrual blood in both the Moreno household and African diasporic 

spiritual beliefs. While Clark writes that menstrual blood is feared in blood sacrifices 

since it represents the failure of life, I read Chachita’s blood in this instance as a bold 

assertion of life. The blood, in demanding a full experience of life and love, represents 

the powerful truth of women’s oppression in her Afro-Puerto Rican household and El 

Barrio in general. In the patriarchal conception of Afro-Puerto Rican femininity, secrecy 

and desire are no different from deception and betrayal. The blood of Chachita’s 

suffering is a powerful reminder of the prison of feminine gender expectations. It begs for 

a different model of Afro-Latinidad.  

TEXTUAL INCARNATIONS OF ESPIRITISMO 

When finishing The Altar of My Soul, I wondered about the prophecy that Moreno 

Vega would become an espiritista (a medium for spirits) like her Abuela (184-5). Unlike 
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other prophecies, such as the one that she would become a madrina (a godmother who 

initiates santeras) with many godchildren, Moreno Vega does not affirm that this 

prediction came true. However, I read Moreno Vega’s life writing as a way of fulfilling 

that prophecy. Her life writing channels her egun (ancestors/spirits), particularly the 

women who continue to struggle with the choices and lack of choices they had to 

navigate while living, like her sister Chachita. Moreno Vega uses espiritismo in two ways 

in her life writing. In Altar, espiritismo drives the plot.187 The narrator describes several 

different visitations from women, like her mother and sister, who facilitate her journey to 

becoming a santería. In When the Spirits, espiritismo is a frame showing the reader the 

way in which the past and present, the living and spirits co-exist. In particular, music acts 

as a medium for the egun and the orishas, facilitating spiritual and cultural possessions 

within the book. In this way, espiritismo centers Afro-Latina voices and establishes Afro-

Latinidad as a playful engagement between race and culture, embodiment and the 

intangible. 

Possessing the Plot: Espiritismo in The Altar of My Soul 

In the introduction to The Altar of My Soul, Moreno Vega defines espiritismo as 

“ancestor worship,” but this definition is complicated as she recounts her journey to 

Lukumi (2). According to Clark, the contemporary practice of spirit possession in Puerto 

Rico and the Caribbean is based both on the earlier Yoruba practice of Egungun—in 

which masked dancers would channel the spirits of the community’s descendants—and 

                                                 
187 Indeed, Moreno Vega suggests that her mother’s visitation is the reason for When the Spirits Dance 

Mambo since it “forc[ed] her to recall [her] childhood encounters with spirits” (Altar 111). 
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the 1950s Spiritist Movement.188 In this iteration, individual ancestor spirits became more 

generalized into categories such as the Gypsy [lighter-skinned, Arabic appearing figure], 

the Kongo [dark-skinned African], and the Madam, all of which appear in Moreno 

Vega’s life writing (Clark, Santería 85-86). Some people, like Abuela Luisa, are 

espiritistas, mediums who can speak to certain spirits (Altar 84). In the documentary, 

Cuando los espíritus bailan mambo (2002), José Millet describes at least ten different 

versions of espiritismo, some which allow people to act as mediums for the orishas (e.g. 

Changó, Oshun), others that allow people to act as mediums for the dead, and still others 

that allow a specific spirit to speak through the medium for the purpose of mutual 

spiritual elevation. For example, Abuela Luisa, in When the Spirits, can channel one of 

her guardian spirits, Juango, who is also the Kongo figurine on her bóveda [espiritista 

altar] (190), and, as discussed in the previous section, the abused woman, Alma, channels 

the orisha Oshun in a botánica (53). For Marta, espirtismo provides an avenue for Abuela 

and Mama to advance her spiritual journey, providing a woman-centered and woman-led 

spirituality that ties together both African and Caribbean influences. 

By engaging with feminine spirits and woman ancestors at several different points 

in the initiation process, Moreno Vega demonstrates that Lukumi “is an essentially 

feminine religion that valorizes female attitudes and practice,” placing women at its heart 

(Clark, Where 145). This woman-centric focus contests the masculinist focus of Afro-

Latino writers like Schomburg and Thomas, showing us that their historical and political 

                                                 
188 Also known as the Kardec movement, led by Allen Kardec (born H. Leon Denizard Rivail). 
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foci foreclosed certain feminist Afro-Latinidades. Moreno Vega’s spiritual-cultural 

conception of Afro-Latinidad reveals the individual experiences of Afro-Latina women 

and their struggle to assert a coherent, respected identity, since they were often struggling 

not only to integrate their Blackness and Latinidad but also to generate a positive 

definition of femininity not based in weakness and lack.  

Indeed, men play a small role in The Altar of My Soul altogether. While Marta 

discusses her father earlier in the memoir when recounting her childhood and the rupture 

among the members of her immediate family, his only other mention comes when 

Marta’s mother talks about the limitations placed on her by her husband’s strict 

adherence to machismo. And while Marta’s husband is important in the first quarter of 

the memoir, after their divorce, he begins to build another family and “grew distant” (61). 

The most influential man in the memoir is Elipidio, Marta’s padrino [godfather], who 

provides patakí and spiritual guidance along with her madrina, Zenaida. Since this book 

is meant to educate the audience and paint Lukumi in a better light, this woman-centered 

reading of the religion counters the common conception that all religions, particularly one 

where certain roles (e.g. Babalawos) are reserved for men, disempower women. In fact, 

Moreno Vega’s memoir chooses not to center her life story around the actions and 

concerns of men. As the men in her life fade out of the story, we see a fuller picture of 

Marta and her female ancestors. It appears that part of Marta’s spiritual health requires a 

strong, nuanced understanding of the women in her life, a life full of purpose independent 

of heterosexual romance. 
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In fact, Moreno Vega’s choice to pursue Lukumi initiation comes after a visit 

from her mother’s spirit, in which she learns about her mother’s idea that she failed to 

properly navigate scripts of racism, machismo, and spirituality for herself and her 

children. Through this encounter, Marta learns about her mother’s regrets: being unable 

to follow her dream of becoming a nurse, her choice not to combat the machismo in her 

own home and to provide her daughters with the opportunities that their brother received, 

and refusing to accept her destiny to be a medium as indicated to her by the orishas (Altar 

91). Mama had been chosen to be a medium like her father, and her father’s early death 

had been blamed on his refusal to follow his destiny. Believing that the spirits had killed 

her father and simultaneously telling herself that orisha worship was “superstitious” 

nonsense, Moreno Vega writes that her mother “shunned the spirits” and fled to New 

York (91). Speaking through the espiritista, Marta’s mother, believing that the family’s 

multigenerational refusal to follow the orishas’ desires had torn them apart, tells her that 

her journey to santería will restore the family (85).  

There are also troubling gender politics revealed in the encounter with Mami’s 

spirit. The impact of systemic racism and sexism are sometimes underdiscussed in the 

context of the Afro-Latinx family, with individual decisions blamed on the influences of 

the orishas or less-elevated ancestor spirits. For example, her mother’s spirit blames her 

selfish desire not to become a medium for her son’s womanizing and her eldest 

daughter’s drug abuse (92), rather than talk about the ways in which harmful conceptions 

of masculinity and femininity impacted those outcomes. At the same time, Moreno Vega 

suggests that the act of perpetuating machista beliefs also contributed to her family’s 
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spiritual decay. Growing up, Marta and her sister “learned that part of being a woman 

required that we quietly accept being less favored,” which harmed their relationship with 

their parents and their brother (Altar 95). After her mother’s revelations, Marta realizes 

that “she [her mother] had been trapped in the traditions of her time” (93-94). The 

harmful traditions of gender-based oppression that they experienced made apparent to 

them “certain contradictions about the roles of men versus those of women” (94). The use 

of the term, “contradictions,” applied by previous authors, such as Colón and the Young 

Lords Party, in its socialist sense—that particular classes, such as the working-class and 

the bourgeoisie, have irreconcilable views that can only be settled through struggle—

Moreno Vega uses the term differently to discuss issues of sexism. Many of the 

contradictions she points to reflect common Latina feminist critiques of machismo—the 

expectation that men must only provide a paycheck and do not have further 

responsibilities to the family, for instance. These contradictions always benefit men, 

never women, reading more like double standards than actual contradictions. There are 

no actual contradictions between the roles of men and women; rather there are structures 

that make masculinity a much preferable gender identity. 

Moreno Vega also uses her visit with her mother, and her subsequent visits with 

her sister, to forward an Afro-Latinx conception of time and healing, which provides the 

opportunity for the spirits of the dead to know peace. By taking seriously the overlapping 

existence of the spirits and the living, then the pain of family members like her sister, 

Socorro/Chachita, could be alleviated even in death. Moreno Vega tells us that in later 

misas [services], she met her sister’s spirit and saw how her prayers and spiritual growth 
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had lessened “her confusion and grief” (Altar 93). In conceiving of healing and health, 

Moreno Vega sees the health of the ancestral spirits as intimately tied to the health of the 

living. A Yoruba conception of time and space, that “the cosmos is singular […] with 

visible and invisible elements” (Clark, Santería 31), provides a way for those wronged 

and in pain to find comfort after death. This message could easily be used in the ways in 

which Abrahamic religions, like Christianity or Islam, have done: to minimize pain and 

suffering in this world and promise something better once one has passed into the 

invisible realm of the world. After all, if Chachita could be healed after death, then does 

it matter that she suffered systemic racism, sexism, and substance abuse while alive? For 

Moreno Vega and santería devotees, the answer must be “yes.” Since “spiritual energy 

can be inherited,” “ancestral history” is essential to the present (96). Moreno Vega 

emphasizes that the suffering of the past must inform our present and challenges each 

generation of santeras to create a better, more just world for the living and the spirits, 

through spiritual community and political activism. 

The espiritista scenes in Altar lead her to reflect on the relationship between 

tradition and change in African diasporic religions in relation to her Afro-Latinidad, 

though she offers few answers for these abstract ideas. As discussed earlier, Moreno 

Vega views santería as a dynamic religion, adapting to new challenges and changing 

times. Thus, she imagines Afro-Latina identity as similarly dynamic, based not only on 

bodily experiences but spiritual ones. She rejects the connection between conservativism 

and tradition usually associated with religion, writing, “The need to move on, to re-create 

and transform our reality, does not disrespect our past but rather honors it” (Altar 96). 
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Moreno Vega asserts that Afro-Latinx communities and families must embrace a 

tradition of change and transformation in line with their African ancestors. This claim 

walks a fine line, telling the reader that they must both respect their ancestors and their 

past while recognizing that a major part of that past is the willingness to change, to 

question, and to transform their cultures, norms, and politics. For Moreno Vega, Afro-

Puerto Rican identity is fluid by default, maintaining cultural and spiritual practices that 

strengthen all members of the community, while being critical enough to recognize 

internal and external threats to justice. As Heredia writes, “the spirits function as a 

vehicle for change and self-understanding in the present moment although they are 

associated with a past” (67). Moreno Vega writes, “The conversation with my mother 

made me aware that I had to view my role as a black Puerto Rican woman differently” 

(94). Her role would be to reclaim the spiritual legacy that her mother and Abuela had 

hidden, through her life writing, and to teach her sons “more liberated ways of thinking,” 

so that “they would behave as equal partners in the family and in their future 

relationships” (94). She also offers her work building Afro-Caribbean cultural institutions 

as a part of this act of healing, though not explicitly. Interestingly, Marta’s reflections on 

healing revolve around the family with no clear idea of what this healing might look like 

on a larger scale.   

“When the spirits dance mambo, I know that our memories live”: Espiritismo and 

Music 

Beyond driving the plot and providing a means for the reader to see Marta’s 

negotiation of her Afro-Puerto Rican womanhood, Moreno Vega’s memoirs textually 
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facilitate the spirits of her ancestors by overlapping the past and the present and 

presenting music as a means of spiritual transportation. In When the Spirits Dance 

Mambo, Moreno Vega’s “memories take [her] on a spiritual, musical voyage to El 

Barrio” (2). Moreno Vega highlights the co-existence of the past and the present and the 

incorporation of santería practices and beliefs in the popular culture of both the 

historically Latino and historically Black sections of Harlem.189 As Heredia writes, “The 

fluidity of the physical borders between the Puerto Rican Spanish (East) Harlem and 

African American (West) Harlem in New York City speaks to the conviviality of people 

sharing musical tastes” (76). By providing espiritismo, a spiritual practice related to but 

also separate from Lukumi, as a framing structure for the memoir, Moreno Vega 

highlights the way that the ancestors and the spirits speak through literature and music, 

portraying Afro-Latinidad as an identity of call-and-response.  

In an essay in The Afro-Latin@ Reader, Moreno Vega traces the connection 

between the arrival of santería in New York and its influence on important musicians in 

the traditions of jazz and mambo. As she notes, “The presences of Cuban musicians such 

as ‘Machito’ Grillo and Mario Bauzá, founder of the Afro-Cubans Orchesta, influenced 

Afro-American jazz as well as Latin music. Bauzá’s introduction of the master Afro-

Cuban drummer Chano Pozo to Dizzy Gillespie, and the incorporation of Chano Pozo—

an initiate of Afro-Cuban religions—into Dizzy’s orchestra, opened new musical 

                                                 
189 Heredia also examines the relationship between “an alternative non-Western religion and popular music 

in the representation of an Afro-Latina identity” (63). Providing the only other sustained study of Moreno 

Vega’s When the Spirits Dance Mambo, Heredia argues that the influence of Abuela Luisa’s spiritual 

practices and musical tastes influence Cotito, paving the way for her to “[mature] into a confident young 

woman of color or Afro-Latina in the United States” (65). 
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horizons in African American jazz” (“The Yoruba” 246). In fact, she argues that 

Gillespie “further […] popularize[d] traditional Afro-Cuban music” and “throughout his 

career” included “the music of Santería” (246). In 1956, Tito Puente “introduced Yoruba 

chants for the first time in contemporary commercial recordings in New York City” 

(247). For Moreno Vega, Afro-Latinidad is infused in the music created by US Black and 

Afro-Caribbean artists in Harlem.  

The first words of the memoir are commands, directed towards the reader, 

insisting that they let the Afro-Latinx music of her childhood invade their body and 

soul.190 She uses second-person commands to evoke the rhythmic feeling of an espiritista 

ritual, complete with heartbeat-like drumming (“the ta-ta-ta, ta-ta of the clave”) (1). 

While she identifies the music as mambo, the description parallels the batá drum 

ceremonies that she describes in The Altar of My Soul. In that memoir, Marta talks about 

“the mind-altering power of music in African-based religions in the New World” (75). In 

describing the “sacred batá drums” played during drumming ceremonies, she describes 

“The drums’ piercing beats echo[ing] the rhythmic patterns of the heart” (75). While 

Moreno Vega notes that these drums can only be played by men according to Lukumi 

tradition, she uses them metaphorically several times in When the Spirits, particularly in 

moments that center women. By tying together drumbeats and heartbeats, the memoir’s 

“spiritual, musical voyage to El Barrio,” blurs the line between the body and the spirit, a 

                                                 
190 Recent scholarship comments on the connection and collaboration among US Black and Afro-

Caribbean musicians. Refer to Moreno Vega’s essay in The Afro-Latin@ Reader, Heredia, Transnational 

Latina Narratives and “Latin Jazz,” Diouf and Nwankwo, and García for more on Afro-Latinx influences 

on the Harlem music scene in the 1940s and 50s. 
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line that does not exist in Lukumi and espiritismo. Narrated by an older version of Marta, 

she writes that through what she sees as decidedly Afro-Latinx music (mambo), “[her] 

body recalls [her] childhood” (When 2). Similarly, to begin the second chapter, the elder 

Marta recounts, “There are occurrences from my childhood in El Barrio that echo 

throughout my body as if they happened yesterday” (25). By using espiritismo as a plot 

device and a frame, Moreno Vega represents literarily her multiple identities and the 

Yoruba-based conception of time that allows six-year-old Marta and 50-year-old Marta to 

coexist alongside other humans, the orisha, and the dead. In Moreno Vega’s memories 

multiple locations, memories, and identities coincide. Rather than thinking about her 

Africanity and Latinidad as intersecting ideas, she views them as overlapping, each 

constitutive of the other.  

The elder Marta frames When the Spirits using music as a catalyst. She asserts, 

“Memories are the musical notes that form the composition of our souls. Feelings 

churned by memory connect us to the past, help us treasure the present, and can even 

reveal to us our future” (2). Each chapter is cast as a note in a song, beginning with the 

lyrics of famous Afro-Caribbean music. The inclusion of these musical lyrics revises 

music history, “subtly tracing a transnational history of mambo” which, Heredia argues, 

restores the place of Afro-Latinas in that male-dominated account (74, 75). Through 

descriptions of Afro-Caribbean music and imagery of thunder, the sea, and the orishas 

Yemayá and Changó (When 2), Marta evokes the memories of her family, particularly 

her Abuela’s weekly ritual cleansing of the bóveda. As described earlier, the bóveda is a 

particular shrine “used by espiritistas to pray and meditate in an effort to maintain 
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connections with their spirit guides,” in this case, “highly evolved spirituals beings” 

working for “mutual spiritual elevation” (Clark, Santería 89).191 For Abuela Luisa and 

Marta, this means maintaining relationships with her guardian spirits, Juango (Kongo), 

La Gitana (Gypsy), and Rosario del Sol (Madama/“young mulatta”) (Moreno Vega, 

When 190, 193, 262-63). While performing the weekly cleansing ritual, Abuela tells 

Cotito that “the right music calls the spirits” (8). While performing her ritual cleaning, 

Abuela plays the Afro-Latinx music of Tito Puente, Machito, Graciela, and others. The 

older Marta recounts how “Celia Cruz brought Africa to our home,” emphasizing how 

Africanity influenced her experiences with family and the way she experienced her 

music-saturated world (2). In remembering this childhood ritual of assisting her Abuela, 

the feelings of the older Marta, writing in the 2000s, mix with her six-year-old self’s 

feelings, unaware of the spiritual meaning behind the weekly cleansing of the bóveda. 

Just as Celia Cruz takes the elder Marta back to the 1940s and to her African ancestry, 

music can transport Abuela “back to Puerto Rico to relive important moments with 

family members no longer with us” (11). Through music, Abuela feels that she can 

transport herself physically and spiritually to the island and the family she left behind.  

Music can connect family with their African and Puerto Rican ancestors, but 

music is also essential to public ceremonies in Cuba and El Barrio that bring together the 

                                                 
191 Marta’s mother and sister could be read as some of the “less pure spirits” that visit the living “in an 

effort to be cleansed and released from lingering impurities” (Clark, Santería 93). Moreno Vega reads her 

visit as an attempt to elevate the family’s guardian spirits: “the guardian angels she [Marta’s mother] had 

tried so hard to keep at bay were causing confusion and destruction in our family. These spirits were at the 

lowest tier of spiritual enlightenment. […] My mother felt that due to her neglect, these disoriented spirits 

had attached themselves to my brother and sister, causing Alberto’s womanizing and Socorro’s drug abuse” 

(Altar 92). 
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spirits of the living, the dead, and the orisha. These scenes in Cuba and Apollo Theater 

reflect the call-and-response conception of Afro-Latinidad. In a key scene, Moreno Vega 

frames an Afro-Caribbean music concert that Cotito attends with her brother through the 

experience of spirit possession. The concert, as performed by the mambo greats of 

Spanish Harlem at the Apollo Theater of historically Black West Harlem, shares 

similarities to Lukumi ceremonies that call the spirits, particularly the batá drum 

ceremony. This ceremony entices the orishas “to come down to Earth and take over the 

consciousness” of espiritistas, but it also “draws practitioners into the spirit world,” 

emphasizing the comingling of the visible and invisible realms (Moreno Vega, Altar 75). 

At this concert of Afro-Latinx musical giants, Moreno Vega’s writing evokes the same 

electricity, spirituality, communal connection, and spirit presence that she witnessed at 

the drum ceremonies she attended in Cuba. Afro-Latina singers at the concert, such as 

Graciela and Celia Cruz, sing and dance for aché [spiritual energy] and the orisha (When 

246). These Afro-Latinx musicians become “gods and goddesses,” playing in a space 

where Blackness and Latinidad mingle and weave together seamlessly, creating a space 

of Afro-Latinidad (247). The women singing at the concert appear to be physical 

representations of Abuela and Cotito’s guardian spirits. For instance, Cotito compares 

Cruz to “the figurine of the Spanish dancer that graced [her] Abuela’s altar” and imagines 

her as “[her] gitana, [her] gypsy spirit” (241). Coty compares the effect of Celia’s music 

to possession and calls her “the high priestess of song” (241, 242). She claims that “The 

hypnotic live music infused and took over [her] body” (243). As Cruz continues her 

mesmerizing dance and song, the drums begin to play “a low, reverent African rhythm 
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[…] replicating the sound of [her] heart” (242). Cruz honors the warrior gods, Elégua and 

Ogun, and Marta describes these Yoruba divinities as “warrior spirits that had traveled 

from Africa to Harlem,” implying that these deities now reside with the children of the 

African diaspora in the Americas (242).192 

Moreno Vega repeatedly uses the language of possession to describe her 

experience at the concert. She uses words, such as “enthralled,” “possessed,” 

“entrancing,” and “paralyzed” to describe how she, her brother, and the audience react to 

the performers (241-43). The scene continuously employs the image of thunder and 

“rhythmic pounding” to describe the musical environment, paralleling the santería drum 

ceremonies (Altar 75, When 241, 242, 244). Using the traditional call and response 

method of espiritista drum ceremonies, the crowd responds to Celia Cruz’s question, “De 

qué color son tus bembas?” with an answer that “roared through the Apollo like rolling 

thunder” (When 241). In the batá drum rituals, “voices chant and escalate, causing the 

steps of the dancers to quicken,” and the same occurs at the Apollo when Graciela and 

Machito play their song, “Tanga,” “pushing the crowd to a state of sublime ecstasy. 

Pulled by an invisible force, the audience became part of the show” (Altar 75, When 245-

46). This description of the spiritual elevation created through these mambo greats shows 

the ways in which African diasporic music, based in rhythmic drumming and call and 

response, entice all the spirits of this world, creating a space for the celebration of Afro-

Latinx identity and the rejection of the view of it as an unsolvable ethno-racial puzzle. As 

                                                 
192 While the Africanity of these Latin beats is heavily emphasized, Moreno Vega does, at one point, 

project a certain image of racial harmony reached through this spiritual-musical experience, asserting that 

“the spirit of mambo” brings people of all races together (When 244). 
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Maggie Sale asserts, “Call-and-response patterns provide a basic model that depends and 

thrives upon audience performance and improvisation, which work together to ensure that 

the art will be meaningful or functional to the community” (41). Through call-and-

response methods used by the musicians and Moreno Vega’s recollections, mambo and 

memoir become meaningful ways to build the Afro-Latinx community. Through this 

celebration of spiritual-cultural practices—Afro-Caribbean music and Lukumi drum 

ceremonies—Moreno Vega portrays the harmony of Africanity and Latinidad, in which 

Africanity does not strive to join with Latinidad. Rather, both identities call to each other. 

CONCLUSION 

The memoir ends with the same ceremony that it began with – the cleaning of the 

bóveda. As Abuela Luisa begins her “transition into the realm of the spirit world” (264), 

Cotito cares for her bóveda and experiences the presence of her guardian spirits as 

Abuela dies. For Marta, Abuela’s altar room is “a mosaic reflecting the spirituality and 

history of Abuela’s journey to El Barrio” (263). While tending to the physical needs of 

the altar, she listens to the music and realizes how the physicality of the bóveda rituals 

connect to the spiritual essence of the African-inspired music of mambo. She writes, 

“Spirit comes in many forms, and one of the most beautiful is the spirit that lives in 

music. […] Spirit calls—espíritus llaman; the music calls—la música llama. We must 

respond” (265). Moreno Vega frames her negotiation of African and Latinx cultures 

through the important tradition of call and response in African-descended communities in 

the US, Caribbean, and Latin America. Rather than frame these two identities as in 

contradiction or conflict, she instead views their connection as playful and mutually 
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engaging.  By exploring her Afro-Latina life story and identity through the lens of 

spirituality and culture, Moreno Vega combats the masculinist considerations of identity 

negotiation that we see in the works of Schomburg, Thomas, Colón, and the Young Lords 

Party. Instead of placing her multiple identities in contention, trying to figure out, as 

Thomas does, whether she “feels” Black or Puerto Rican, Moreno Vega shows how 

Africanity and Latinidad are mutually embedded in her conception of Afro-Latinidad. 

Her multiple identities are caminos that reflect a wide variety of perspectives, 

experiences, and beliefs—Black, Latinx, US-born, colonial subject, santera, parent, 

daughter—without which Marta would be incomplete. 
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Conclusions: Looking Forward 

Afro-Latinx history, literature, and people have never been more visible in popular 

culture. While my dissertation has shown that Afro-Latinx writers and organizers have 

had a long and influential history in the US and Caribbean, the world is becoming 

increasingly aware of the contemporary reality of Afro-Latinx cultures and communities. 

For example, Afro-Caribbean baseball players, like the legendary Roberto Clemente 

(Afro-Puerto Rican), have been increasingly recognized for their role in the US civil 

rights movements.193 Remezcla, a blog focused on Latinx culture and news, celebrates the 

proliferation of Afro-Latina narratives by telling us about “8 Authors Bringing Afro-

Latina Stories to the Forefront.”194 In and out of the academy, Afro-Latinx lives are being 

put in the spotlight, so in this dissertation, I hope to have placed this newfound interest 

into a larger literary history of Afro-Latinx communities. 

My analysis acts not only as the first book-length project about Afro-Latinx life 

writing but also argues that Afro-Latinx communities have their own literary history 

outside of but also in conversation with US Black, US Latinx, and Caribbean literary 

histories. In addition, I have illuminated the ways that Afro-Latinx life writing is 

inflected by the archival legacy of Arturo Schomburg, Jesús Colón, Piri Thomas, and 

Young Lords Party figures such as Richie Perez and Juan González. In doing so, my 

project uses the writers themselves as theorists of their own lives and life writing 

                                                 
193 And while Afro-Caribbean players are an even larger part of the Major League Baseball League now, 

their political work is certainly less public and less controversial. 
194 Refer to Rebecca J. Garcia’s post from March 2018: http://remezcla.com/lists/culture/afro-latina-

authors/. 
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theorists. In these four chapters, I have focused on how a collection of Afro-Latinx 

writers use and theorize life writing capaciously-understood to explore how they formed 

their identities. These writers also reflect on the ways that Afro-Latinx lives have been 

represented and how their own lives challenge those representations. Furthermore, these 

writers challenge the form of life writing both through the content of their lives and the 

form of their works.  

In looking towards the future of this project and the larger field of Afro-Latinx 

literary studies, I have four insights: First, that to use the “-x” ending, more needs to be 

done to explore writing and writers that resist the gender binary; second, that we must 

shift focus from definitions of Afro-Latinidad concerned primarily with integrating 

blackness into Latinidad; and third, that the transnational nature of Afro-Latinidades be 

better examined; and fourth, that the increasing popularity of genetic ancestry tests and 

genetics-informed conceptions of culture be studied.  

The influence of gender in conceptions of Afro-Latinidades and in the ways we 

approach studies of Afro-Latinx writers may account for some of my findings in this 

dissertation more than might appear in the bodies of these chapters. For example, in 

looking over a century of writing, one could argue that my dissertation shows the move 

from more explicitly political conceptions of Afro-Latinidad towards more culturally-

concerned definitions, that see the cultural, spiritual, and political as difficult to delineate. 

However, the political vs. cultural models of Afro-Latinx life writing may be more 

closely related to gender, rather than time period, since Moreno Vega’s writing, while 

composed at the turn of the millennium, covers the same time period as Thomas’s 
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memoirs. Of course, since my work only examines one Afro-Latina writer, I am hesitant 

to make either conclusion. While I originally planned to consider Moreno Vega’s work in 

conversation with Raquel Cepeda’s Bird of Paradise: How I Became Latina (2013), I 

found that their writing, particularly in regards to race and spirituality, did not overlap in 

the way I had originally thought they would. In fact, Moreno Vega’s book may be better 

put in conversation with Irete Lazo’s The Accidental Santera (2008), an autobiographical 

novel, about a scientist who ends up initiating into santería. In many ways, Lazo’s novel 

is exploring the draw of santería for Puerto Rican women in ways that Moreno Vega’s 

does not. Current Afro-Latinx literary studies projects do not provide as nuanced 

examinations of Afro-Latina writing or of queer and gender-nonconforming people. For 

example, the writers I look toward, with perhaps the exception of Thomas, have little or 

no critical thinking about the gender binary or cisheterosexism. While queer of color 

works that focus on Afro-Latinx people are out there, such as Blacktino Queer 

Performance (2016), there are no published memoirs by Afro-Latinx writers of which I 

am aware, and this limits the kinds of Afro-Latinidades that I outline in this study. 

However, queer voices are being presented in a variety of genres, and as scholars, our 

responsibility is to consider the ways in which Afro-Latinx people who challenge the 

gender binary choose to represent themselves and why certain genres are more or less 

accessible for certain voices. 
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In addition to pursuing more intersectional analyses of Afro-Latinx writing, more 

can be done to more fully integrate Africanity and Latinidades.195 The introduction to 

Manteca!: An Anthology of Afro-Latin@ Poets (2017) uses the poetry of Nuyorican Tato 

Laviera to argue that “Afro-Latin@ is at once a personal statement as well as a 

commentary that has transnational implications” (Castillo-Garsow xxi).196 For the 

anthology’s editor, Laviera clearly believes that Africa is “a non-negotiable part of 

Latinidad both in Puerto Rico and Central Park” (xxi). However, the discussion in Afro-

Latinx studies is often about how to integrate blackness into Latinidad,197 and my 

dissertation in many ways continues that focus, with the exception of the Moreno Vega 

chapter, which suggests that Blackness and Latinidad coexist in the same way that 

genders, paths, and other dimensions of identity coexist in Lukumi. In looking forward, I 

believe that to understand Afro-Latinidades as discrete experiences, we need to consider 

more fully how blackness is not only constitutive of Latinidad but also how Latinidad is 

constitutive of blackness. I see Piri Thomas as a helpful place to begin this conversation.  

His unpublished writings on Puerto Rico show his relationship as an Afro-Puerto 

Rican from the Barrio to Puerto Rico and the island’s independence movement.198 In the 

                                                 
195 Indeed, it may be more useful for me to think of this term as “Latinities,” a term coined by Claudia 

Milian, which sheds the baggage of Latinidad, denoting “a working ambiguity… that does not conceal, 

reject, or erase its uncertainty and equivocation” (6). 
196 Several Afro-Latinx studies scholars use “@” as opposed to “x” to represent gender equity, though 

those who use “x” would argue that “@” adheres to the gender binary. 
197 Antonio Lopez defines afrolatinidad as “the social difference of blackness in Anglo white supremacy 

and Latino white supremacy” (5). 
198 Thomas spent a significant amount of time in Puerto Rico working in drug addiction recovery 

programs. He created a program called La Nueva Raza (The New Race) that worked essentially as a peer 

support program – formerly addicted men counseling other men in recovery. In fact, according to 

documents found in Thomas’s archive at the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Thomas 

wanted to pursue a doctoral program in psychology at the University of Puerto Rico, receiving a 
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outline of an unpublished play, Piri goes to Puerto Rico and is shown “the real Puerto 

Rico” by a tourist worker and independence organizer.199 He describes Puerto Rico as 

“the Barrio in living color and with gorgeous beaches, only worse because it’s kept that 

way and exploited by a ‘foreign invader.’” He becomes more influential in the movement 

until, at the play’s end, Piri “emerges as a potential leader.” However, instead of taking 

up that mantle, he “re-evaluates” his place in the island movement, still feeling “like an 

outsider, an American…of Puerto Rican descent…but an American, child of the New 

York barrio” (ellipses his). Ultimately, he determines that he is “better trained for Barrio 

work.” In considering the relationship of the Afro-Latinx writers to the Caribbean and 

Latin America, and not only the United States, we can better understand the transnational 

roots of their experiences. As Piri points out in the dozens scene, the colonial oppression 

of Puerto Rico is just as integral to Afro-Latino oppression in the Barrio as anti-black 

racism is. 

Taking seriously the connection between the colonial oppression of Puerto Rico 

and the conditions of the Barrio requires a strong transnational focus in Afro-Latinx 

literary studies. To have a truly transnational approach, one must consider the 

relationship of US Afro-Latinx writers to Caribbean and Latin American cultural and 

political heritage. Vanessa K. Valdés’s recent study on Arturo Schomburg, which I 

engage with in Chapter One, is an excellent model of this kind of scholarship. For 

                                                 
scholarship for seven years of study. However, his wife did not love the idea that he would stay away 

longer from the family (or have to move to the island), so he turned it down (and was clearly resentful of 

it). Refer to Piri Thomas Papers, Box 5, Folder 13 – Savior, Savior, Hold My Hand Grant Application, 

SCRBC. 
199 Piri Thomas Papers, Box 3, Folder 11, SCRBC. 
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instance, rather than talking only of Afro-Latinx writers based in the U.S. writing 

primarily in English, scholars could also explore the work of writers based in the 

Hispanophone Caribbean, Central America, and South America in relation to those based 

in the U.S. Or, as Valdés does, we can look at these U.S.-based Afro-Latinx writers’ 

connections to and conversations with ideas and writers based in the Caribbean and Latin 

America. As seen in the work of Thomas and Moreno Vega, migration and histories of 

U.S. intervention have impacted the way in which race and identity have been 

constructed. In fact, one might use Juan Flores’ conception of “cultural remittances” as a 

foundational framework for examining Afro-Latinx writing. 

Finally, the resurgence of scientific conceptions of race are impacting the ways in 

which Afro-Latinx writers and every-day people are constructing their identities. Genetic 

ancestry tests are championed by Henry Louis Gates, Jr’s television show, Finding Your 

Roots and Cepeda’s documentary and activist project, Some Girls (2017), and this 

genetic-genealogical conception of race has become increasingly influential. For 

example, in Cepeda’s Bird of Paradise, Cepeda’s focus on genetic ancestry tests acts as a 

way to imagine more fully her cultural background, attempting to understand the ways in 

which Africanity, Indigeneity, and even Asian identity are integral to the creation of the 

Dominican Republic and its culture. However, the deployment of this multi-faceted 

Latinidad often dabbles in racial stereotyping, evoking Orientalist images of slanted eyes 

and indigenous mystery. Geneticists, social scientists, and humanities scholars are 

becoming proactive in fighting the misconceptions of pseudo-scientific conceptions of 

race, as evidenced by the open letter by 67 such scholars to Buzzfeed and other online 
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venues, entitled “How Not to Talk about Race and Genetics.”200 The letter, which 

responds to a New York Times piece by David Reich, emphasizes the importance of 

studying genetics in conversation with the abundant research on the social and cultural 

history of “race.” In his introduction to Race and the Genetic Revolution: Science, Myth, 

and Culture (2011), Sheldon Krimsky summarizes the continuing, fraught relationship 

between science and race: “the concept of ‘race’ has been steeped in paradox, embraced 

by ideology, adopted and rejected by science, but nevertheless remains an indisputable 

part of public discourse” (2). While Jonathan Marks clearly argues that current methods 

of determining racial ancestry are “not race in any previously familiar sense of the term,” 

nonetheless, “it is readily conflated with such notions, whether ingeniously or not” (25). 

In short, genetic ancestry tests like the ones Cepeda champions are reinventions of 

scientific claims to determine racial difference easily applied to racist notions with which 

those in the U.S. are readily comfortable. Thus, future research on the impacts of a mass-

market understandings of genetics alongside ethnicity and culture would add a much-

needed dimension to Afro-Latinx studies.   

To end this conclusion, I also want to encourage scholars who worry that there is 

a dearth of Afro-Latinx writing or that the archive is too small. While there are certainly 

obstacles that have limited the kinds of voices whose writing survives for us to study, this 

is a common issue in literary studies, one that I believe ethnic studies scholars are already 

well-equipped to deal with. While this project focuses only on works that I define as life 

                                                 
200 The letter was published on March 30, 2018: https://www.buzzfeed.com/bfopinion/race-genetics-david-

reich?utm_term=.rub5L40WL#.ob91LXVKL. Not surprisingly, The New York Times did not post the letter, 

though it posted several shorter responses from some of the signatories. 

https://www.buzzfeed.com/bfopinion/race-genetics-david-reich?utm_term=.rub5L40WL#.ob91LXVKL
https://www.buzzfeed.com/bfopinion/race-genetics-david-reich?utm_term=.rub5L40WL#.ob91LXVKL
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writing, there are a wealth of novels, poetry, music, and other creative output by Afro-

Lainx artists. While this project focused exclusively on Afro-Puerto Rican writers, the 

life writing genre alone includes a wider variety of Afro-Latinx experiences, such 

Veronica Chambers’s (Afro-Panamanian) memoir, Mama’s Girl (1995), Afro-Cuban 

writer Evelio Grillo’s Black Cuban, Black American [2000], the anti-Castro, Afro-Cuban 

writer Carlos Moore’s Pichón: Race and Revolution in Castro’s Cuba (2008),201 and 

Cepeda’s Bird of Paradise.  

Beyond life writing, children’s and young adult literature have become rapidly 

expanding genres in which important conversations about Afro-Latinx identity and 

representation are happening. Children’s literature holds a great deal of potential to 

explore identity formation. This category negotiates the importance of politics and culture 

in literature in the midst of children’s formation not only of self but of community. As 

opposed to life writing, which often looks backward, making sense after the fact of 

identity formation, children’s literature interacts with people in the process of 

understanding adult constructions of race, culture, and gender. There are several 

thoughtful works of contemporary children’s literature, in the United States and the 

Caribbean. For example, Afro-Cuban writer Teresa Cárdenas’s Cartas a mi madre / 

Letters to My Mother (1998, 2007), controversial when first released in Cuba, explores 

race in Cuba, considering the spiritual, gendered, and family dynamics of race in a way 

that parallels Moreno Vega’s work. In another parallel to the work I have examined in 

                                                 
201 Ira Dworkin introduced me to this controversial writer and he is mentioned briefly in Dworkin’s Congo 

Love Song: African American Culture and the Crisis of the Colonial State (2017). His papers are available 

at the Bunche Center at UCLA. 
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this dissertation, Sonia Manzano—better known as Maria from Sesame Street—has 

written the young adult novel, The Revolution of Evelyn Serrano (2012),202 about the 

Young Lords Party in New York, exploring the impact of the organization within the 

context of the family, giving us a personal look into an organization that has been 

considered mostly in macro terms. Critically acclaimed, Afro-Dominican writer Junot 

Díaz (and Colombian illustrator Leo Espinosa) have also recently published a children’s 

book, Islandborn (2018), which deftly facilitates discussion of identity, memory, 

belonging, and community through the genre of the picture book. And Afro-Latinx 

performance poets are even gravitating to the novel genre. For example, acclaimed Afro-

Latina performance poet Elizabeth Acevedo has published a young adult prose novel 

called The Poet X (2018). 

There are also several thought-provoking adult-centered novels by and about 

Afro-Latinx people, and the genre provides a greater variety of Afro-Latinx stories—

centering women, queer people, and perspectives from the Caribbean and US. Texts of 

interest would include Dahlma Llanos-Figueroa Daughters of the Stone (2009), Ana-

Maurine Lara’s Erzulie’s Skirt (2006), Ivelisse Rodriguez’s Love War Stories (a 

collection of short stories, 2018) and Loida Maritza Pérez’s Geographies of Home, all of 

which have a similar structure of looking at several generations of women, as well as 

exploring Afro-Latina relationships to spirituality and religion. In short, there is a treasure 

                                                 
202 Manzano has also written a memoir, Becoming Maria: Love and Chaos in the South Bronx (2015), 

about her life growing up in the 1950s, a time period also covered by Piri Thomas and Marta Moreno Vega. 

While the editors of Wikipedia identify Manzano as Afro-Puerto Rican, it is not clear if that is how she 

identifies. 
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trove of Afro-Latinx writing that deserves to be taken seriously in ethnic studies and US 

literary history. 
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